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1 Q And is he here?

2 A Yes, he is.

3 Q Could you point him out for us?

4 A He's right there in the sweater.

5 Q Is he standing up?

6 A He just stood up and sat back dow n.

7 Q How long have you know n him?

8 A I'd say probably around 2000, since 2000.

9 Q And he remained the ow ner of the Palomino Club until about

10 2006, early 2006; is that your memory?

11

12 right.

13

14

A

Q

A

As far as I can remember I think that may -- that should be about

In that time frame, how often would you see him?

How often would I see him? If he was at the club I would see him

15 quite often.

16

17

18

Q

A

Q

You weren't at the club constantly, were you?

Not constantly, but at least on average I'd say four days a week.

All right. And w hat was your -- you were an independent

18 contractor; you were never an employee?

20

21

22 week?

23

24

25

A

Q

A

Q

A

Never an employee.

So then why would you be going to the Palomino four days a

I kind of had a vested interest in the Palomino.

Do you mean a financial interest?

Not so much financial in direct -- in monetary value. It was more --
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1 I had worked for somebody ever since I started in the industry. I always did
-0

2 what everybody else wanted me to do and foilowed their plans, their design, so

3 on and so forth.

4 When the Palomino was bought out and they wanted to revamp it,

5 they approached me after what I had done at the Satin Saddle and said, what

6 do you think, you know, we want you to come over and take a look at the

7 system. And I told them, I said, To say it's antiquated is a joke. I said it's, you

8 know, this stuff is crap. It's not going to last. I don't like the way it's done.

9 don't think it's safe, and I can redo this for you.

10

11

Q

A

So sort of your baby?

It was absolutely 100 percent my baby. It was the first time that I

12 started from scratch and said I want to wipe everything out and do this my

13 way. And what I did was I took X amount of dollars and made it look like·· my

14 goal was to basically showcase my ability as a designer and a programmer.

15

16

17

Q

A

Q

And did you use it for that?

I absolutely did.

Did there come a time when you would use the·· you say

18 showcase your ability, did you ever show it to any other prospect or current

19 customers of yours?

20

21

22

A

Q

A

Absolutely.

And how would you go about doing that?

It usually depended. What we ended up doing when the club was

23 purchased and I ripped everything out, it was right before 9/11. So I had gone

24 through and done all the research and everything. Like I said, again, it was a

25 big project for me. I did all the research, got the, you know, wheeled and
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1 dealed to make sure I got the lowest prices on everything but was stili

2 something I could work with.

3 And then Mr. H said, We have seven days to get this done, and I

4 kind of looked at him and I went, You're kidding, right, and he says, No, I'm

5 serious. I can't afford to be down. We've got to get this up in seven days.

6 And I said okay.

7

8

9

10

Q

A

Q

A

Did you get it done?

We got it done, but not the way it -- it did not go per design.

Did 9/11 have something to do with that?

Absolutely. All the equipment we bought and everything was

11 sitting on a runway and stuck on a runway.

12

13

Q

A

So w hat ultimately happened?

It actually worked as far as me as a designer. It worked in my

14 favor because all the vendors and stuff I had worked with over all the years,

15 and this is why, I said I had a vested interest in it. They all rallied together and

16 said, hey, he's, you know, he needs to get this done. Blah, blah, blah. Let's

17 get him, you know, what do you need.

18

19

20

Q

A

Q

Okay.

And so they helped me redo everything.

And after that you used this sort of like a model for getting

21 business?

22

23

A

Q

Correct.

Okay. Now, when you would go into the club four days a week,

24 would you be paid for all of your time that you were in the club?

25 A Not -- not really. At the end of -- at the end of the month, they
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would usually write me a check for like $250 for the month. Like I said, it was

2 more for me. It was more, like I said, a vested interest where I wanted to be

3 able to showcase it, you know, showcase my ability, so on and so forth.

4 And the vendors that I had dealt with also sent people down there,

5 and they used it to their advantage to sell, you know, instead of selling, you

6 know, trying to find somebody to buy a $20,000 light, they could turn around

7 and sell them a bunch of $2,000 lights, you know, and then the operating

8 system and everything else for it instead of, you know, instead of chasing away

9 a client who has X amount of dollars to spend you can say, hey, I can get you

10 this much bang for your buck.

11 Q Okay. And so in that sense then, and I want to use this not in the

12 theatrical sense but in the selling sense, was this sort of like a sample or a

13 showroom for you?

14

15

A

Q

Yes, it was.

And when you would go there, would your purpose be to see to it

16 that nobody screwed it up?

17 A Very much so. So much so that a lot of people probably didn't like

18 to see me come in.

19

20

Q

A

What nights would you usually go in?

I made it an absolute point to be there Friday and Saturday night.

21 If I was working at my -- at any of my other jobs, I would get off. It didn't

22 matter if it was midnight, 1 o'clock, 2 o'clock; I would get down there to make

23 sure that the sound system hadn't been messed up, that the lights still worked

24 and see if anybody had any, you know, had any requests or anything like that,

25 make sure the, you know, that all the music was working, DJs were happy, all
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1 that kind of stuff.

2 Q All right. Did there come a time in the year 2005 that you met a

3 person by the name of Deangelo Carroll?

4

5

6

A

Q

A

Yes.

Okay. And who was Deangelo Carroll?

When I met him he was basically running around doing whatever,

7 cleaning, whatever. He wanted to be a DJ is what he aspired to be at the time

8 that I met him.

9

10

11

12

Q

A

Q

A

Did you know someone named Anabel Espindola?

I did.

And who is she?

She was the general manager for the Palomino and also Simone's

13 Auto Plaza.

14 Q Did you know a person by the -- well, you've already identified

15 Luis -- we call him Mr. H in this courtroom. What do you usually call him?

16

17

A

Q

I called him H or Mr. H.

Okay. What did he do in 2005? What did you see him doing?

18 What kind of functions?

19 A He was -- well, he was the owner. He basically would come in

20 and be in the office and then go out on the floor, walk the floor, kind of -- I kind

21 of called it shake hands and kiss babies, kind of, and then if things were slow,

22 he would go into the office and get -- get change and then go out and start

23 throwing money to the girls on stage to try to stimulate business and keep

24 morale up.

25 Q What was your routine when you would go to the Palomino?
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1 A My routine was I almost always made a beeline straight for the OJ

2 booth, go up Into the OJ booth, check with the OJ, make sure that he got his

3 dancers' lists in because in my eyes everything that had to do with performance

4 fell under entertainment. So make sure he had the lists of the dancers to know

5 when they go up, that the office has the list so that the biggest thing in my

6 industry Is you never have a dead stage, and that's what I tried to emphasize

7 with everybody. So I made lists and stuff so that would happen.

8 So it was check on the OJ, check on the booth, check on the lights,

9 check on the sound. Then from there I would call up to the office to see if Mr.

10 H was in and then usually touch bases with him and then hang out and make

11 sure that everything kind of goes smouthly.

12 Q When you were there in the year 2005, did you meet a person

13 named TJ Hadland?

14

15

16

A

Q

A

Yes, I did.

And who was TJ Hadland?

TJ was one of our cab guys. He was outside taking care of the

17 tickets for the cabs which was the way in which they, you know, however

18 many people they brought in they got that on a little slip, and then they would

19 take that in and get paid for however many people they brought in. And then

20 he would hail cabs and put people in cabs when they got ready to leave.

21 Q I want to call your attention to May of the year 2005. Do you

22 recall a night when you had, let's say, words with TJ Hadland?

23

24

A

Q

Yes, I do.

And when I say words, I'm saying that obviously in a

25 euphemistical sense, a bit of a disagreement?
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1

2

3

A

Q

A

"\

I guess YDU cDuld call it a disagreement.

Okay. And tell us what YDU remember abDut it.

I had been asked tD help Dversee the DperatiDns Df the club that

4 night, just basically make sure everything went smDDthiy Dn the flDDr and that

5 everything went well by Anabel. And I shDwed up, and we had been having a

6 little bit of a prDbiem with cabs late at night.

7

8

Q

A

What was the nature of the problem?

The nature Df the problem was that cabs weren't coming. And I

9 would again bring clients down there or recommend the piace to people, and

10 it's kind of disheartening when you send somebody down tD, you know, down

11 to a location, they get there and then when it's time for them to leave, they're

12 waiting, and the next day you get a call, hey, YDU know, everything was great.

13 The place looked great, blah, blah, biah, but it took me an hour and a haif to get

14 out of there.

15

16

Q

A

How did that relate to TJ?

What had happened and what I had nDticed was TJ wasn't on

17 post. He wasn't DUt frDnt.

18

19

Q

A

What does on post mean?

At the entrance tD the PalominD, there's a foyer or receiving area,

20 whatever YDU want to call it. And he's -- his position is Dutside those dDors to

21 greet people as they come in. The other thing it serves as --

22

23

Q

A

So he would be Dn the outside?

On the Dutside Df the doors. The Dther thing it does is as cabs are

24 driving by Las Vegas BDulevard, they see him DUt there; they knDw the place is

25 open. It makes it easier to fiag them, et cetera, and it keeps, you know,
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1

2

3

4

5

basically what I tried to explain to him when we had words was that if you're

outside they know we're still open. After hours, if there's not a lot of activity

out in the parking lot, they'll drive by and not think we're open, you know.

And then I've got people waiting on cabs, and we're trying to call,

blah, blah, blah, and it just makes -- makes everything bad.

6 Q Well, you say he wasn't on post. How did you respond to him not

7 being on post?

8 A I walked back out front from the floor, and he was sitting at the

9 shoe shine stand where the shoe shine booth, right next to the cage.

10

11 Club?

12

Q

A

Okay. Is that -- is there a shoe shine stand inside the Palomino

At one time it was a shoe shine stand; now it's just this big throne

13 looking chair, but I call it the shoe shine stand because that's what it was there

14 for.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

Well, it's obvious, I mean, the construction of it?

Correct. It's -- it's designed as a shoe shine.

Okay. And you saw him sitting in it?

Yes, I did.

And how did you respond to that?

I asked him what he was doing.

Without telling us what he said, what did you do after he

22 responded?

23

24

25

A

Q

A

I asked him to go outside and get on his post.

And again, did he respond to you? Don't tell us what he said.

Yes, he did.
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1

2

Q

A

(

And after he responded to you, w hat did you say to him?

I told him if he had a problem with what I was asking him to do, I

3 was doing it on behalf of the management and the owners of the Palomino, and

4 he was more than welcome to call Anabel and complain to her.

5

6

7

8

9

10

Q

A

Q

A

manager.

Q

Did you then report it to anyone?

Yes, I did. I wrote it up.

You wrote it up. And to whom did you report it?

I reported it to Anabel, and I turned the paperwork into the office

And did you learn what happened after that with respect to TJ,

11 and of course, I'm not talking about the man's death, but, I mean, was there-

12 was there -- what occurred with respect to his remaining employed at the

13 Palomino?

14

15

16

17

A

Q

A

Q

His employment w s terminated.

And do you know who ter inated him?

My understanding that Anabel did.

And were you asked to do anything by Anabel with respect to that

18 termination?

19

20

A

Q

Yes, I was.

And in response to what she asked you to do -- did you do what

21 she asked you to do?

22

23

24

A

Q

A

Yes, I did.

What did you do?

I showed up and met Ariel, the office manager, in the office. They

25 explained to me that they were letting TJ go, and he had a final check, and
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1 they wanted to make sure that he left without any problems.

2 Q Okay. Now, in terms of your experience with Mr. Hadland, why

3 would they call you to fulfill that role?

4

5

6

7

s

A

Q

A

Q

A

In terms of TJ?

Yeah, why you? Why not do it with -

Why me in general?

Why you in general with respect to TJ?

With respect to TJ. Not many people -- not many people argued

9 with me or caused problems with me, et cetera.

10

11

12

Q

A

Q

Was TJ argumentative in your experience?

Could be.

Now, had you ever reported TJ previously to the management of

13 the Palomino?

14

15

16

A

Q

A

For not being on post, I believe so.

For anything else?

I had spoke to -- I had spoke to Mr. H about something I had

17 observed.

18

19

Q

A

And what was it that you observed?

I observed TJ on occasion and also Deangelo on occasion selling

20 VIP passes.

21

22

23

24

Q

A

Q

A

And where were they selling those passes?

Out front.

And when you say selling VIP passes, what do you mean?

Basically, the VIP passes were for free admission into the club, and

25 what would happen is the cabs would show up, and they would -- a cabbie
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1 would come in, and let's say I didn't always know what we were paying, but I

2 knew we were -- I'm sorry, what was being paid, but say the Palomino was

3 paying $30 a head, if a cab brings in five people, they're expecting $150.

4 The customers will pay $30 a head, and, you know, you'd get TJ

5 or Deangelo would write up the ticket, give the ticket to the driver. The driver

6 takes it up. He gets paid for the number of peopie that he brings in, full price,

7 full admission, full pay.

8 There came a time where there were issues with the VIP cards. At

9 one point cabbies got nothing if somebody came in with a VIP card. That was

10 creating problems, and cabbies were just like, hey, this is, you know, this is

11 stupid, and all of a sudden we're not getting people there. They came up with

12 an alternate plan to where they paid lower amounts for VIP cards. So the

13 cabbies were at least, you know, getting something.

14 Well, what I saw was these people are getting out of the cabs, and

15 TJ and Deangelo had both turned around and at first I thought they were

16 getting a tip 'cause I'm seeing money exchange hands, but then I see them

17 hand a VIP card to these people. They go up, they go in. The cabbie comes

18 out, and I had a couple cabs say that the Palomino was ripping them off, and

19 that's when I brought it to --I brought it to Mr. H's attention that, you know,

20 think this is what I see, you know.

21 Q Did you ever hear the term used by Mr. Hidalgo or anybody else at

22 the Palomino Club, the term Plan S?

23

24

A

Q

Yes.

And when you heard the term Plan S, was it always used to mean

25 the same thing?
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1 A When he was speaking to me and he talked to me about Plan S, I

2 knew what he was talking about.

3

4

Q

A

And what did you understand it to be?

It was -- it was in relation to how the club was operating and how

5 money was going out. It was in relation to whether or not to stick with Plan A,

6 which is pay X amount for regular admission, pay X amount for VIP cards. If

7 not, then wipe it out and go to Plan S which would be paying across the board.

8 Q I want to call your attention to the 19 th of May in the year 2005.

And do you remember why you were at the Palomino Club that

Okay. Now, that's a Thursday night?

I believe that's correct.

Yes.

And why were you at the Palomino that night?

I had a good client showing up that J invited.

Do you remember who the client was?

It was a McNeilus was the group.

McNeilus?

McNeilus.

Can you spell it?

M-c-n-e-i-I-u-s, I believe it is.

Okay. And what is McNeilus?

McNeilus is a company that manufactures trucks. Some of their

9 Do you recall being at the Palomino Club that night?

I do.10 A

11 Q

12 night?

13 A

14 Q

15 A

16 Q

17 A

18 Q

19 1\

20 Q

21 A

22 Q

23 A

24 Q

25 A
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1

2

subsidiaries are OshKosh. They do rollover plows, snow equipment. Theyaiso

do garbage trucks and concrete mixers and all that kind of stuff.

3

4

Q

A

And why did you have McNeilus coming to the club that night?

They were clients of mine, and I had brought them down there

To make sure that they got picked up correctly and on time this

When you say this time, had there been a problem in the past?

Yes, there had.

And what was that problem?

Deangelo was supposed to pick them up in the limo, and he didn't

A

Q

A

10 Q

11 McNeiius?

12 A

13 time.

14 Q

5 before. I did the lighting for their booth, and we had -- we were steadily

6 stepping up the lighting in there, but again, cost is always an issue. So I was

7 trying to -- that's what i used, you know, to try to sell people on additional

8 lighting is you don't have to pay top dollar. So they had been there before, and

9 they enjoyed themselves there.

And so you were at the club that night to do what with respect to

16

15

17

18 show up.

19

20

21

Q

A

Q

Now, that's not on the 19'h of May, some earlier occasion?

It was prior, correct.

So when you got there that night, what do you recall about

22 whether your clients got picked up on time or not?

23

24

25

A

Q

A

What do I recall as far as did they get picked up? Or?

Were there problems?

Yes.
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1

2 was.

3

Q

A

Okay. Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the jury what the problem

The problem was Deangelo was in the van -- well, the van was

4 gone. I was told Deangelo was in the van, and the limo was sitting out front.

5

6

7

Q

A

Q

Who was supposed to drive the limo?

Deangelo was.

Okay. And how do you know that arrangements had been made

8 for that to occur?

9 A I arrived early that day to speak with -- Mr. H's son, I call him lilli

10 Louie. I stopped by to talk to Little Louie who opens the club and also

11 scheduled -- did the schedule for pick ups and stuff like that. I said, please

12 make sure -- and I had talked to him previously about this, and I just wanted to

13 drive home that, hey, I don't want to see this screwed up again. We need to

14 make sure Deangelo does his job and picks these people up. He said, We know

15 about it; it will get taken care of.

16

17

Q

A

What time did you get to the Palomino that night?

It would have been sometime after opening so the doors open at 5.

18 I usually -- I'd say it was sometime after 5, probably before 6.

19 Q And what if any problems did you encounter with respect to your

20 clients being picked up on time?

21 A I don't recall the exact time they were scheduled to be picked up.

22 I know it was after -- it would have been after 9 because that's when the

23 majority of the girls came in, and I wanted to make sure the club was full of

24 girls, you know, that we had a, you know, a full lineup for them. And I

25 remember I walked outside, about an hour, about 8 o'clock, somewhere around
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1 then, and I saw the limo sitting outside.

2

3

4

5

Q

A

Q

A

And w hat did you do in response to that?

I called Litt Ie Louie.

And after talking to Little Louie what did you do?

I went back inside and then I think I went upstairs to talk to

6 Anabel and Mr. H and Little Louie.

7 Q Now, when you were upstairs --

8 Can I have that photo, please. Can I have this marked next in

9 order, please.

10 THE COURT: Would counsel approach, please while Ms. Husted is

11 getting the exhibit marked.

12 (Conference at the bench.)

13 BY MR. GENTILE:

14 Q I'm going to show you what's been marked Proposed Exhibit G

15 and ask you to take a look at it and see if you recognize it?

16

17

A

Q

Yeah, it's the upstairs office at the Palomino.

And when you say the upstairs office, is this referred to as some

18 person's office?

19

20

A

Q

Yeah, Mr. H'g office.

This is Mr. H's office. Does it appear to you in that photograph to

21 be in substantially the same condition at least furniturewise as the view in that

22 photograph expresses as it was back in May 2005, other than being relatively

23 empty as compared to that?

24

25

A

Q

Yeah. There was no Chicago helmet and stuff in there.

Okay.
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1 MR. GENTILE: Move it into evidence at this time.

2 THE COURT: Any objection.

3 MR. 01 GIACOMO: No, Your Honor.

4 MR. ADAMS: None from us, Your Honor.

5 THE COURT: All right.

6 (Defense Exhibit G admitted.)

7 BY MR. GENTILE:

8

9

10

Q

A

Q

Could you step dow n here, please.

Sure.

Could you show the ladies and gentlemen of the jury -- would you

11 point out to the lad·les and gentlemen of the jury w hat they're looking at here in

12 terms of -- I think there are three chairs in this room?

13

14

A

Q

Yes, there are.

Okay. There's also a doorway. So would you just sort of explain

15 what this perspective is.

16 A This perspective is looking at the main desk. Right here is a

17 doorway that leads to a bathroom that's up that wall right there where that

18 handrail is. There's a private bathroom there and bath or shower, and right

19 inside this doorway off to the left-hand side there's a little kitchen area right

20 there. This is the main desk, and that's a big chair that's back there. Back

21 behind here, which you can't see in this photo, is where all the monitors and

22 everything are for the club.

23

24

Q

A

They have other photographs that show --

Then this is the -- that's the entertainment system that actually

25 runs the sound and lighting and switching and stuff for the room itseif, for that
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2

particular room, main desk, two chairs are always there and then the hutch that

keeps ail the files and everything.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Okay. Now, you see that desk, the chair behind the desk?

This one here?

Who usuaily sat in that chair?

Anabel did.

Okay. And there are two chairs in front of the desk?

Correct.

Did anybody usuaily sit in one of those chairs?

Yes. Mr. H usuaily sat in this chair right here.

11 MR. GENTilE: Could we have some sort of a marker that we could mark

12 them. Weil, I guess we don't need to.

13 THE COURT: Weil, there's two--

14 MR. GENTilE: We don't need to.

15 BY MR. GENTilE:

16 Q So if you're looking at this photograph, when you said this chair

17 right here, you meant the chair that's on the left-hand side of the photograph --

18

19

20

21

A

Q

A

Q

Correct.

•. in front of the .-

Yes.

And the one that Anabel sat In is this gray upholstered chair that's

22 behind the desk?

23

24

A

Q

Correct.

Okay. How many times were you·· I'd like you to stay down here

25 for a minute. How many times were you in that office that night?
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2

3

4

A

Q

A

Q

Two that I recall.

Okay. And was Anabel in the office both times?

Yes.

When you walked into the office the first time, had your clients

5 been picked up yet?

6

7

A

Q

No.

When you walked into the office the second time, had your clients

8 been picked up yet?

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Yes.

And about what time was that second time?

I would say probably around after 11 I believe it was.

And when you came in that time, who was in the office?

Anabel and Mr. H.

And where was Anabel seated?

Anabel was behind the desk.

And where was Mr. H?

I don't know where he was when -- well, the -- you can't see in

18 this photo right here, but up this way, like this actual walkway goes through to

19 a door, and then there's a hallway and another door right there. I came in

20 through the outer set of doors and then knocked on this -- the door that leads

21 into this room right here, and he came and got me.

22 Q All right. So after you entered the room, how many people were

23 in the room on that occasion after 11 o'clock?

24

25

A

Q

Myself, Mr. H, and Anabel.

Anybody else?
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1 A

2 Q

3 A

4 Q

5 A

6 Q

7 A

8 Q

9 A

10 Q

11 A

12 Q

13 A

14 Q

15 A

16 Q

17 A

18 Q

/

Not that I recall. I was pretty much focused on them.

All right. And what did you do after Mr. H let you in?

He sat dow n. I kind of plopped dow n in the chair -

Which chair did you sit in.

I sat in this chair right here.

Okay. So you sat in the chair that's on the right?

Correct.

And he sat in the chair that's on the left?

That is correct.

And Anabel was in the chair behind the desk?

Correct.

Okay. How long were you in the office at that time?

I'd say maybe 15 minutes.

And is that the last time that you were in the office that night?

Yes.

Did Anabel ever get out of her chair?

Not that I recall.

Do you ever recall seeing Me. H get out of his chair and walk

19 anywhere with Anabel?

20

21

22

23

A

Q

A

Q

No, I do not.

Did you ever see Anabel walk into the kitchenette area?

Not that -- not that night that I recall.

Okay. You can resume the stand.

24 THE COURT: Maybe this would be--

25 MR. GENTILE: I think this would be a good place to stop.
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1 Did I move this into evidence?

2 THE COURT: Yeah, you did, and it was admitted.

3 Ladies and gentlemen, this is probably a good time to take our

4 evening recess. We'll reconvene tomorrow morning at 9:30.

5 And, sir, you are instructed to be here tomorrow morning no later

s than 9:30. During the recess, please don't discuss your testimony with

7 anybody else who may be called as a witness in this case. Thank you, and you

s are excused. And if you need to talk to Mr. Gentile, you can wait for him out in

9 the hallway.

10 Ladies and gentlemen, as you just heard, we'll be reconvening at

11 9:30 tomorrow morning. Once again, you're reminded of the admonishment

12 that you're not to discuss this case or any subject matter relating to the case

13 with each other or with anyone else. Do not read, watch, or listen to any

14 reports of or commentaries on any subject connected with the trial. Don't do

15 any independent research on the trial by the internet or any other medium.

16 Don't visit any of the locations at issue, and please don't form or express an

17 opinion on the case.

18 Once again, leave your notepads on your chairs. I would like Juror

19 No. 11 to please remain in the courtroom. The rest of the jury can go ahead

20 and exit through the double doors, and we'll see you all back here at 9:30.

21 If anyone has any pending questions, please hand those to Jeff on

22 your way out.

23 (Jury recessed 6:55 p.m.)

24 THE COURT: Sir, I understand that there's an issue if we go past

25 Wednesday for your employment, and I know we've discussed this, but that
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was weeks ago, and I don't have my notes from jury selection. So could you

2 refresh my memory as to what the conflict is if we go past Wednesday.

3 JUROR NO. 11: Absolutely. I'm the director of security for a major

4 security company, and I handle all the contracts. We have two major shows in

5 Palm Springs, California Thursday and Friday night. The major shows are

6 bringing in the managers and the tour agents and everybody that's got to do

7 with those shows, and I'm going down there to make the shows look good, but

8 because we're all coming together we're going to discuss our future contracts

9 with those shows for our company. And it just doesn't pertain to those two

10 talents. It's the talent for AG, Clear Channel, all those.

11 THE COURT: And the two shows are what?

12 JUROR NO. 11: Billy Joel on Thursday night and Match Box 20 on

13 Friday night.

14 THE COURT: Okay.

15 JUROR NO. 11: We have a third show, but I'm not staying for the third

16 show.

17 THE COURT: Okay. And your company, your guys are the ones that

18 are doing security for both of these concerts?

19 JUROR NO. 11: We're not doing internal security for them; we're going

20 dow n for consultants and for security for the talent. We're contract for the

21 talent.

22 THE COURT: For the talent, so to make sure nothing happens to the

23 star or the band, okay.

24 JUROR NO. 11: That is correct. And on top of that, it's the first show

25 for that venue. It's a brand new venue. So we've also talked to the director of
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1 entertainment, director of security, and we're going down there for that also.

2 THE COURT: Okay. And let me ask you this. You will be back then

3 Saturday?

4 JUROR NO. 11: I would.

5 THE COURT: And you're not actually working the shows; it's just that

6 you need to be down there in what, a consulting capacity or?

7 JUROR NO. 11: We are working the shows for the talent.

8 THE COURT: I mean, are you personally going to be working the show?

9 JUROR NO. 11: Yes.

10 THE COURT: Okay. And what does that work entail?

11 JUROR NO. 11: We are personal security for the talent.

12 THE COURT: No, I mean you personally, what do you do?,
13 JUROR NO. 11: My job?

14 THE COURT: Yeah.

15 JUROR NO. 11: I'm the director of security.

16 THE COURT: No. No. I guess I meant it in a really, really basic way,

17 like you direct guys around the stage or you -- w hat do you do?

18 JUROR NO. 11: Once the talent arrives at the hotel, it's my

19 responsibility to make sure they get to point a, point b, point c, point d, and

20 they're arriving at noon on Thursday.

21 THE COURT: And on an unrelated issue, my bailiff informs me that you

22 think you -- and this was before he testified that he'd worked at the Mandalay

23 Bay, that you recognized the last witness from the Mandalay Bay?

24 JUROR NO. 11: I was out in the lobby and I saw the gentleman, and I

25 put the name PK together with the face, and I do work with him on concerts at
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

\

Mandalay Bay.

THE COURT: Okay. So you currently work with him?

JUROR NO. 11: Whenever he works -- I'm at every concert pretty

much, and he comes in and does work for the concert tour, like he said, the

lighting, things like that. He's one of the -- I've had him in numerous shows in

the past eight years.

THE COURT: Do you directly work with him, or is it more you recognize

him as somebody who does the production, lighting and whatnot?

JUROR NO. 11: He's not security so I don't directly work with him.

He's roaming around backstage. He has come up to me severai times and said

we have a problem. I need you, you know, a security guy to do this or

whatever, and we would.

THE COURT: Okay. Anything about that relationship, the fact that you

know him and you have seen his work firsthand that would impact your ability

to be fair and impartial to either side in this case?

JUROR NO. 11: No.

THE COURT: All right. Does anyone have any follow-up questions for

Juror No. 11?

MR. 01 GIACOMO: I have just a couple.

First, Mr. Handiey, during the time that you've had interaction with

him, have you ever formed an opinion as to his truthfulness or untruthfuiness?

JUROR NO. 11: i've never formed -- no.

MR. 01 GIACOMO: Never had an occasion to judge that one way or the

other?

JUROR NO. 11: My opinion is he's a very honest guy. When I've
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worked with him he's helped me take care of issues in my direction and my

2 areas.

3 MR. 01 GIACOMO: My question is for you then, based upon your

4 interactions with this individual, can you set that aside and listen to the

5 evidence that the evidence establishes that he's not credible, would you be able

6 to consider that despite what your prior contact was with him?

7 JUROR NO. 11: I know that -- this is my answer to your question.

8 know that he's very credible in my eyes from what I've seen in the past.

9 MR. 01 GIACOMO: So based upon --

10 JUROR NO. 11: He's never done anything wrong to me.

11 MR. 01 GIACOMO: So what you're saying is before you've come in here

12 you've assessed him as a credible individual before you ever walked into a

13 courtroom?

14 JUROR NO. 11: I would say yes.

15 MR. 01 GIACOMO: Now let's talk about your other -- your other problem

16 is this isn't like you're some security guard on the floor. You have the

17 responsibility for protecting Billy Joel and Match Box 20?

18 JUROR NO. 11: That's correct.

19 MR. 01 GIACOMO: And you had this previous engagement set up for

20 some time now, correct?

21 JUROR NO. 11: Going on almost a month.

22 MR. 01 GIACOMO: And we only asked you through last Friday, correct?

23 JUROR NO. 11: That is correct.

24 MR. 01 GIACOMO: And it would be a massive hardship for you to miss

25 that on Thursday and Friday?
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1 JUROR NO. 11: Absolutely because it's a future contract involved, and

2 everybody's flying in to talk about this. They wouldn't typically fly in for this

3 just to see him.

4 MR. 01 GIACOMO: Thank you very much, sir.

5 THE COURT: Are you the only guy that meets on this contract, or do

6 you have like a partner or an associate that's also involved in negotiating the

7 contract, or is it just you?

8 JUROR NO. 11: Just me.

9 THE COURT: Just you?

10 JUROR NO. 11: That's correct.

11. THE COURT: Any follow-up? Any other questions?

12 MR. GENTILE: Just one question. Well, maybe it might be more than

13 one question.

14 What time must you leave in order to get there for your --

15 JUROR NO. 11: I'm driving down. I have to be there by noon.

16 MR. GENTILE: On Thursday?

17 JUROR NO. 11: On Thursday. So Palm Springs is four and a half hours,

18 7:30, 8:00 in the morning I planned on leaving. And, again, I apologize but I

19 didn't know this was going to go this far.

20 THE COURT: No, and we didn't know, and you probably mentioned it,

21 and we said, oh, no. There's not a problem.

22 JUROR NO. 11: And I didn't mention it because I didn't think it was

23 going to go this far. That's Why I didn't create any issues because there was

24 enough issues in the courtroom. But coming last Thursday, Friday, that's when

25 I mentioned to Jeff that I see there's an issue coming up here.
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1 THE COURT: All right. Let me go ahead and have you exit the

2 courtroom and just hang around in the vestibule or in the hallway for a moment.

3 JUROR NO. 11: And of course leave this on my chair, right?

4 THE COURT: Yes, ieave it on your chair.

5 JUROR NO. 11: And again, I can supply the hotels that I'm staying at.

6 THE COURT: No, i believe you. I mean, you haven't sat here for all

7 these days to come up with an excuse at the eleventh hour. I completely

8 believe you.

9 (Juror exited the courtroom.)

10 THE COURT: Well, I know the State doesn't want him now because he

11 knows--

12 MR DI GIACOMO: Well, he obviously has a bias, but I also think -- but

13 in legitimate fairness and before we ever knew the bias, I said this to the Court,

14 we told these people last Friday. This is a big deal. None of us get to hang out

15 with Billy Joel, first of all for a job. I mean, make him get some signatures or

16 some autographs, but the truth of the matter is that it's only fair and

17 appropriate that he be allowed to go.

18 We have three alternates, and we're in the third week and haven't

19 lost anybody.

20 THE COURT: My w hole thing -- I'm not going to kick him for bias -- my

21 whole thing is we told him, you know, we didn't indicate it would be this long.

22 I mean, we can make him come in tomorrow and sit through everything

23 knowing we're not going to finish tomorrow, or we can excuse him now and

24 not make him come back tomorrow. So that was why I excused him right now

25 to see what people's impression was on that..
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1 MR. ADAMS: Judge, the only thing I would add is earlier when we were

2 talking about timing, I took an opposing to Mr. Gentile about trying to power

3 through, and what had motivated my thought was to try to be able to keep the

4 juror, this juror. If he is going to be released and --

5 THE COURT: Well, we can keep him till tomorrow and see where we

6 are, but honestly --

7 MR. ADAMS: It's not--

8 THE COURT: -- this is not going to be a 30- or 40-minute deliberation'

9 don't think.

10 MR. ADAMS: No. And so I withdraw my request to argue tomorrow

11 based on if he's not going --

12 THE COURT: Well, we're still going to argue tomorrow because

13 otherwise they'll get this case in the afternoon on Thursday, and they might

14 have to come back Friday. Their whole concern was not to have to come back

15 Friday at this point. So we're still going to power through tomorrow.

16 Now, if we finish arguments at 6 :30, they're probably just going to

17 go home and then come back Thursday to deliberate. But now if they have a

18 rebuttal case, we may be doing argument Thursday morning anyway.

19 I just don't see finishing with this guy, doing the gal, the California

20 guy, the -- Mr. Hidalgo Junior, settling jury instructions, arguing, and the juror

21 being able to deliberate plus the bathroom breaks.

22 MR. GENTILE: Well, you know, frankly--

23 THE COURT: I mean, I can have him come back tomorrow: that's why J

24 excused him like I just said. And then just tell him tomorrow, look, we really

25 hoped to get it done, but we're going to make you the alternate.
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1 MR. ADAMS: May we have just a moment.

2 THE COURT: Yeah, I mean, that may be the better way to do it.

3 MR. PESCI: Even if that were to happen--

4 MR. DI GIACOMO: To save us some time, do you want to canvass the

5 two defendants, or do you want to do that in the morning?

6 THE COURT: No, I'm not going to canvass them till right before they're

7 going to be -- because Mr. --

8 M R. PESCI: The State's --

9 THE COURT: I mean, I prefer to do it right before the last --

10 MR. DI GIACOMO: I was just suggesting that that's--

11 THE COURT: No. No. I mean, I just --

12 MR. PESCI: The other concern the State has in this juror, Judge, is even

13 if we power through tomorrow, there could be a desire to get a quick verdict

14 because he can't be here the next day.

15 THE COURT: That's a concern for either side, I think.

16 MR. DI GIACOMO: Oh, I know, it's a concern for everybody, but it's

17 just a concern. Nobody wants a jury to make a determination based on

18 anything other than the facts.

19 MR. GENTILE: Well, there's two separate issues. One is whether he

20 comes back, and the other is with all due respect because you've been so

21 patient, it seems as though there's some sort of a rush to get a judgment in this

22 case at this point, and that's a separate issue.

23 THE COURT: Wel" no. I mean, I don't think there's a rush, but i think,

24 not the Court, but, you know, in the beginning, in the beginning I think, you

25 know, people wanted to break at 4:45 as opposed to going to 6 like the Court
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wanted to do. And because an hour here, 30 minutes there, this and that,

2 we've now reached a place where we're way behind. And so it's not, you

3 know, like I said, it doesn't matter to me. I'm happy -- it's easier for me

4 honestly to have a nice long lunch and come and do this in the afternoon and

5 quit at 5.

6 I understand what you're saying, but it is what it is, and--

7 MR GENTILE: I have a real --

8 THE COURT: I mean, I have no problem bringing the jury in Thursday

9 morning. I don't want a jury with this guy worried about missing a contract to

10 come back with a wrong verdict however it is because they're not willing to

11 deliberate. So, I mean, I think that's why Thursday night I'd be inclined to -- I

12 mean Wednesday if we finish, I'd be inclined to make him come back Thursday

13 because then they've taken off work and they have the whole day--

14 MR GENTILE: When you say if we finish, if we finish what?

15 THE COURT: Arguments.

16 MR GENTILE: You really think that we're going to be able to get

17 through these witnesses, a rebuttal case, ajury instruction settlement and all of

18 that argument tomorrow?

19 MR 01 GIACOMO: Well, I mean, at some point you might say

20 something different, but for right now, let's just -- why don't we just start and

21 see where we get to.

22 THE COURT: Well, I mean, I don't know if the State's really going to do

23 a rebuttal case, and if I think the rebuttal is tangential to anything important, I

24 may say, you know what, I don't think that there's really enough to rebut there.

25 It's a minor point. I don't know what they're going to put on.
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1 MR. GENTILE: They have a statement --

2 THE COURT: If it's a major point then they're allowed to do it.

3 MR. GENTILE: They have a statement that they took from Mr. Handley

4 that I have requested and counsel has refused to give it to me. I grant you that

5 he is not on their list. So I suppose we could get into that issue. But that's

6 what that's about.

7 THE COURT: Okay. Well, in terms of excusing this juror today or

8 making him come back for Wednesday, the State's preference is to excuse him

9 today. Defense's preference is what?

10 MR. ADAMS: Judge, I would say if you -- if we got through everything

11 and all the spheres came together and we got it to the -- finished argument

12 magically by 7 somehow, if you're going to break at that point regardless of

13 what the jury wants to do, I'd say release him. I mean, let's not make the guy

14 a captive. But if the Court might tell the jurors, let the bailiff know what your

15 preference is if you guys want to deliberate well into the night tonight then

16 we'll start deliberation.

17 THE COURT: Well, we'll let them deliberate a little bit, but I -- I'm not

18 going to keep them here till 1 or 2 in the morning.

19 MR. ADAMS: I'm not saying keep them. If you put the ball in their

20 court they may choose to stay.

21 THE COURT: Well, except here's the deal. It's not just the bailiff who

22 has to stay. I don't mind staying, but the Court's whole staff has to stay until

23 1 and 2 in the morning, and, you know, these gals start at 7, and it's really not

24 fair to my staff.

25 MR. ADAMS: I'm not lobbying for that.
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1 THE COURT: No. No. No. I'm just saying this is not a department

2 where people work until 1 and 2 in the morning. Some departments are

3 different. I just don't -- I just think it's inhuman to do that. You know, 9

4 o'clock at night, 10 o'clock at night I might, but my fear would still be -- I gues

5 we could make him come back tomorrow and see where we are and go from

6 there.

7 MR. GENTILE: Well, I think probably better than anything wouid be to

8 ask the juror if he wants to do that.

9 THE COURT: All right.

10 MR. GENTILE: And if the case can go to the jury tomorrow and they

11 deliberate into the evening '.-

12 MR. PESCI: We're talking about all the stars lining up to that. We

13 maybe end at 7 o'clock and then we're going to send him home; how is this

14 guy even going to be a part of that process? Why are we --

15 MR. DI GIACOMO: Yeah, I mean, why are we even -- and I could tell

16 the Court, I know the Court doesn't find he should go for bias, I can tell you

17 that the credibility of Pee-Larr Handley is going to be something hotly contested

18 in this case.

19 THE COURT: Yeah. I mean, all he said though really, if you listened to

20 him is well, in his dealings with Pee-Larr Handley he didn't, you know, I mean,

21 he didn't find him to be dishonest.

22 MR. 01 GIACOMO: If a juror had said during our voir dire one of your

23 main witnesses --

24 THE COURT: You would have kicked him.

25 MR. 01 GIACOMO: You would have kicked him, right?
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THE COURT: Right.

2 MR. DI GIACOMO: Now we have an additional problem with him.

3 don't understand why he's still here when we still have three alternates.

4 THE COURT: All right. Bring Mr. --

5 MR. GENTILE: Adkins.

6 THE COURT: Thank you so much.

7 Sir, we've gone round and round about this and the odds of

8 whether or not we think realistically we're going to be able to finish and so you

9 can participate in deliberations tomorrow, and obviously we don't want you to

10 feei rushed, and we don't want that to impact your verdict one way or the

11 other. And candidly in going over the scheduling and everything like that, I

12 mean, the odds of us getting completely finished to full deliberation and verdict

13 by tomorrow at sometime before, you know, 10 0' clock at night is very remote.

14 And so I think to be fair to you I'm going to go ahead and excuse you now.

15 I just want to thank you and apologize to you that you've spent all

16 of these days here and it's kind of for naught. There are alternates here; you

17 were not one of the alternates. You were one of the original jurors. So if it's

18 any consolation, some of the alternates may be excused anyway. But now you

19 can see the importance of having alternates to give us that flexibility. And I

20 want to thank you for your patience and your willingness to serve and your

21 attentiveness and all of that.

22 You know, you probably won't see any of the other jurors on your

23 way out, but if you do and they ask you anything about what we've discussed,

24 please don't discuss anything like that with them. Okay.

25 JUROR NO. 11: Absolutely. I just want to thank everyone here,
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1 including you, Your Honor, and everyone. I appreciate you all.

2 THE COURT: All right. And like I said, I really appreciate __

3 JUROR NO. 11: It was an experience here.

4 THE COURT: Feel free to contact us if you're interested in w hat the

5 verdict is.

6 JUROR NO. 11: Okay.

7 THE COURT: Thank you very much, sir.

8 JUROR NO. 11: And again, I apologize to everyone here.

9 THE COURT: No. You know what, it's not your fault at all because we,

10 you know, over and over again said it would definitely be over by Wednesday,

11 and we had hoped -- I know you brought this problem to my bailiff's attention -

12 honestly, I had hoped we would do closings today and give it to the jury for you

13 to be deliberating tomorrow or do closings in the morning tomorrow, and you

14 guys would get it in the afternoon in plenty of time. You know, it just isn't

15 panning out that way unfortunately.

16 JUROR NO. 11: And I do want to give kudos to Jeff for not saying

17 anything about all the questions he's been asked. They ask him a lot of

18 questions, and he's like, I can't say anything. So I just wanted to let you know.

19 THE COURT: All right. So he's doing good.

20 JUROR NO. 11: He's doing good.

21 THE COURT: All right. Thank you very much.

22 MR. ADAMS: JUdge, are you asking us not to speak with him? I mean,

23 we'll do whatever you instruct.

24 MR. 01 GIACOMO: I don't think it's ever appropriate to speak to __

25 THE COURT: Typically until after the verdict. I mean, obviously after
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1 the verdict you can.

2 JUROR NO. 11: Speaking to who?

3 MR. 01 GIACOMO: We shouldn't be speaking to you until after the

4 verdict.

5 JUROR NO. 11: I don't think you'll see me.

6 THE COURT: Thank you very much.

7 We'll see you back here at 9:30 tomorrow.

8 (Recess taken 7:16 p.m.)

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 LAS VEGAS, C~ARK COUNTY, NV, WEDNESDAY, FEB. 11, 2009

2

3 THE MARSHA~: All rise and come to order. Department 21 is now

5

6

7

8

9

10 jury.

11

4 in session. The Honorable Valerie Adair presiding.

THE COURT: All right. ~et's start.

THE MARSHA~: You may be seated.

MR. GENTI~E: Your Honor, before I put Obi Pere~ on the stand -

THE COURT: Okay.

MR. GENTI~E: -- I'd like to be heard outside the presence of the

MR. PESCI: I apologi~e Mr. Dominic, we have your witness still

12 here. If he can step out.

13

14 vestibule.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25 to-

THE COURT: Sir, would you mind going and having a seat in the

MR. GENTI~E: Oh, you want to say something?

MR. PESCI: No, but-

MR. GENTI~E: Oh, no, that's fine.

MR. PESCI: -- whatever you want to say --

MR. GENTI~E: I'm not going to do -- say any1hing about-

MR. PESCI: Oh, I thought you were going to--

THE COURT: Oh, okay.

MR. GENTI~E: I'm ready now.

MR. DIGIACOMO: Oh, okay.

MR. GENTI~E: I was just saying before she gets on the stand I want
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1

2

3

4 going

5

7

8

9

THE COURT: Okay.

MR. GENTILE: -- 1want to address something with the Court.

THE COURT: Do you want to do it now, or do you think he's

MR. GENTILE: We can do it now.

THE COURT: -- to take enough time to go to the break?

MR. GENTILE: Wait outside for a few minutes.

(Witness exits courtroom)

MR. GENTILE: Obi Perez is going to come in and testify to having

10 been in the Clark County Detention Center last year--

11

12

THE COURT: Uh-huh.

MR. GENTILE: - and having been in the same module as Anabel

13 and having spoken with Anabel one day when Anabel came back from court and

14 was silent. Clearly, because she was in jail, it's self-evident that she did

15 something to cause her to be in jail. Okay? And she's going to testify that she

16 was in there having been convicted of a gross misdemeanor. All right? Or she's

17 not going to testify with respect to any reason as to why she was in there. Okay?

18 It doesn't really matter.

19 THE COURT: Right. Because the last gal with the card was in jail

20 and nobody asked her --

21

22

23

MR. GENTILE: Right.

THE COURT: -- what she was doing in jail.

MR. GENTILE: But my concern is that the conviction that she was in

24 for (a) it was not a felony, and (b) it was not a gross that goes to the question of

25 credibility.

JRP TRANSCRIBING
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1

2

3

4

THE COURT: Her voracity.

MR. GENTILE: Right.

THE COURT: It wasn't a-

MR. GENTILE: She was in -

5 THE COURT: -- moral turpitude.

6 MR. GENTILE: She was in there for a really bad thing. She was in

7 there for essentially child -- child neglect and abuse of some sort. But it was a

8 gross -- the reason she was in is because she -- she came up dirty once and

9 then the second time she moved without --

10

11

12

13

THE COURT: They revoked -

MR. GENTILE: .- reporting it.

THE COURT: -- her probation.

MR. GENTILE: That's what I'm told anyhow. And so what I'm

14 doing, essentially, is asking the Court to rule in limine that the prosecutor cannot

15 go intowhat the basis of the conviction was.

16 MR. DIGIACOMO: I wasn't going to ask her about the conviction

17 itself. I'm certainly allowed to ask her are you a drug user, do you have drug

18 problems, and all those other - because I have evidence to suggest that's true-

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

THE COURT: Okay.

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- and that leads directly to her credibility-

THE COURT: Anything--

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- and there's a lot of case law--

THE COURT: Well--

MR. DIGIACOMO: - related to that.

THE COURT: Okay. Here's my feeling without knowing exactly

JRP TRANSCRIBING
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1 what she's going to testify on that. If she was in drug for -- in jail, if her

2 perceptions go to what was happening in jail, she's pretty much drug free if she's

3 been there a few days.

4 MR. DIGIACOMO: No, no, no, no. That wouldn't be the subject of

5 my question. There's case law that says that an addict is less credible than

6 somebody who is not an addict.

7

8

THE COURT: No, no. I think --

MR. DIGIACOMO: You give addict instructions all the time. If I can

9 establish her addiction, I'm not going to ask her about her conviction or anything

10 else.

11 tHE COURT: Isn't the basis, without having the cases in front Of

12 me, the basis of that would be there -- if you're under the influence or you're a

13 chronic user your ability to perceive and whatever.

14

15

MR. GENTILE: That is the basis. There's -- there's a second basis.

THE COURT: And if she's out, okay, if she's talking about stuff that

16 happened when she's out of jail, then you can ask her because she could've

17 been using. But as far as I -- I know, the Clark County Detention Center is pretty

18 drug free, and so if she was in -- in the detention center--

19 MR. DIGIACOMO: It's actually prescription, so I'm not so sure.

20 THE COURT: Well, I mean, if she was in there for awhile, then

21 she's probably not under the influence while she's at the detention center and the

22 basis of her revocation, coming up dirty wouldn't really, to me, be relevant.

23 MR. DIGIACOMO: Well, I'm not going to ask her about that either.

24 I'm not going to ask her a Single thing about what her case was or what kept her

25 in jail.
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1 THE COURT: Yeah, you just want to portray her as a drug addict.

2 The cases that say just the virtue of the fact that you're a drug user or drug addict

3 makes you less credible, that it's not about your ability to perceive and recall

4 events, do -- are you familiar with what cases those might be so I can --

5

6 this-

7

8

9

10

MR. DIGIACOMO: Not off the top of my head because I didn't know

THE COURT: Yeah.

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- was coming, but I'll certainly look it up. But-

THE COURT: Because like I just said --

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- if I can't tie it to a specific thing related to her

11 testimony in this case, I will agree with the Court and you can preclude it.

12 THE COURT: Okay. Because like I said, yeah, that goes to was--

13 you know, if you use every day and somebody says, oh, I wasn't using that day,

14 but they're a daily user, then obviously the inference is that, well, if you use every

15 day you were prob -- you know, you were probably using on the day you're

16 perceiving these events and I think that the door is open then.

17

18

19

MR. GENTILE: The only other time you -

THE COURT: Yeah, go ahead.

MR. GENTILE: The only -- and you know what, this isn't law school,

20 but the only other time that you can use addiction is when a witness is on the

21 stand and you're trying to discredit them because they're afraid of going to jail so

22 that they are separated from their drugs.

23 THE COURT: Right. And obviously if she's using now and is an

24 addict now, that goes to her testimony now and so it's relevant as to that.

25 MR. GENTILE: Well, that -- that foundation should really be laid
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1 outside the presence of the jury.

2 THE COURT: Okay. But I mean .- what I'm saying is her use prior

3 to -- to going to jail isn't relevant. If she's using today, of course it's relevant. I

4 agree with you.

5 MR. GENTILE: Of course. If she's using today, I -- you've got no--

6 THE COURT: Yeah, or--

7 MR. GENTILE: -- argument from me

8 THE COURT: -- she's an addict today and then says, oh, I wasn't

9 using today, but she used yesterday.

10 MR. GENTILE: Well, an addict can be a recovering addict. That's

11 the point. A drug user, somebody who is --

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

THE COURT: Right.

MR. GENTILE: - using today in the verbal -

THE COURT: A chronic--

MR. GENTILE: -- sense.

THE COURT: -- drug user.

MR. GENTILE: Right. That's different.

THE COURT: There is a -- right. I mean -- All right. Can we -

MR. DIGIACOMO: We understand the Court's ruling.

THE COURT: Okay.

THE MARSHAL: Jury is coming in.

(Jury enters at 10:08 a.m.)
.

23 THE COURT: All right. Court is now back in session. The record

24 will reflect the presence of the State through the deputy district attorneys, the

25 presence of the defendants and their counsel, the officers of the court, and the
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1 members of the jury.

2 And, Mr. Gentile, would you recall your last witness please.

3 MR. GENTILE: Just a moment, Your Honor.

4 THE COURT: Sir, just remain standing, and our clerk will administer

5 the oath to you.

6 PEE-LAR HANDLEY

7 Having been called as a witness and being first duly sworn testified as follows:

8 THE CLERK: Thank you. Please be seated.

9 DIRECT EXAMINATION CONTINUED

10 BY MR. GENTILE:

11 Q All right. Mr. Handley, you were on yesterday and you're back this

12 moming.

13 A Yes, I am.

14 Q Okay. Yesterday I asked you questions about the -- your

15 involvement with the ultimate firing of TJ Hadland from the Paiomino Club. Do

16 you recall that?

17 A Yes, I do.

18 Q Okay. After Mr. Hadland was fired -- excuse me - did you have an

19 encounter with Deangelo CarrOll regarding Mr. Hadland's being fired.

20 A Excuse me. Yes, I did.

21 Q Okay. Can you tell the ladies and gentlemen of the jury about -- to

22 the best of your memory, about how long after Mr. Hadland was fired that you

23 had this encounter with Mr. Carroll?

24 A Exactly how many days after I don't recall. I know that Deangelo

25 was off when the firing occurred, when the firing of TJ occurred. But the very first

JRP TRANSCRIBING
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1 time, I guess, that he was back, I pulled in in my car in the normal parking spot

2 that I pulled into, and he came rushing out to me and said --

3

4

5

MR. DIGIACOMO: Objection.

MR. GENTILE: It's his state of mind. It's not offered for the truth.

THE COURT: Well, it would still indicate that that was -- he was

6 being truthful as to his state of mind.

7

8

MR. GENTILE: Not if you hear the content.

THE COURT: Okay. Well, lay more of a foundation then.

9 BY MR. GENTILE:

10 a Did he make any factual assertions at all with what he said to you, or

11 was it a command that he made to you?

12 A He made a statement to me.

13 a Right.

14 MR. GENTILE: Can I approach?

15

16

THE COURT: Sure.

(Conference at the bench)

17 BY MR. GENTILE:

18 a When -- without saying anything else that Deangelo said to you,

19 okay--

20

21

22

23

A Okay.

a - did Deangelo say to you don't put me in with TJ?

A Yes.

a Now, yesterday you were talking about -- and, frankly, our notes

24 stink about it and so that's the reason I have to ask you. You testified about the

25 use of plan B and what plan B meant.
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1 A Correct

2 Q Okay. And I think you got -- basically that's about where we ended

3 and we got cut off at that point in time. What did plan B mean?

4 A Plan B meant --

5 Q The way that you understood it

6 A The way that I understood plan B was the -- the whole - the whole

7 thing with plan B was to clean the slate, start with paying the cabs across the

8 board no matter whether they had VIP passes or no, you know, no VIP passes.

9 And the other portion of it was that with what had gone on with the cabs and all

10 the other stuff that had gone on was wiping the slate clean and starting over as

11 far as all the way from office manager down through everybody, floor, everybody.

12 Q And replacing personnel?

13 A Replacing personnel and starting -- that's what I meant by wiping the

14 slate clean and starting just straight up, it doesn't matter if it's, you know, as far

15 as the cabs go, it's -- if you - if you came in a cab, they're going to pay.

16 Q Okay.

17 A And that was the discussion that I had had with -- with Mr. H.

18 Q Now, let's "-let's get back to the night of the 19th I think when we

19 finished yesterday you were showing us in that photo about the meeting that you

20 had -- about the time that you visited Mr. H's office and Anabel, you, and Mr. H

21 were in it

22 A Correct.

23 Q The last visit that night

24 A Correct.

25 Q And you said that was a little after 11 :00.

JRP TRANSCRIBING
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1 A I'd say it was around there. It was after -- after my clients got picked

2 up and they were - they were dropped off and set up. By meaning set up, I

3 mean put in a - put in a booth and taken care of as far as drinks and all that

4 stuff.

5 Q Did you -- after that meeting with Mr. H and Anabel, did you see

6 Deangelo again that night?

7 A Yes, I did.

8 Q Okay. And can you tell the ladies and gentlemen of the jury -- first of

9 all, to the best of your memory, how much after -- how long after that meeting

10 with Mr. Hand Anabel that you put at some time after 11 :00, how long after?

11 A I would say it was after midnight. The exact time I couldn't be sure.

12 But I know - I'm almost positive it was after midnight.

13 Q Okay. And where within the Palomino -- here, I'll tell you what, let

14 me get this chart. So that I don't have to use two easels, do you remember

15 which floor you encountered Deangelo at?

16 A The first floor.

17 Q Okay. So let's just use the first one.

18 MR. GENTILE: Your Honor, can we have the handheld microphone

19 so that Mr. Handley can use it?

20

21

THE COURT: Sure. Janie's going to get it.

Mr. Gentile, would you mind just approaching my court

22 recorder and she'll hand that to you.

23 BY MR. GENTILE:

24 Q Mr. Handley, you're looking at Exhibit D-1, which is in evidence and

25 it has been identified by at least two people as a graphic overlay of the Palomino
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1 Club. Does it look like that to you?

2 A Can I look at it for just a second?

3 Q Yeah, go ahead. As it existed in 2005.

, 4 A Okay. Yes. That is correct then.

5 Q Okay, as it existed in 2005. Now, would you show the ladies and

6 gentlemen of the jUry -- in fact, let me get another -

7 MR. GENTILE: Do we have any other colors? Are there any other

8 colors? Do we have a red pen maybe.

9 MS. ARMENI: You used red yesterday.

10 MR. GENTILE: Okay.

11 THE COURT: There -- I think there's a green one up there too.

12 MR. GENTILE: We'll use green.

13 BY MR. GENTILE:

14 Q Would you please write your initials and Deangelo's initials where

15 you saw Deangelo after you finished your meeting with -- well, according to you,

16 sometime after midnight, which would be the morning of the 20th of May; am I

17 correct?

18 A Correct.

19 Q Okay. Would you just write your initials and his initials in terms of

20 where you had this encounter?

21 A Yeah, I was right here by this entrance. And Deangelo was right

22 here.

23 Q Okay. And, you know What, while you're at it, the one thing that isn't

24 marked on there is what you described as the shoeshine booth.

25 A Correct.
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1 Q Why don't you enter your initials -- actually, just write down

2 shoeshine booth.

3 A The -- this looks like the representation for it right there.

4 Q Okay. And that's where you saw Mr. TJ Hadland on the night that

5 you--

6 A That is correct.

7 Q You've already testified about that. Okay. Now, tell the ladies and

B gentlemen of the jury what occurred -- first of all, what did Deangelo Carroll look

9 like when he came into the Palomino Club after midnight on the 20th?

10 A The closest thing I can acquaint it to is he looked like Don King. His

11 hair was standing straight up and it was wild. And he just -- he looked like he

12 had -- he looked like he had woken up from a bad -- from a bad dream or a bad

13 trip or something like that. He was wild and kind of out of it.

14 Q Was his demeanor his usual demeanor?

15 A No, he was -- ~e was kind of panicky and he said to me, he goes I,
16 need to see Anabel, I need to see H, I -- pardon my language.

17 Q No, you gotto say it.

1B A He says I fucked up.

19 Q And did you respond to that?

20 A Yes, I did.

21 Q And what did you think he was talking about?

22 A I thought he was talking about my pick up, about picking my clients

23 up, and I was more than a little pissed off at him. And my response to him was

24 you're damn right you fucked up. You -- you did it again.

25 Q All right.
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1 A And he said -- he said I need to talk to H, I need to talk to Anabel,

2 you know, and I'm like, I got nothing -- he goes just come outside I want to talk to

3 you. And I said, no, I -- I got nothing to say to you, get out of my face.

4 Q Okay. And then do you know where he went from there? Did you

5 actually see him go anywhere from there?

6 A I saw him walk back outside initially, and then I believe he came

7 back in. I -- I was done with him.

8 Q All right. And is that the last time you've seen the man?

9 A I believe it is.

10 Q Okay. Could you retake the stand please. Thank you.

11

12

MR. GENTILE: If I may have a moment.

THE COURT: That's fine.

13 BY MR. GENTILE:

14 Q Did you ever attend any -- let me lay a foundation. Are you aware of

15 the existence of -- in 2005 of an organization made up of owners and operators

16 of, we'll call them gentlemen's clUbs, strip clubs, in the Las Vegas - in Las

17 Vegas?

18 A Was I aware of one?

19 Q Yes.

20 A Yes, I was.

21 Q Okay. And how did you become aware of them?

22 A Through Mr. H.

23 Q All right. And did you ever attend any meetings?

24 A I don't recall if it was in 2005 or earlier. I believe it may have been

25 earlier. But I went with Mr. H to a meeting. I didn't physically attend the meeting.
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1 I escorted him there.

2 Q So you didn't go into the meeting?

3 A I didn't go into the meeting itself.

4 Q Okay. Are -- are -- did you ever become aware of Luis Hidalgo Jr.

5 owning a bullet proof vest?

6 A When you say Junior, are you talking about Mr. H.

7 Q I'm talking Mr. H, yes.

8 A Mr. H.

9 Q You don't know him as Junior.

10 A Yes, I do. I do recall him getting a bulletproof vest.

11 Q And what do you know about how that came about? Did you have a

12 hand in that?

13 A Yes, I did.

14 Q How did that happen?

15 A From the beginning?

16 Q Well, if I ask you what time it is, I don't want you to tell me how to

17 build a watch, but, yeah, I guess from the beginning.

18 A There was an incident when I first met him at the Satin Saddle where

19 someone came in that was with the Perry's, that was a friend of the Perry's. And

20 he brought a gentleman in with him and I noticed the gentleman had a -- had a

21 firearm on him. And I approached him, I took the firearm away from him, and

22 sent him on his way, told him he couldn't have it there. And shortly -- I believe-

23 actually I think that was after there was a shooting in the club already, and I had

24 voiced my concerns to Mr. H that --

25 Q Let me stop you.
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1 A Okay.

2 Q The shooting that you're talking about that occurred in the Palomino

3 Club, did that occur during the period of time that Luis Hidalgo either managed or

4 owned the club?

5 A I don't recall because I hadn't met him before.

6 Q Okay.

7 A And didn't spend much time at the Palomino at that time.

8 Q Okay. So this is when the Perry's owned it?

9 A Correct. It was when the Perry's owned it.

10 Q All right. Did there come a time when you discussed with Mr. H the

11 wisdom of him owning a bulletproof vest?

12 A Yes.

13 Q Okay. And do you remember about when that was?

14 A I -- I want to say it was shortly after they took over everything. After

15 the -- after 9/11 and all that, and there was a discussion of an association of club

16 owners and so on and so forth. And I said, you know, this is a crazy business,

17 you know. I've done bodyguard work, etcetera. I have a bUlletproof vest. I

18 loaned it to him. He didn't like it that much because it was big and bulky, and I

19 suggested that he go see a gentleman at American Shooters and go get fitted for

20 one.

21 Q Okay. Now, did -- let me ask you, have you ever seen him actually

22 wear it?

23 A That I recall? No.

24 Q One more question because I don't think I asked it yesterday, but

25 I've got it circled twice.
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1 A Okay.

2 Q What is your cell phone number?

3 A My cell phone number is area code, 7-0-2-2-3-9-2-3-5-0.

4 Q Thank you.

5

6

7

8

MR. GENTILE: Nothing further.

THE COURT: Mr. Adams, anyquestions?

MR. ADAMS: Yes, ma'am.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

9 BY MR. ADAMS:

10 Q Mr. Handley, what do your friends call you?

11 A My friends call me PK.

12 Q And you just gave us your telephone number. Was that - what was

13 your cell phone number in May of 2005?

14 A The same, 2-3-9-2-3i-!-5;"-60c-.----------~~

15 Q Let me show you defendant's Exhibit DO. Do you see your number

16 on this sheet of paper?

17 A Yes, I do.

18 Q With your permission may I write in PK next to your number to

19 identify it?

20 A Sure.

21 Q And we'll do it in green. Were you on the same cell service as the

22 Simone's? Did they pay for your phone?

23 A No.

24 Q Did you have the push to talk Nextel service?

25 A I had one at one point, but not then, no.
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1 Q So if you were to contact Anabel Espindola, Luis Hidalgo, Jr., Mr. H,

2 or Little Louie, Luis Hidalgo III, how would you do that if you were calling them?

3 A If I was calling them I'd have to call them from my cell phone.

4 Q All right. And on the 19th did you call them?

5 A I -- if my memory serves me correctly, I did call Little Lou.

e Q Did you call Anabel Espindola at 3:51 p.m.?

7 A At--

8 Q Let me ask this, if the phone records show a call from 2-3-9-2-3-5-0

9 at 3:51 p.m. on the 19th to Anabel Espindola, would you be the person who used

10 that phone?

11 A Yes.

12 Q If the records show that at 8:07 p.m. there was a call to Little Louie

13 from 2-3-9-2-3-5-0, would you be the person who used the phone?

14 A Yes, I would.

15 Q All right. And, again, at 8:42, if the records show that you received a

16 call -- or that number, 2-3-9-2-3-5-0, received a call from Anabel Espindola that

17 was 80 seconds long, would you be the person who had the phone?

18 A Yes, I would.

19 MR. ADAMS: Your Honor, at this point, I move these two

20 professionally done, hand crafted, Exhibit CC and DO into evidence.

21 THE COURT: I thought they were already admitted.

22 MR. DIGIACOMO: I thought they were too.

23 MR. ADAMS: They were marked for demonstrative purposes.

24 THE COURT: Oh, all right.

25 MR. DIGIACOMO: I have no objection.
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THE COURT: All right. CC and DD will be admitled.

(Defense Exhibits CC and DD admitted)

MR. ADAMS: Thank you.

4 BY MR. ADAMS:

5 Q Mr. Gentile asked you, Mr. Handley, if you were involved in the

6 termination of -- of TJ from the club.

7 MR. GENTILE: I object to the form of the question. I said the firing.

6 MR. ADAMS: The firing.

9 THE COURT: Oh.

10 MR. GENTILE: In this case termination has a different meaning.

11 BY MR. ADAMS:

12 Q The firing Of TJ Hadland at the club. Were you there when he was

13 told his services would no longer be needed?

14 A Yes, I was.

15 Q And I believe Mr. Gentile, and I'm certain he will correct me if I'm

16 wrong, I believe he asked you why you were there.

17 A Correct.

18 Q Do you have a martial arts background?

19 A Yes, I do.

20 Q And what is that background?

21 A I'm a black belt in Yoshimi Shingan-ryu Jujitsu, and I'm an instructor.

22

23

24

25

MR. ADAMS: I have no idea how to spell that and I don't know -

THE COURT: I'm sure it'll be phonetic or Janie can look it up.

Would you say again the type of Jujitsu you do?

THE WITNESS' Yoshimi Shingan-ryu.
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1 THE COURT: All right. Thank you.

2 BY MR. ADAMS:

3 Q Can you give us about a 15 to 20 second idea of what Shoshami

4 Do--

5 A Yoshimi-

6 Q __ Jujitsu is?

7 A - Shingan-ryu. It's close combat, quick take down, subduing, and

8 debilitating techniques at very close range.

9 Q How long have you been studying and practicing this form of martial

10 arts?

11 A That particular form since aboutthe age -- I started in, I think around

12 12, and got -- got real serious in it and have been practicing ever since.

13

14

15

16

17

Q And you'd never actually gotten into a physical altercation with TJ?

A No.

Q You did exchange words with him?

A If you want to --

Q Well, you guys had disputes about the shoeshine and him being on

18 his job at the right place.

19 A If you want to call it a dispute.

20 Q But certainly no punches were thrown.

21 A No.

22 Q And he never came up and - and tried to start any physical

23 altercation with you ever; did he?

24

25

A No.

Q And he was aware of your martial arts background?
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1 A I would assume so.

2 Q You indicated that you believe TJ and Deangelo Carroll were doing

3 something together with VIP passes.

4 A They were both doing the same thing.

5 Q And that was selling the passes?

6 A Correct.

7 Q And that was causing problems at the club?

8 A Correct.

9 Q Because the cab drivers were unhappy because they weren't getting

10 paid the full amount?

11 A Correct.

Q The prosecutors?

MR. GENTILE: Yes. Thank you.

Q The prosecutors?

THE COURT: These two same prosecutors?

Q Also known as these guys.

A Correct.

MR. GENTILE: And the record reflect--

16

17

18 you?

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

12 Q And then after Mr. Hadland was fired from the club -- you were

13 asked a question this moming about Deangelo Carroll. It was after Mr. Hadland

14 was gone that Deangelo Carroll came up and asked or made this statement to

15 you about don't lump me in with TJ.

A Correct.

Q And you saw -- and -- and you met with these guys last year; didn't
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1 A Correct, I believe so.

2 THE COURT: All right. Thank you.

3 Q And they had other -- they had other people with them?

4 A Correct.

5 Q Investigators, detective types?

6 A They had people with them. Exactly -- it was -- it was awhile, it was

7 over a year ago.

8 Q And you talked with them about this encounter with Deangelo

9 Carroll?

lOA Correct.

11 Q When you saw Deangelo around midnight on the 19'" or in the early,

12 early morning hours of the 20th
, you said I need to -- he came up to you when

13 you saw him and he said I messed up, I f-ed up, I need to talk to H, I need to talk

14 to Ms. Anabel.

15 A Correct.

16 Q And that was all he said to you?

17 A That's what I recall. It was -- he was looking for them.

18 Q Not find me Little Louie?

19 A He never said find me Little Louie.

20 Q Thank you.

21

22

23

24

25

THE COURT: All right.

Cross?

MR. DIGIACOMO: Thank you, Judge.

THE COURT: And we've got some juror questions.

MR. GENTILE: Your Honor, did we have one last night that we
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1 didn't address? At the end of the night last night I think there was a question.

2 THE COURT: Yeah, I've got -- oops. You made me spill my water.

3 We've got them all stacked up here --

4

5

6

7

MR. GENTILE: Okay.

THE COURT: -- so I'm going -

MR. GENTILE: Perfect.

THE COURT: - to do them all together. I'm going to let Mr.

8 DiGiacomo do his cross and then we'll do the jury questions.

9 CROSS-EXAMINATION

10 BY MR. DIGIACOMO:

11 Q Good morning. How are you?

12 A Okay.

13 Q Prior to coming in last year and talking to us, somewhere February

14 8th of last year, does that sound about right to you?

15 A It was on my birthday. It was February 8 th

16 Q Okay. Well, then we know the date. Prior to that had you talked to

17 the defense?

18 A Yes.

19 Q Who?

20 A I talked with Mr. Gentile.

21 Q On how many other occasions did you talk with them?

22 A I think it was two that I recall.

23 Q Now, on both of those occasions did they go over the information

24 that you had?

25 MR. GENTILE: Objection to they.
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1 Q I'm sorry. Did Mr. Gentile go over the information that you had about

2 this case?

And then you told them what you recalled.

Yes.

Did you notice at that time whether or not it was recorded in any

6 A

7 Q

8 A

9 Q

10 manner?

11 A

3 A They asked me what I recalled.

4 Q All right. That's -- I mean, that's what I'm asking you. Did they ask

5 you questions about what you recalled?

Yes.

I don't remember whether or not there was a tape recorder there.

12 know they asked, I think it was for me to sign -- sign a statement.

13 Q Now, do you recall signing a statement or an affidavit or do you

14 remember?

15 A I remember signing something. I'm not sure if it was an affidavit or a

16 statement or which.

17 Q And did you review it before you signed it, mal<ing sure all the

18 infonnation was correct?

19 A Yeah, I -- I glanced over it to see if it all made sense--

20 Q Right.

21 A -- to me.

22 Q You wouldn't sign an affidavit saying, hey, this is what's true if that

23 wasn't what's true; right?

24 A Correct.

25 Q Okay. Let's talk a little bit about some of the information, and a lot of
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1 it was brought out on direct. One of your first contacts with the Hidalgo family is

2 when you had this encounter with a guy coming to the club with a gun; right?

3 A Correct.

4 Q And -- and when you say you took it away from him, you used your

5 Jujitsu to --

6 A Correct.

7 Q -- pretty much take it away from him before he even knew what was

8 going on.

9 A Correct.

10 Q And based upon that at some point the family safe when you were

11 around; right?

12 MR GENTILE: Objection. How-- I mean--

13 THE COURT: Right. As to their-

14 MR. GENTILE: -- unless he can lay a foundation.

15 THE COURT: All right.

16 MR DIGIACOMO: Let me rephrase.

17 THE COURT: As to their state of mind.

18 BY MR DIGIACOMO:

19 Q Mr. H felt safe when you were around him; correct?

20

21

22

23

. MR. GENTILE: Same Objection.

MR. DIGIACOMO: Let me-

THE COURT' That's sustained.

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- rephrase.

24 BY MR DIGIACOMO:

25 Q Mr. H told you he felt safe when you were around?
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1 A

2 Q

3 A

4 Q

5 right?

6 A

I would say that was kind of understood.

Okay. But you wouldn't disagree with that statement, would you?

Not personally, no.

Okay. You also became pretty close friends with the whole family;

Correct.

7 Q You were friends with Mr. H; correct?

8 A Correct.

9 Q You were friends with Anabel?

10 A Correct.

11 Q You were -- you knew lillie Lou. Would you call him a friend?

12 A I would.

13 Q Okay. And you -- you had conversations with Little Lou. And so we

14 know who Little Lou is, do you see him in court here today?

15 A Yes, I do.

16 Q Okay. And he's the guy who just stood up, or one of the guys who

17 just stood up?

18 A Correct.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

THE COURT: All right. Well, the record will--

is he the tall guy on the end, or the shorter man in the middle?

THE WITNESS: He's the shorter one in the middle.

THE COURT: All right. Record will reflect.

MR. ADAMS: May we approach, please?

THE COURT: You may.

(Conference at the bench)
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1 BY MR. DIGIACOMO:

/

"

2 Q And you spent time with lillie Lou; correct?

3 A Correct.

4 Q And you were at the club a lot in those days?

5 A Correct.

6 Q lillie Lou was at the club a lot; right?

7 A Correct.

8 Q Okay. And you saw Deangelo Carroll at the club a lot?

9 A Correct.

10 Q And you saw the interaction between lillie Lou and Deangeio

11 Carroll; correct?

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

A Correct.

Q Okay. lillie Lou and Deangelo were friends; correct?

A Correct.

Q Okay. Deangelo -- lillie Lou had a bunch of cars; right?

A He had a few, yes.

Q Okay. What kind of cars did he have?

A At what time?

Q Okay. Well, May it 2005. Do you remember what he had?

A May of 2005, to the best of my recollection, he had the -- I believe

21 it's called and SSR Chevy pickup truck. He also had a Camaro, an older

22 Camaro. Those are the two that I know that he - that -- that I know that he

23 owned.

24 Q What about a Mitsubishi? Did he own a Mitsubishi too?

25 A A white Mitsubishi truck. I don't know exactly who owned that one.
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1 That was something that was used -- used by quite a few people.

2 Q And you would agree with me that Little Lou would let Deangelo

3 drive his car?

4 A Yes.

5 Q Okay. Often; correct?

6 A I -- I don't know what you would consider often.

7 Q Well, enough it would cause you to have concern?

8 A I was concerned anytime Deangelo operated anything.

9 Q Okay. That's a fair -- that's a fair characterization. And so that we

10 have this right, you were close with Little Lou, but you didn't ever borrow his car;

11 correct?

12 A No. We went on a joy ride in some of his new cars.

13 Q Right.

14 A But I never -- I never took his cars myself, no.

15 Q Okay. Let's talk a little bit about the firing of TJ. And I want to back

16 up just a little bit. I don't remember specifically what you said plan A was

17 yesterday. What did you say plan A was yesterday?

18 A Plan A was keep everything the way it was.

19 Q Okay. And then you said yesterday - do you remember what you

20 said yesterday about plan B?

21 A Plan B was, as far as the cab was concerned, to pay -- to pay all the

22 cabs irregardless.

23 Q And then today you added a little bit more and I didn't quite catch

24 what you were saying today.

25 A The full thing was to - if the - if we were having problems with
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1 personnel like selling - selling stuff and they're selling the tickets and everything

2 else, then just wipe the whole thing clear, start over, whole new staff from the

3 top -- from the top down with the -- well, from -- I should say from the office

4 manager down, they weren't -- he wasn't going to replace family.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Q Okay. So there was problems with TJ?

A Correct

Q There was problems with Deangelo?

A Correct.

Q There was problems with Ariel?

A There was nothing that anybody could necessarily prove.

Q Okay. Well, have you ever told anybody about Ariel stealing the

12 chips and money from the chips for the dancers?

13

14

15

16

A I had discussed that there were times when they didn't add up.

Q And who did you tell about, hey, there's a problem with these chips?

A I usually talk to Mr. H.

Q And who did you tell him that you thought the problems were related

17 to stealing those chips?

18 A There -- the chips went through so many people's hands, it was--

19 whoever -- whoever was involved with collecting money and that kind of stuff in

20 general.

21 Q But when - do you remember ever saying it was Ariel and Jerry that

22 you specifically told Mr. H, hey, these people are a problem along with Deangelo

23 and TJ? Do you remember making those statements?

24 A I said I didn't trust -- I didn't trust them and I thought they were up to

25 something.
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1 Q Okay. And then have you ever told anybody that plan A was to one

2 at a time get rid of the employees?

3 A Plan A was to go with -- go with, you know, go with the status quo

4 and at the same time, if somebody screwed up, write them up.

5 Q Okay. Do you remember talking -- well, have you ever told anybody

6 what plan A was we're going to one at a time take, first TJ and then Deangelo

7 and then the rest of the people one at a time? Do you remember ever describing

6 that before?

9 'A It was -- I believe it was something to the effect of we're gOing to

10 weed them out. If they're -- you know, if they're - if they're messing up you have

11 to document it. And so it's documented, and then if documented, then you can

12 get rid of them. And if we went to plan B it would just be wipe it across the board.

13 Q Everybody goes at one time.

14 A Correct.

15 Q Okay. And then you talked a little bit about the firing of TJ. You said

16 that you caught him stealing; correct?

17 A I -- I'd seen him, yes.

18 Q All right. And you told Mr. H, Anabel, and Little Lou, all three of them

19 in a single meeting about this; right?

20 A Not all three of them. Not all three of them together about it.

21 Q You don't recall telling us that you went up there and had a meeting

22 with all three of them?

23 A I had many meetings with all three of them, but I do not recall talking

24 to them about TJ and Deangelo stealing.

25 Q Okay.
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1 A J -- J do recall explaining to them about - about him not being out

2 there, you know, and not being out there with the cabs.

3 Q You don't remember ever saying that when you told them this you

4 wanted to fire him immediately, and they said because of wrongful termination

5 you have to figure a way to document a way to get rid of him as opposed to just

6 firing him?

7 A The only person that I recall making that statement as far as

8 documentation, etcetera, and firing somebody was Mr. H.

9 Q Okay. So when Mr. H made that statement, were Anabel and Little

10 Lou in the room?

11 A I don't recall. I don't recall.

12 Q Okay. If you -- if a year ago you had said that, would your memory

13 have been better back then?

14 A It might've been.

15 Q Let's talk a little bit about the pickup. This pickup was actually

16 planned for a couple days; right? For your customers; correct?

17 A Yes, it was.

18 Q All right. And it was a big deal to you.

19 A Yes, it was.

20 Q All right. It was something that you really wanted to see happen

21 because not only is it good for the club, but it's good for you personally?

22 A Correct.

23 Q And so you made plans and made sure that -- that people were

24 aware of what those plans were so that the pickup went down correctly?

25 A Correct.
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1 Q And you had concerns that Deangelo may not do this right?

2 A Yes, I did.

3 Q Okay. Can you tell me -- can you tell me approximately what time it

4 was that you first realized that there was a problem, that you thought maybe

5 Deangelo was going to screw up? Do you remember about what time that is?

6 A When I thought Deangelo might screw up?

7 Q Well, let me -- that was a terrible question. You probably always

8 thought that.

9 A This is true.

10 Q Let me - let me rephrase. What time do you go outside and see

11 that the Astro van is gone, but the van that's supposed to -- the limo that's

12 supposed to go pick up your customers is still there?

13 A I would say with the - with the phone records and everything else, it

14 was probably around 8:00.

15 Q Okay. And then do you recall the first person you go to to find out

16 where Deangelo is?

17 A I would've - I recall calling Little Louie.

18 Q Okay. What about Cheryl? Do you remember her?

19 A Yes, I do.

20 Q Okay. Who's Cheryl?

21 A Cheryl worked in the cage.

22 Q Okay. Did you ask her about where Deangelo was at?

23 A I would say yes. I -- I would have.

24 Q Does that sound right?

25 A Yeah.
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1 Q Okay.

2 A She -- she has a slip that has the pickup schedule and I -- if I .

3 remember correctly, I think J walked in and said do you got my pickup scheduled

4 for tonight? And she said yes.

5 Q And then - were you -- you stayed there while you watched Cheryl

6 try and chirp Deangelo and he didn't answer?

7 A I believe so.

8 Q Okay. And when that happened, did -- you -- you said it was about

9 8:00. Would you agree with my in 2008 last year you said it was about 8:30, but

10 we're in that range; correct?

11 A We were in that range.

12 Q All right. And you said after that you thought you called Louie on his

13 Nextel?

14 A Correct.

15 Q Okay. You didn't go up to the office?

16 A I went to the office later.

17 Q Okay. So between the time that you initially -- Cheryl doesn't

18 answer or Cheryl can't get Deangelo, you remember that you actually chirped

19 Louie?

20 A

21 Q

22 A

23 Q

24 A

25 Q

I didn't chirp -- I couldn't chirp Louie.

I'm sorry. Called Louie on his cell phone.

Correct.

And you talked to him?

Correct.

Okay. Do you know where Louie was when you talked to him on the
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1 phone?

2 A Not exactly. No, I don't.

3 Q Do you remember telling us that immediately upon Cheryl telling you

4 she couldn't get a hold of Deangelo Carroll, you went up to the office and Anabel,

5 Little Lou, and Mr. H were all in the office?

6 A I do recall saying that I went up to the office.

7 Q Okay. And when you got up there, were all three of them up there?

8 A To the best of my memory, yes.

9 Q Okay. And at that point you're pretty hot.

10 A Yes.

11 Q Okay. You're not happy at all with Deangelo.

12 A No.

13 Q Okay. And you're telling them this?

14 A Yes.

15 Q You're telling them this guy needs to get fired?

16 A Pretty mUCh, yeah.

17 Q Right. I mean, you don't like Deangelo, he's obviously not a good

18 employee, and you think he needs to go.

19 A I voiced my concerns with his -- with his character.

20 Q And at that point the decision is made among the group of the four of

21 you that Little Lou is going to call Deangelo at this point because he's kind of the

22 lowest in the hierarchy of the chain who is present and you want to start at the

23 lowest level. Do you remember making those statements?

24 A I believe so.

25 Q And then you sat in the room and you watched Luis -- Little Lou
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1 chirp Deangelo and he didn't answer?

2 A I think I recall - I -- I think that's how it went, how it happened.

3 Q That sounds about right; right?

4 A That sounds about right.

5 Q And then after that happened, you watched Anabel try and chirp

6 from her Nextel.

7 A I do recall that.

8 Q And it kept going out of range. I think the way you put it was blah,

9 blah, blah, blah, blah, but basically they couldn't get in contact with him.

lOA Correct.

11 Q Okay. And then you left the office at that point?

12 A After -- after a little bit, yeah.

13 Q And after a short period of time do you go back up to the office

14 again. Do you rememberthat?

15 A I don't c- I don't recall going back up shortly thereafter. I -- I'm trying

16 to recall exactly how - you know, how everything transpired. The - the things

17 that I remember most and clearly was the -- the incident where they tried to call

18 him, he wasn't answering, and we had to figure out what to -- you know, what we

19 were going to do.

20 Q If you told us last year that you left the office and you came back

21 shortly thereafter, would you dispute making that statement?

22 A I wouldn't dispute making the statement. I -- you know, I'm trying

23 to--

24 Q No, I understand.

25 A I'm trying to be as -- as -- as forthright as i can be. It -- it may have
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1 been I walked out for a second and walked back in, or it may have been I was up

2 there and it was a continuation of the first meeting.

3 Q Okay. And if you told us you came back and now they're all fighting,

4 arguing about whether or not Deangelo should be fired or not, do you remember

5 making those statements?

6 A I remember them -- them arguing about how he was irresponsible,

7 etcetera, but I want to say it sound -- it would have made, in the -- in the timeline

8 of things, that that would've happened right after they would've called, right after

9 they couldn't get a hold of him.

10 Q Okay. So if you had left the office, it would've been just for a short

11 period of time as opposed for any lengthy period of time?

12 A I would say yes.

13 Q Okay. And - and while there's arguments going on, you decided --

14 I'm sorry, let me rephrase. As a group it's decided that you're going to pay a limo

15 driver to go get your clients.

16 A Something had to happen to -- to save face, yes.

17 Q And so that happens; right?

18 A Yes, it did.

19 Q And -- and that point Ariel's called into the office; right?

20 A I want to say that she may have - I want to say she was up there

21 when the -- when the initial call was made.

22 Q Which initial call?

23 A The call to get a hold of Deangelo.

24 Q You want to say she was up there then?

25 A I -- I remember -- I do remember Ariel being up there.
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1 Q Do you remember her getting chewed out because Deangelo is not

2 doing his job right and she doesn't know where he's at?

3 A I do recall that.

4 Q Okay.

5 A [ recall a lot of people got chewed out that night beC<1use Deangelo

6 didn't do his job.

7 Q Okay. Who is a lot of people? Ariel is one of them.

8 A Ariel, Little Lou, and Anabel was -- was reprimanded for not -- for not

9 being able to -- to deal with it.

10 Q Mr. H was reprimanding Anabel?

11 A He was mad at her. He said, you know, what the -- you know, what

12 the hell, why don't we know where he's at? He was basically coming down on

13 everybody. How is it we don't know where's he at?

14 Q And what was the response from Anabel?

15 A I don't remember exactly her - her words, but I know nobody was

16 happy.

17 Q Okay. Well, I mean, was she fighting back, was she saying -- what

18 was she saying? I mean, do you remember generally what's her demeanor

19 when he's yelling at her, hey, why don't you know where Deangelo is?

20 A Everybody just kind of threw their hands up as -- you know, as kind

21 of like, well, what -- what the heck.

22 Q At some point a1ter that meeting upstairs where everybody's kind of

23 in a fight, your clients actually arrive.

24 A Correct.

25 Q And then you feel some responsibility to go down there and take
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1 care of them.

After that you go back to the office; don't you?

Yes, I do.

Okay. And Anabel and Mr. H are there at this point?

Correct.

Okay. And Anabel and Mr. H are leaving?

I believe they were gelling ready to leave.

Okay. And, in fact, you walk them out of the Palomino Club;

2 A Correct.

3 Q After you get your clients situated, you buy them a bottle of liquor or

4 you give them a free bottle of liquor or something; right?

5 A I didn't. The club did.

6 Q The club did.

7 A Correct.

8 Q Okay. Just kind of take care 0.1 them, hey, sorry for the mess up,

9 hope you enjoy your lime kind of thing?

Uh-huh.10 A

11 Q

12 A

13 Q

14 A

15 Q

16 A

17 Q

18 correct?

19 A I believe so.

20 Q Well, do you remember telling us that?

21 A I - I recall -- I recall saying something along those lines that -- that

22 we sat down, we talked, and then they -- I believe they left.

23 Q Okay. Didn't you tell us you had walked them out and when they got

24 out to the car you say to them, hey, when Deangelo comes back do you want me

25 to say anything to him?
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1 A I -- that sounds - that sounds familiar. Like I said, I'm trying to recall

2 everything--

3 Q I mean--

4 A - and that's .-

5 Q __ you were trying to tell us the truth back then; right?

6 A Yeah, I -- I've always tried to tell the truth.

7 Q Right. And so you would agree with me that if you told us you

8 walked out with Mr. H and Anabel and you had this conversation about Deangelo

9 Carroll that you had no reason to lie to us then; right?

10 A No, I didn't.

11 Q Okay. And you actually watched Anabel and Mr. H drive off in

12 Anabel's Hummer. Do you remember saying that?

13 A I believe so.

14 Q Okay. And then you say later, after they're already gone, Deangelo

15 Carroll comes back to the club.

16 A Correct.

17 Q Okay. And it's late.

18 A Correct.

19 Q Late at night.

20 A Correct.

21 Q Really it's sometime on May 20th , you'd agree with me on that?

22 A Correct.

23 Q Okay. And Deangelo actually came in a different door than where

24 you -- where you put on -- on that note. Do you remember saying he came in the

25 side door?
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1 A

2 Q

3 A

4 out front.

5 Q

6 A

7 Q

8 A

9 Q

10 A

11 Q

12 Counts?

13 A

14 Q

No.

You don't riOmember saying that?

I don't remember that because I remember specifically seeing him

Okay. And then you got there and his hair is wild; correct?

Correct.

And you see a person that at the lime you don't recognize; correct?

Correct.

With him?

Correct.

And then after you see the news you come to realize that's Kenneth

Correct.

And at some point you wind up outside, you see two kids sitting on a

15 park bench?

16 A Correct.

17 Q Okay. And you recognize one as somebody Deangelo once

18 described as a cousin of his, but they're basically two African American juveniles

19 that aren't really allowed in the club?

20

21

22

23

A That sounds correct.

Q Okay. That's what you remember telling us; right?

A If that's what I - if that's what [ -- what I said.

Q Okay. And you had previously seen these kids in the club and you

24 had had some words with Deangelo because they're underage and there's liquor

25 in the club. Do you remember telling us about that story?
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1 A I believe so. I've had many run-ins with people that Deangelo

2 brought into the club.

3 Q Do you remember talking about how these kids would be in there

4 getting fliers and he'd be saying, well, we're not even open yet, we're just getting

5 fliers? Do you remember that conversation with Deangelo and you saying it

6 doesn't matter, we have a liquor license, people are going to get in trouble if they

7 find underage kids in here?

8 A That sounds - that sounds familiar.

9 Q That sounds familiar; right? Something you might've said to us in

10 2008?

11 A That's -- yeah.

12 Q Okay. You also indicated that today you said Deangelo was saying

13 to you, you know, I need to talk to Mr. H and Anabel. Do you remember ever

14 using Anabel'S name last year?

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

A I thought I did.

Q Okay. Any he's saying stuff like I -- I fucked up, basically.

A Correct.

Q Okay. Excuse the language, but, I mean, that's what he said.

A Correct.

Q And you're not happy with him because you think he has.

A Absolutely.

Q And you tell him -- and he says to you, I need to see Mr. H.

A He said I need to see Mr. H, I need to see Anabel. I remember

24 him -- I remember him saying Anabel, and the reason that I'm -- that I'm saying

25 that is he -- he - Anabel kind of had a soft side for him.
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1 Q Okay. And do you remember telling him they're gone, they're not

2 even here anymore.

3 A That sounds about -- that sounds -- that sounds correct.

4 Q So as far as you know, by the time Deangelo Carroll gets back to the

5 club on the early morning hours of May 20th
, Mr. H and Anabel aren't -- isn't even

6 there.

7

8

8

A I believe that's what I recall.

Q Okay. And then you stay around for some time at the club; correct?

A I don't remember how long I actually stayed. I know -- I know I made

10 sure that my clients were good, so on and so forth, and I don't remember what

11 time it was I left.

12 Q Well, you'd agree with me it's early morning hours of the 20th?

13 A Oh, yes, absolutely, that it was early morning hours.

14 Q And you'd agree with me that when you had talked to us in February

15 of 2008 you told us that Anabel and Mr. H were gone for the night.

18 A Now, it seems like that -- that -- that sounds correct.

17 Q Thank you very mUCh.

18 MR. DIGIACOMO: Judge, I have nothing further.

19 THE COURT: All right. Counsel approach.

20

21

22

23

Any remaining juror questions? No.

(Conference at the bench)

THE COURT: Let's just take -- let's take eight minutes.

All right. And, ladies and gentlemen, once again, of course

24 you guys can probably all recite the admonishment. Just to remind you that it is,

25 obViously, in effect during the break. Notepads in your chairs and follow Jeff
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THE WITNESS: Okay.

(Recess taken at 11 :00 a.m.)

MR. GENTILE: I have a request.

THE COURT: Yes.

MR. GENTILE: On the record.

THE COURT: Oh, all right. Yes?

THE RECORDER: Okay. We're ready.

THE COURT: Yes?

MR. GENTILE: All right. This witness has now testified.

THE COURT: Yes.

MR. GENTILE: The State took a statement from the witness. The

9

1 through the double doors.

2 (Jury recessed at 10:59 a.m.)

3 THE COURT: Sir, you can take a break.

4 THE WITNESS: Okay.

5 THE COURT: I'm sorry. I didn't mean to just ignore you. Don't talk

6 about your testimony with anyone else who may be a witness.

7

17

14

12

15

11

10

13

16

18 State has cross-examined the witness. We are now making a demand for the

19 statement that the State took from the witness. They used it for their cross-

20 examination.

21 MR. ADAMS: We join the demand.

22 MR. DIGIACOMO: All right. Judge, there is -- and I'll explain this a

23 long way, but there is no basis until I put Mr. Faulkner on the stand to require me

24 to turn over the information I have on PK Handley for cross-examination. There

25 is nowhere in the status sheet that that basis is it.
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1 And let me explain to you how this happened in this case.

2 Anabel Espindola is on the stand after we've been requesting for months any.

3 statement of any of their witnesses that they're going to put on in their case in

4 chief. They cross her on Jerome DePalma and say we don't have any

5 statements, and then they come in with Jerome DePalma and, boom, they hit us

6 with the notes they have of the interview. That's how it worked.

7 Until we put the witness on, we're not required to turn it over.

8 They didn't do anything wrong. They weren't required to turn it over. Well,

9 actually, they were because it was their case in chief, but this is rebuttal. And if

10 we call a witness in rebuttal, we will turn over the notes. There is certainly

11 nothing in there that's exculpatory that somehow we have some duty to turn over

12 to them.

13 Their access to the witness, they've interviewed the witness

14 before, they are not entitled to redirect the witness with the statement until we

15 have an opportunity to put our witness on to describe the statement that's

16 inconsistent. And there's no rule that says otherwise.

17 MR. GENTILE: If the finger that he's pointing at me for the last two

18 minutes is loaded, I want him arrested.

19 Here's the deal. Number one -- I have a great idea.

20 THE COURT: All right.

21 MR. GENTILE: How about they turn it over to the Court and the

22 Court examines it for - for Brady material. Okay?

23 THE COURT: That's fine.

24 MR. GENTILE: That's legitimate.

25 THE COURT: Mr. DiGiacomo, do you have a problem with that?
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1

2

MR. DIGIACOMO: I don't have--

THE COURT: Just to make sure there's nothing exculpatory in it.

3 mean, to me, if there's something exculpatory in it, since this witness is clearly

4 cooperating with the defense and is fond of the defendants as he's indicated, he

5 would've disclosed that --

6

7

MR. DIGIACOMO: Right.

THE COURT: -- to the defense. So I don't think it's very likely that

6 there's some exculpatory information in there that he hasn't communicated. I'm

9 happy to look at it and see if there's anything else in there that he may have

10 forgotten that you can ask him about.

11

12

13

MR. GENTILE: There's more to it than that.

THE COURT: All right.

MR. GENTILE: Okay? He has confronted this man with what he

14 contends this man said a year ago. Okay? We are entitled to that material now

15 because he has been confronted with it. And -- and over and above that, getting

16 back to the DePalma situation, I confronted Anabel Espindola. She could've

17 admitted it. If she had admitted it, there was no need to even call Jerry

16 DePalma. All right? So, I mean, you can't -- this is apples and oranges. We're

19 not even talking about the same thing.

20 MR. ADAMS: Judge, we believe that prior consistent statements,

21 and there was a lot of talk, a lot of reference to this statement a year ago when

22 he remembered better, anything that's a prior consistent statement we believe

23 we're allowed to, at this point in time, so we can re-cross him on his prior

24 consistent statement --

25 THE COURT: Well, can't you--
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1

2

3

MR ADAMS: - since he was impeached.

THE COURT: -- go ask him.

MR. GENTILE: No. Wait. Their investigator is in there talking to the

4 witness while the witness is still on the stand.

5 MR DIGIACOMO: My investigator has been sitting in that room.

6 don't know.

7

8

9

10

11

MR. GENTILE: Well, get him out-

THE COURT: Jeff, go--

MR. GENTILE: Get PK out of there.

THE COURT: .- get the investigator. Get--

Here's the deal. You're certainly free to ask him if there is

12 anything consistent with what he--

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

MR GENTILE: How would he know? How would he know?

MR ADAMS: He wasn't given --

MR GENTILE: How is he--

MR ADAMS: - a copy, Judge.

MR GENTILE: -- going to remember?

MR ADAMS: He was not given a copy of his statement.

THE COURT: All right. I'm going to look at.

MR. GENTILE: Okay.

21 THE COURT: Mr. DiGiacomo, do you have any opposition to the

22 Court looking at it?

23 MR DIGIACOMO: I don't. I mean, I have my markings and

24 highlights on it. I think Mr. Pesci might be able to get it electronically emailed

25 from our secretary to your secretary.
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

THE COURT: Can you do that, Mr. Pesci?

MR. DIGIACOMO: But I don't--

MR. PESCI: I'll try.

MR. DIGIACOMO: - have an electronic

THE COURT: Make yourself--

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- copy of it.

THE COURT: -- useful.

MR. PESCI: I don't know that I can try now, Judge.

THE COURT: Would you do that, then I'll look at it, ,and if there's

10 anything -- otherwise, I mean, based on when it's just -- if it is disclosed to you -

11 I mean, to me, I agree with - that I think it is analogous to the Jerome DePalma

12 situation. So--

13 MR. GENTILE: Well, the record is clear that I gave the statement to

THE COURT: Right.

MR. DIGIACOMO: If Mr. Faulkner is going to be called -

THE COURT: I expect you--

MR. DIGIACOMO: - and we'll have to talk after the testimony of--

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 before.

22

23

24

25

14 the State before Mr. DePalma testified.

THE COURT: Right. And so --

MR. DIGIACOMO: Aboutten minutes.

THE COURT: -- if Mr. Faulkner--

MR. GENTILE: No--

THE COURT: -- is going --

MR. GENTILE: -- not ten minutes. The day be -- the morning
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1 of--

2 THE COURT: Okay. If you know--

3 MR. DIGIACOMO: - Mr. Handley-

4 THE COURT: -- I would ask you to extend the same courtesy,

5 whether you need to or not, to the defense side of the room and give them the

6 statement ahead of time so they can read it and be prepared. Because just to

7 hand it to them as Mr. Faulkner is testifying is not going to help them when

6 they're trying to listen and do everything else. So that's what-

9 MR. DIGIACOMO: I agree.

10 THE COURT: - I instruct the State.

11 MR. DIGIACOMO: But Mr. Handley seemed to accept most of the

12 things that I was saying to him, so I'm not even sure that we have to call Mr.

13 Faulkner. 1 mean, he seems to acknowledge these things.

14 THE COURT: Okay. Well, I'm just saying if you do, I expect you to

15 give them the statement ahead of time so they can have some meaningful time

16 to review it.

17

18

Yes?

MR. ADAMS: I -- I do believe that technically this is Mr. Hidalgo,

19 Jr.'s witness. We were cross-examining him. And now if there's an additional

20 statement out there that he's been crossed on, which he was crossed on

21 repeatedly by Mr. DiGiacomo, we're entitled in our re-cross to point out any prior

22 consistent statements if we choose, and the only way we can do that is to review

23 the document or to have the Court review it for prior consistencies.

24 It - we - we're prejudiced if he's released, he's gone, we get

25 it later today with Faulkner or tomorrow, and there's some key prior consistent
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1 statements and we're not -- we don't have the witness here to ask.

2 MR. GENTILE: Well, I can tell the Court this, that depending upon

3 how you rule, there is no way that I want this case to end without me having an

4 opportunity to have that statement and then bring Mr. Handley back if that's

5 what's got to be. And you know that he's not going to be sitting around this

6 courtroom and nor does he need to. Okay? That's very unfair and very

7 prejudicial.

8

9

10

11

THE COURT: Okay.

MR. GENTILE: And it seems to be that -

THE COURT: Mr.-

MR. GENTILE: -- for purposes of expedition, if nothing else, it ought

12 to be turned over.

13 THE COURT: All right. Mr. Pesci, are you having your secretary

14 email that to me?

15 MR. PESCI: I called my secretary.

16 THE COURT: All right.

17 MR. PESCI: She was not there. I left a message--

18 THE COURT: Mr. DiGiacomo, is--

19 MR. PESCI: -- and 1called the other secretary.

20 THE COURT: -- there anything in your highlighted copy, comments,

21 or anything I can't see?

22 MR. DIGIACOMO: Oh, no. Most of mine is actually--

23 THE COURT: I mean, I can understand why you might not want the

24 defense to get that copy, but is there anything that I can't get in the copy?

25 MR. DIGIACOMO: No, there's - you're right. It's only handwritten--
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1 I mean, it's only highlighting. And it's my first two -- that first two pages is my

2 notes, JUdge, but --

3

4

5

THE COURT: Oh, this is quite long.

MR. DIGIACOMO: Yeah.

THE COURT: All right. Well, i'm not going to be able to sit up here

6 and -- and get this all. I mean, how many pages is this?

7

8

MR. DIGIACOMO: Well over 25.

MR. GENTILE: Which I would say underscores the need for it to be

9 produced at this point.

10 THE COURT: There's really -- I mean, I just obviously have time to

11 read Mr. DiGiacomo's summary, a little page and a half. There's nothing in that

12 that I think is different than what he's already testified to.

13 MR. DIGIACOMO: A good portion of it has to do with background

14 material on Mr. Handley and his -- and his - and his relationship to the club

15 which almost neither side -- I mean, they went into it a little bit, but I didn't go into

16 practically at all.

17 THE COURT: I mean, here's what I 'm going to do. After -- well, I

18 mean, you've -- i'm going to have the witness --

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Sir?

THE WITNESS: Yes?

THE COURT: Would you mind just going back out in the vestibule.

(Mr. Handley exits the courtroom)

THE COURT: Here's the deal.

THE MARSHAL: Do you want him separated from --

THE COURT: Not if you stand there. They're not going to talk about
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1 anything.

2 Here's the deal. You've done the cross-examination. You

3 know what the juror questions are. I think you can sort of anticipate what the

4 redirect examination is. As you stand here right now, do you anticipate calling

5 Investigator Faulkner?

6 MR. DIGIACOMO: The -- the only question will be is -- and,

7 truthfully, I might be able to answer that question by the end of Mr. Handley's

6 testimony.

9

10

11

12

THE COURT: Well, what I'm saying -

MR. DIGIACOMO: There's a couple 

THE COURT: -- is I think --

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- of things that he said on the stand that I recall

13 from the statement may be different. And so what I was going to do was -- you

14 have my only copy right now -- is I was going.to go through and look because

15 there were some things that I didn't note in my notes initially. And so I need to do

16 that still, and I was planning on doing that during the juror questions, to be--

17

18

19

THE COURT: Because--

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- truthful to you.

THE COURT: -- here's the thing. If you're intending on calling

20 Investigator Faulkner, I'm going to make you give the defense this statement

21 right now so we don't have to waste PK's time, as well as possibly waste the

22 jUry's time in silting around again and recalling a witness. So I expect you to tell

23 me one way or the other before we excuse PK as to whether or not you're going

24 to call Investigator Faulkner. If you say no, then you're precluded from calling

25 him. If you say yes, then you're giving them the statement prior to the lunch
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1 break.

2 MR. DIGIACOMO: Okay. But my concern is that they're going to be

3 able to go through my statement line by line with the witness, which is

4 inappropriate.

. 5 THE COURT: They're not going to do that. Because if it's - okay.

6 For a prior consistent statement, it has to be that you've suggested a recent

7 fabrication. So only on those statements that you've suggested are different from

8 what he was saying initially will they be able to point out prior consistent

9 statements, and you can make contemporaneous objections just like you would

10 with any other statement or -- or testimony.

11 MR. ADAMS: And -- and he did do that about, you would remember

12 a lot better a year ago; right? You're not disputing you said this a year ago;

13 right? You memory would've been fresher? He did that on a number of points.

14

15

16

THE COURT: Right. And so, like I said -

MR. ADAMS: Very effectively.

THE COURT: -- anything that shows a recent is different than what

17 he testified to today that they want to say, well, wait a minute, you did say this in

18 your statement to the DA's office, that's fair game. Anything beyond that that you

19 didn't attack or contradict, no, they can't go over it line by line. So that's basically

20 the ruling.

21

22 questions?

23

24

25

And are we ready to bring them back in and do the juror

THE MARSHAL: Are we ready, Your Honor?

THE COURT: Yes.

Sir, come on back to the witness stand --
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2

3

4

5

THE MARSHAL: Jury is coming in.

THE COURT: -- and just have a seat

(Jury enters at 11 :27 a.m.)

THE COURT: All right. Court is now back in session.

And before we turn it back over for redirect examination, I

6 have some juror questions that I'm going to ask you.

7

6

THE WITNESS: Okay.

THE COURT: All right. You testified that you went inside the first

9 time to talk to Anabel and Mr. H and Little Lou. What was discussed at that

10 time?

11

12

13

THE WITNESS: When I went to the office?

THE COURT: Right.

THE WITNESS: The first time I believe is when we were discussing

14 the pickup and why it wasn't happening and where Deangelo was at.

15 THE COURT: Okay. Did anyone, Mr. H and/or Anabel, ever give

16 you the authority to supervise the employees?

17

16

THE WITNESS: Not exactly supervise them. I would --

THE COURT: I guess what authority were you given with respect to

19 the other employees or to the employees?

20 THE WITNESS: The only time that I was given any type of authority

21 was the night that -- the night that I was dealing with TJ, and that was just simply,

22 you know, I asked him to do his job, he didn't do his job, I said, okay, fine.

23 THE COURT: In -- were your dealings with the Palomino

24 management primarily with Mr. H or Anabel?

25 THE WITNESS: As far as management, it would've been with
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1 Anabel.

2

I

THE COURT: Okay. And was that 100 percent of the time or some

3 percent of the time or what?

4 THE WITNESS: I -- I wouldn't know how to put it percentagewise.

5 Anabel was usually in the office, and sometimes H was there, sometimes he

6 wasn't.

7 THE COURT: Okay. Was there ever any situation that you are

8 personally aware of where Anabel overrode a decision made by Mr. H?

9 THE WITNESS: Not that I'm aware of.

10 THE COURT: Okay. I'm going to ask you the converse of that. Are

11 you personally aware of any situation where Mr. H overrode a decision that had

12 been made by Anabel?

13

14

THE WITNESS: Not that I'm aware of.

THE COURT: Now, the second time when you went back in to

15 speak with Mr. H and Anabel, did you actually then speak with them --

16 THE WITNESS: Yes.

17 THE COURT: -- that second time?

18 THE WITNESS: Yes, I did.

19 THE COURT: And what was discussed in that meeting?

20 THE WITNESS: To the best of my memory it was more of I was

21 upset with the fact that it cost the club for my clients to come in and it cost a

22 bottle of liquor for them to come in, whereas if we would have picked them up

23 in -- in the limo, it would've been no cost to the club. And I was sorry. You know,

24 I told them, I said I'm sorry about that, you know, blah, blah, blah, but he did it

25 again. You know, it was basically about, you know, how I was unhappy with the
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1 fact that Deangelo had screwed up the exact same thing he had done before and

2 that I was sorry that my clients ended up costing them money.

3 THE COURT: Okay. What time did Mr. H and Anabel leave the

4 club, if you know?

5 THE WITNESS: I don't recall the exact time. And, like I said, I tried

6 to recall everything, I - I don't remember the exact time,

7 THE COURT: Okay, Now, we've heard testimony that sometime in

8 2006 Mr. H was no longer involved in owning or managing the Palomino Club,

9 Since that time have you continued to use the Palomino as a showcase for your

10 business?

11 THE WITNESS: [did for awhile, but they made some changes there

12 so, no, I don't anymore,

13 THE COURT: Okay, And so you don't -- you don't have any -- or do

14 you have any association today?

15 THE WITNESS: If they were to call and need something I would

16 help them out, but I don't have any -- anything ongoing right now,

17 THE COURT: If you had a problem or a situation -- well, first of all,

18 did you ever have a problem or a situation other than what you've already talked

19 about that you had to bring to the attention of the management of the Palomino?

20 THE WITNESS: There were - I was there all the time, so if I saw

21 something, I would -- I would bring it up to them. So that--

22 THE COURT: Okay. And then that dovetails into my next question,

23 Who would you bring it up to? Would it be Anabel or Mr. H?

24 THE WITNESS: They used a chain of command, So the chain of

25 command would dictate that it goes to usually Ariel.
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2

3

4

5

THE COURT: Ariel first. Okay.

THE WITNESS: Correct.

THE COURT: And then --

THE WITNESS: Unless -- unless -

THE COURT: -- after Ariel?

6 THE WITNESS: Unless it involved her. If it involved her, then it

7 would go to Anabel.

6 THE COURT: Okay. Have you ever seen Mr. H and Anabel argue?

9 THE WITNESS: Have disagreements. I wouldn't say argue. Not--

10 it was somebody would voice an opinion about one thing, the other person would

11 voice their opinion, and then eventually they would come to -- come to some

12 understanding.

13 THE COURT: Okay. Based on your interaction with Mr. Hand

14 Anabel, which of them had more say and direction in the running and

15 management of the club on a day to day basis, if you know?

16

17

THE WITNESS: It would be Anabel.

THE COURT: Okay. How would you characterize the leadership,

16 management style, and demeanor of Mr. H and then for Anabel? Just in terms of

19 what you observed in your direct interactions with them. Don't, you know,

20 speculate or talk about what other people may have told you. Just, you know,

21 your own interaction and observations.

22 THE WITNESS: The leadership style of the two of them was almost

23 like a - kind of like a mother! father thing, I guess, kind of is the way I would look

24 at it. Mr. H was more of the -- the face, for lack of a better term of -- of the club.

25 He was the owner and he -- he was there to make sure everybody was -- was,
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1 you know, happy and so on and so forth. And Anabel was there to make sure

2 that everything ran the way it was supposed to. So their styles were -- he was

3 more hands off, she was more hands on.

4 THE COURT: Okay. And did you wind up losing money from the

5 Palomino project that you discussed yesterday?

6

7

8

9

10

11 well.

12

13

THE WITNESS: Me personally lose any money?

THE COURT: Uh-huh.

THE WITNESS: No.

THE COURT: All right. Thank you.

Mr. Gentile, redirect and addressing the juror questions as

MR. GENTILE: I can't remember them all.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

14 BY MR. GENTILE:

15 Q I'm only concerned about one thing. Mr. DiGiacomo examined you

16 about things you said a year ago.

17 A Correct.

18 Q Okay? But he did not ask you as to today, whether you're satisfied

19 that your memory today is accurate. Do you recall that?

20 A Do I recall that ask -- that he didn't ask me?

21 Q He didn't ask you that?

22 A I don't recall him asking me that.

23 Q All right. So here's what I want to get at. A year ago when you were

24 in a room with six people or so, including prosecutors and law enforcement

25 people, were you -- were you placed under oath?
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1 A J don't recall.

2 Q How long did that interview last?

3 A It was awhile. I don't -- I don't recall exactly.

4 Q And today you are under oath; am I correct?

5 A Yes, I am.

B Q Also, how long have you known that you're going to be a witness?

7 And I don't mean like how many years, but prior to this trial actually taking place,

8 when did you first become aware in terms of approximately when you would

9 actually be a witness date-wise?

10

11

12

13

14

15

A Nottoo long ago.

Q A week or two?

A I think that was il.

Q Well, I'm asking you.

A I -- I'd say maybe two weeks ago.

Q All righl. Have you thought about what you've testified to here today

16 more in the last two weeks than you did before you gave the statement to Mr.

17 DiGiacomo on your birthday last year?

18 A I would say yes.

19 Q And are you satisfied that your testimony in court this morning with

20 respect to Deangelo arriving at the Palomino Club before Mr. H and Anabel left is

21 accurate?

22 A Before they left?

23 Q Yes. Or do you remember?

24 A I don't -- I -- I honestly don't remember the timeline on thaI. As far

25 as I remember, I don't remember seeing them after --
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1 Q You don't remember seeing them?

2 A After Deangelo got there I don't recall seeing them after that point.

3 Q All right.

4 A That's the only thing I'm 100 percent sure of -

5 Q So -- so they --

6 A -- is I did not see them after that point.

7 Q So you're not sure as to whether they were there or not, but you are

8 sure that you didn't see them?

9 A I'm sure I did not see them after Deangelo arrived.

10 Q Okay. You no longer saw Deangelo. You haven't seen Deangelo

11 since that moment --

12 A No, I haven't.

13 Q -- if I understand you correctly.

14 A No, I haven't.

15 Q Okay.

16 MR. GENTILE: If I may have a moment.

17 THE COURT: That's fine.

18 MR. GENTILE: Nothing further.

19 THE COURT: Mr. Adams.

20 RECROSS EXAMINATION

21 BY MR. ADAMS:

22 Q Very briefly, Mr. Handley. A year ago you met with those guys, the

23 prosecutors.

24

25

A Correct.

Q Have you reviewed any notes or statements that you gave to them a
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1 year ago?

2 A No.

3 Q Well. they questioned you about some minor discrepancies. I guess.

4 between--

5

6

MR. DIGIACOMO: Objection as to minor.

THE COURT: Well-

7 BY MR. ADAMS:

8 Q They questioned you a lot about what you said a year ago. Would it

9 have been helpful to you to be able to review any notes that they would've made

10 a year ago?

11 A I would say probably so.

12 Q Yeah. So you'd have a fair chance to explain to them how your

13 memory is better or different today?

14

15

16

17

18

19

MR. DIGIACOMO: Objection as to fair chance.

THE COURT: Well-

MR. ADAMS: I think fair chance is a fair statement.

THE COURT: Ask your -- ask your question a different way.

MR. ADAMS: Well--

THE COURT: I mean, had he reviewed the transcript would that

20 have been helpful to him in preparing for your testimony today.

21 BY MR. ADAMS:

22 Q Would you have liked the opportunity to review that. any notes or

23 statements that they have of the meeting a year ago?

24 A Yeah. I would say that would -

25 Q And you've not been provided that opportunity by them. have you?
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1 A No.

2

3

4

MR. ADAMS: Hold one moment.

MR. ARRASCADA: Please.

THE COURT: Do you know if your statement with the prosecutors

5 and their investigators and -- Or whoever was there was tape recorded?

6

7 know--

8

9 not?

10

11

12

13

14

THE WITNESS: I don't recall. I -- it was kind of a last minute, you

THE COURT: Okay. So you don't know whether it was taped or

THE WITNESS: I don't remember.

THE COURT: All right.

And, Jeff, go retrieve the juror question, please.

And, Mr. Adams, go on.

MR. ADAMS: Thank you.

15 BY MR. ADAMS:

16 Q Mr. Handley, have ~ without having an opportunity to review it, you

17 don't even know if what they were asking you about in their -- their documents

18 were even accurate as to what you might've said a year ago; do you?

19 A I can't say 100 percent.

20 Q Right. And you would not be able to say unless you actually were

21 extended the courtesy of getting the chance to review that document.

22 MR. DIGIACOMO: Objection as to the characterization of extended

23 the courtesy.

24

25

THE COURT: Well--

MR. DIGIACOMO: Anabel didn't get it.
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1 BY MR. ADAMS:

2 Q Did you ever --

3 THE COURT: Well, Mr. DiGiacomo, the question is had you been

4 given a copy of the transcript then -

5 Q Well, if you'd been given a copy of the transcript, would you have

6 reviewed it?

7

6

9

10

11

12

13

14

A Yes.

Q Have you ever been given the opportunity to review it?

A No.

Q Thank you.

THE COURT: All right. I have a juror question.

MR. DIGIACOMO: Okay.

THE COURT: I'm just going to ask this now.

Don't speculate or guess, only if you have personal knowledge

15 answer this question. Do you know if Deangelo knew what plan B was?

16

17

18

19

THE WITNESS: Do I know?

THE COURT: Yes.

THE WITNESS: No.

THE COURT: Okay. And, you know, based on your -- who, to your

20 knowledge, again, don't speculate or guess, was familiar with what plan A was

21 and plan B was?

22 THE WITNESS: Mr. H.

23 THE COURT: All right. And do you know if anyone else was

24 familiar? Again, don't guess or speculate.

25 THE WITNESS: No.
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1 THE COURT: All right. Thank you.

2 Follow up to the juror question?

3 MR. GENTILE: No.

4 MR. ADAMS: No.

5 THE COURT: All right.

6 Mr. DiGiacomo.

7 CROSS-EXAMINATION

8 BY MR. DIGIACOMO:

9 Q When you met with Mr. -- well, let me ask you this. Before your

10 testimony did they show you any notes or recordings of the conversations you

11 had with them?

12 A No..

13 Q With Mr. Gentile, I'm sorry. I shouldn't say them. It was Mr. Gentile;

14 correct?

15 A No.

16 Q And they haven't given you anything to refresh your memory as to

17 what you told them; correct?

18 A No.

19 Q Not even the affidavit or whatever you signed. You haven't even

20 seen that before your testimony; have you?

21 A No.

22 Q There were some questions asked about you -- what you know to be

23 true versus what you -- what you don't remember to be true. Do you remember

24 the questions just now by Mr. Gentile?

25 A Yes.
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"
,

Q Okay. You said as you sit here today you know you didn't see them

2 after you saw Deangelo.

3 A Correct.

4 Q Just Anabel and Mr. H; correct?

5 A Correct.

6 Q As you sit here today, do you remember having a conversation with

7 Anabel and Mr. H as they're getting into Anabel's silver Hummer about when he

8 comes back do you want me to tell -- and you used a term for him, but, I mean,

9 do you remember telling them when he -- when this guy comes back, do you

10 want me to say anything to him? Do you remember that conversation as you sit

11 here today?

12 A As you mention it, it sounds - it sounds familiar. Again, I -- there are

13 many, many times that I walked them out. There is many, many times that, you

14 know, a lot of it's routine or was routine at the time. So it -- it's hard to -- you

15 know, it's hard to say specifically. And I don't want to assume, you know, that-

16 assume anything. And, again, I'm here to tell you guys exactly, you know, the

17 truth.

18 Q That's what I want to know. I guess the question is then how many

19 times did you walk them out and have a conversation about Deangelo, what do

20 you want -- do you want me to say -- I mean, how many times have you been

21 mad at Deangelo and asked them to have this conversation with him?

22 A Do you really wanlto know?

23 Q Yes. Absolutely.

24 A Every single night he was there.

25 Q Okay. So what you're saying is it might have been a different night
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1 that you had this conversation?

2 A It could -- it could well be, and that's being perfectly honest. It could

3 well be.

4 Q Okay. Now, let's talk about one other thing. Mr. Gentile said in the

5 last couple weeks you've been getting prepared for your testimony; correct? Or

6 at least you've known that you're going to come down here and testify?

7 A Yes.

8 Q Okay. And when we talked to you a year ago, that was within days

9 of when Ms. Anabel -- Ms. Espindola's and Little Lou's trial date last time;

10 correct?

11

12

13 trial.

14

15

MR. ADAMS: Objection to relevance on that, Your Honor.

MR. DIGIACOMO: Well, they're talking about his preparation for

THE COURT: Well, over -- overruled.

MR. DIGIACOMO: Thank you.

16 BY MR. DIGIACOMO:

17 Q Right? That was within -- it was wtthin a couple days of when that

18 trial was supposed to start; right?

19 THE COURT: Which didn't, ultimately.

20 Q Which didn't actually go forward.

21 A Honestly, I --.1 don't know. I -- I haven't followed when their trial

22 dates or any of that stuff was -- was supposed to be coming up. I figured that if

23 somebody wanted -- wanted me I would get a subpoena.

24 THE COURT: Let me ask you this. When you went and spoke with

25 the prosecutors, did you have a subpoena for trial at that point?
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2

,
I

THE WITNESS: No.

THE COURT: Okay. So you didn't--

3 BY MR. DIGIACOMO:

4 Q So defense hadn't subpoenaed you for the - for that trial setting

5 back in-

6 A No.

7 Q -- February?

8 A The only subpoena I have ever received was, I think, two weeks

9 ago.

10 Q So you never got a subpoena. Did they"- did they ever tell you that

11 they put you on their witness list five days before that trial?

12 A I haven't been --

13 MR. ADAMS: Judge, objection.

14 THE COURT: Yeah, that's sustained.

15 MR. DIGIACOMO: Well, let me --

16 THE COURT: Well, it's stricken because--

17 MR. ADAMS: May we approach?

18 THE COURT: -- this may have been--

19 MR. ADAMS: Judge, may we approach?

20 THE COURT: It's making a suggestion that I don't know is fair

21 because I don't know where this trial may have been on the stack and what not.

22 Do you still need to approach?

23 MR. ADAMS: Yes, ma'am.

24 THE COURT: All right.

25 (Conference at the bench)
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1 THE COURT: Before - basically the objection is sustained. And,

2 ladies and gentlemen, you're to disregard anything about the trial dates. Some·

3 this is the first time this matter has been tried with respect to these defendants.

4 And often there are a number of trial settings before a case actually goes due to

5 various factors including the Court's very congested calendar involving the stack

6 and number of trials.

.7 But before I let Mr. DiGiacomo finish up, I want to ask this

8 juror question that just came in.

9 Did you ask the prosecutors for a copy of your statement from

10 a year ago?

11 THE WITNESS: No.

12 THE COURT: Okay. Were you aware that there had been a

13 transcription of your statement to the prosecutors?

14 THE WITNESS: I didn't -- I wasn't priVy to any of the information.

15 THE COURT: Okay. Thank you.

18 THE WITNESS: I have no idea.

17 THE COURT: Mr. DiGiacomo.

18 MR. GENTILE: Your Honor, I have an objection really to your

19 question because we're still not aware that there's a transcript. We don't know

20 that.

21

22

23

24

25

THE COURT: All right. Thank you.

MR. GENTILE: I apologize--

THE COURT: Do you know--

MR. GENTILE: -- to the Court-

THE COURT: All right.
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2

3
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MR. GENTILE: -- for having -

THE COURT: Do you know 

MR. GENTILE: - to do that.

(

4 THE COURT: -- whether or not the~e was a transcript or notes or

5 anything like that for you to review?

6 MR. GENTILE: No.

7 THE COURT: All right.

6 MR. DIGIACOMO: thank you.

9 BY MR. DIGIACOMO:

10 Q A couple of jurors asked about the relationship between Mr. Hand

11 Anabel. Do you remember those questions the Court just asked you about?

12 A Yes.

13 Q Until -- well, for a long period of time you thought Anabel was Mr. H's

14 wife; correct?

15 A No, I didn't.

16 Q You didn't?

17 A No.

18 Q You always knew she wasn't his wife?

19 A Yes.

20 Q Okay. At some point you didn't find out about Yolanda much later

21 on?

22 A No.

23 Q Really? Okay. What was your understanding of the relationship

24 between Anabel and Mr. H?

25 A I didn't get involved in their -- in their personal relationship.
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1 Q Have you ever made the statement I thought she was his wife?

2 A Not that I'm aware of. That - that wouldn't have -- I know Little

3 Louie. I know Little Louie has a mother. I know that that mother is not -- not

4 Anabel. And I know that Anabel and Lou weren't married.

5 Q Mr. H?

6 A Yeah.

7 Q Okay.

B A And Mr. H.

9 Q Ye<lh. So -- Lou gets the record a little confused. And did you know

10 that they had more than just a business relationship?

11 A 1- you could speculate, but I never, you know -- I didn't -- I didn't go

12 there.

13 Q And it's your testimony you never said th<lt you thought she was his

14 wife?

15 A That would be so far off base, no.

16 Q Okay.

17 A I didn't--

1B Q Thank you.

19 A There would -- there would never have been a time I thought - and

20 that's -- that's the God's honest truth. I would never have thought that that was

21 his wife.

22 Q Thank you very much.

23

24

25

THE COURT: All right. Any other questions, Mr. Gentile?

MR. GENTILE: Not at this time.

THE COURT: All right.
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THE WITNESS: Okay.

THE COURT: All right. Thank you. It won't be long.

THE WITNESS: Okay.

THE COURT: All right. Thank you, sir.

MR. GENTILE: I have a short witness that I can put on.

THE COURT: Yeah, I was going to ask you to--

MR. GENTILE: Yeah.

18

21

20

19

17

1 MR. GENTILE: Subject to review.

2 THE COURT: All right.

3 And Mr. Adams, any other questions at this time?

4 MR. ADAMS: Not at this time.

5 THE COURT: Do we have any other juror questions at this time?

6 All right. I'm going to go ahead and excuse you at this point,

7 but you are -- you may be recalled. And so go ahead and have a seat in the

8 vestibule for right now, and my bailiff, as soon as he gets back, will direct you at

9 what time you may be needed again.

10 THE MARSHAL: Will that be today or--

11 THE COURT: Oh, yes, definitely today.

12 THE WITNESS: Okay.

13 THE COURT: I sent him in the back to make photocopies, and as

14 soon as he comes back out I'll have him talk to you in the vestibule.

15

16

22

23

24

THE COURT: -- call your next witness.

MR. GENTILE: Yeah, we have a character witness.

THE COURT: All right.

25 Sir, just come on up here, please, to the witness stand right up
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1 here, over here by me, and it's just up a couple of stairs there. And then, sir, just

2 remain standing facing our court clerk who will administer the oath to you.

3 CARLOS D CORDON

4 Having been called as a witness and being first duly sworn testified as follows:

5 THE CLERK: Thank you. Please be seated. And please state and

6 spell your name.

7

6

9

10

11

12

THE WITNESS: What's that?

THE CLERK: Please state and spell your name.

THE WITNESS: Carlos D Cordon; C-O-R-D-O-N.

THE COURT: All right. Thank you.

Mr. Gentile.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

13 BY MR. GENTILE:

14 Q Mr. Cordon, where do you live?

15 A Daly City, California.

16Q Okay. And Daly City is near what major city?

17 A It's close to San Francisco.

16 Q Okay. How long have you been living there?

19 A Since 40 -- 43 years.

20 Q Are you married?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Do you have children?

23 A Yes.

24 Q How long are you married?

25 A 46, 47 years.
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1 Q Okay. And what do you now do for a living?

2 A I am retired.

3 Q And what did you do before you retired?

4 A I used to write estimates for cars, body damage.

5 Q How long did you do that?

6 A About 25 years.

7 Q During that 25 year time period that you did that, did there come a

8 time that you met Luis Hidalgo, Jr., Mr. H?

9 A We--

10 Q The man who's standing up, do you know him?

11 A Yeah, no, I know him.

12 Q Oh.

13 A We worked together.

14 Q You worked together. Okay. When did you first meet him?

15 A About 50 years ago.

16 Q 50 years ago?

17 A Yes.

18 Q How old were you - how old was he when you met him?

19 A Probably was about eight years old, something like that.

20 Q And how did you come to meet him?

21 A You know, we are family friends, you know, I knew his father, his

22 mother, his grandmother.

23 Q You know all of them?

24 A Pretty much, yes.

25 Q Okay.
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2

3

4

MR. GENTILE: Where's that photo?

Can I have this marked next in order?

Can I approach the witness?

THE COURT: You may.

5 BY MR. GENTILE:

6 Q I want to show you what's been marked defendant Luis Hidalgo, Jr.'s

7 Exhibit H, proposed Exhibit H, and ask you if you recognize the persons that are

8 portrayed in that photograph.

9 A There's --

10 Q First you say that you do or you don't. Do you recognize them?

11 A Yes.

12 Q Okay. And there are four people in there; am I correct?

13 A Yes.

14 Q And who are the four people that are in that photograph?

15 A His father, his grandmother, and his son, I guess.

16 Q And him? .

17 A And Louie.

18 Q Okay.

19

20

21

22

23

MR. GENTILE: I'd move it into evidence at this time.

THE COURT: Any objection?

MR. GENTILE: No.

THE COURT: All right. Exhibit H is admitted.

(Defense Exhibit H is admitted)

24 BY MR. GENTILE:

25 Q Do you know where this photograph was taken? It's in front of you
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1 right now. You can look at it - you can look at it on the screen.

2 A No, I don't.

3 Q Have you ever been in Simone's Auto Body Repair?

4 A No.

5 Q All right. Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the jury -- I'm going to

6 point to them and we'll go from left to right. The person on the far left is?

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

A That's Louie.

Q Okay. The person that he has his arm around?

A That's his grandmother.

Q What's her name?

A Her name is - I forgot. It's been so long. I'm sorry.

Q Okay. And who is this man?

A That's his father.

Q All right. And what's his father's name?

A Luis Hidalgo.

Q And who is this man? His son? Do you know his son?

A I knew him when he was little.

Q He's bigger in this photo; is that it?

A Yeah.

Q Okay. In the 50 years that you have known Louie Hidalgo, have you

21 formed an opinion as to whether he is a truthful person or not?

22

23

24

25

A Yes.

Q And what is your opinion?

A He's very truthful.

Q Okay. Did you ever work with him?
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2

3

4

A Yes.

Q For how long?

A For about 15 years.

Q 15 years? And when you worked with him for 15 years, how often

5 would you see him at the -- how often would you see him?

6 A E;very day.

7 Q Every day?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Did you speak with him a lot over those years?

10 A All the time.

11 Q All the time. Did you ever find him to not be truthful with you?

12 A No.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

MR. GENTILE: I don't have any further -- anything further.

THE COURT: All right. Thank you.

Mr. Adams.

MR. ADAMS: No questions.

THE COURT: Mr. Pescl.

MR. PESCI: Thank you.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

20 BY MR. PESCI:

21 Q Sir, if I've understood correctly, you worked with Mr. H for how many

22 years?

23 A About 15 years.

24 Q Is it 15?

25 A Yeah, 1·5.
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1 Q Okay. And was that in California?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Was that at the auto body shop in California?

4 A In San Bruno, California.

5 Q Was Anabel Espindola working there while you were there?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Did you know the relationship between Anabel Espindola and Mr.

8 Hidalgo at that time when you worked with him?

9 MR. GENTILE: Objection. That's outside the scope. He was called

10 for - for purposes of character.

11 THE COURT: It is outside the scope.

12 MR. PESCI: Can we approach?

13 THE COURT: Uh-huh.

14 (Conference at the bench)

15 MR. PESCI: May I proceed, Your Honor?

16 THE COURT: Go ahead.

17 BY MR. PESCI:

18 Q Sir, in the time period that you knew Mr. H, Mr. Hidalgo, working in

19 San Bruno together, you just testified that you knew Anabel Espindola, she was

20 an employee at that -- at that location?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Okay. Did you know at that time if Mr. H was married?

23 A Yes.

24 Q Was he married -- who was he married to? Did you ever meet his

25 wife?
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1 A Yes, I met his wife.

2 Q What was his wife's name?

(

3 A Yolanda.

4 Q At that time period when you knew him there, did you know the

5 relationship that Mr. H had with Anabel Espindola?

6 A Just friends working together.

7 Q As far as you know was that the extent of their relationship?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Okay. Thank you.

10

11

12

THE COURT: Mr. Gentile, go ahead.

MR. GENTILE: Sure.

THE COURT: And then if you would just grab that juror question.

13 Jeff is downstairs getting the jurors' lunches.

14

15

16

17

JUROR: I've got another one.

THE COURT: Oh, we've got another one.

Thank you, Mr. Gentile.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

18 BY MR. GENTILE:

19 Q Mr. Cordon.

20 A Yes.

21 Q Mr. Pesci asked you a question about during the time that you

22 worked with Luis Hidalgo and Anabel Espindola did you know about the nature of

23 their relationship. Do you remember him asking you that question?

24 A Yes.

25 Q Okay. When did you stop working with Luis Hidalgo, Jr. and Anabel
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1 Espindola? What year?

2 A 1997,

3 Q 1997. Thank you,

4

5

6

7

8

9

MR GENTILE: Nothing further.

THE COURT: May I see counsel at the bench please,

(Conference at the bench)

THE COURT: All right We've got questions from the jury,

THE WITNESS: Okay,

THE COURT: How long did you know Anabel Espindola -- or how

10 long have you known Anabel Espindola?

11 THE WITNESS: I would say maybe three -- between three and five

12 years, you know,

13

14

15

16

17

THE COURT: When she was working in -

THE WITNESS: When she was working -

THE COURT: In San Bruno?

THE WITNESS: -- in San Bruno,

THE COURT: Okay, Has it been that long since you've seen

18 Anabel Espindola?

19

20 her.

21

THE WITNESS: It's been longer than that, probably, since I saw

THE COURT: Okay, Can you maybe -- and don't -- how long has it

22 been since you've seen her or talked with her?

23 THE WITNESS: Let's see, in '97 I went to work someplace else.

24 And after I left the shop, maybe I see her once in awhile, you know, Maybe once

25 a month, you know, I would see her, you know, until they move here, then I didn't
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1 see her at all.

2 THE COURT: Okay. And when you would see Anabel Espindola,

3 was she with Mr. H or by herself after she left the shop?

4

5

6

MR. GENTILE: Your Honor, he doesn't know who Mr. His.

THE COURT: Oh, I'm sorry. Luis Hidalgo.

THE WITNESS: Yeah. Well, I used to see them at the shop

7 because I used to stop by the shop.

8 THE COURT: Okay. So you saw her in the workplace.

9 THE WITNESS: Yeah, I saw him, I saw her, you know.

10 THE COURT: Okay. Now, after you left the shop, when you would

11 stop by, what was the purpose of visiting the shop?

12 THE WITNESS: We'd been friends for a long time.

13 THE COURT: Okay. So it was to see Mr. Hidalgo, Jr.

14 THE WITNESS: Yeah, and his father.

15 THE COURT: Okay. Do you have an opinion as to Anabel's

16 truthfulness?

17

18 would--

19

THE WITNESS: I -- I would say yes. What do you mean, what

THE COURT: No, no, no. Do you have an opinion as to it? Or if

20 you don't, that's fine, you can say. you know, whatever--

21

22

23

MR. GENTILE: Your Honor, in tenms of now?

THE COURT: Right.

THE WITNESS: Now I don't know. When we were working

24 together, you know, I guess she was okay.

25 THE COURT: All right.
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2

3

4

5

6

7

,
I,

Mr. Gentile, do you want to follow up?

MR. GENTILE: No.

THE COURT: Mr. Adams, any follow up?

MR. ADAMS: No, ma'am.

THE COURT: Mr. Pesci, any follow up?

MR. PESCI: Yes.

RECROSS-EXAMINATION

8 BY MR. PESCI:

9 Q You said now you're not sure. What are you basing that information

10 on?

11 A I haven't seen her in so long, you know, that-

12 Q Have you seen Mr. Hidalgo since '977

13 A No.

14 Q So when you came in you said your opinion is that he's truthful. Is

15 that up to '977

16 A Up to, you know, when you know somebody for 50 years, you know,

17 you know that person very well, you know.

18 Q Okay. So up to '97 atleast?

19 A Is after '977 What -- what -- what do you mean by--

20 Q Right. What I'm trying to understand is you're telling this jury that

21 you're not sure about Anabel since 1997 because you haven't seen her or talked

22 to her; right?

23 A Yeah.

24 Q Okay. And I think you just said that you haven't seen or talked with

25 Mr. Hidalgo since 19977
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1

2 talk.

3

MR. GENTILE: Objection. He didn't say talk. He never addressed

THE COURT: He said see.

4 BY MR. PESCI:

5 A Yeah.

6 Q Okay. So have you seen him since 19977

7 A No.

8 Q Thanks.

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

THE COURT: Mr. Gentile, any follow up?

MR. GENTILE: Nothing.

THE COURT: Mr. Adams, any follow up?

MR. ADAMS: No, ma'am.

THE COURT: Any other juror questions?

All right.

THE WITNESS: When -- when he asked me if I haven't seen him

16 since 1997, yeah, I saw him after '97 when he was in San Bruno, but I don't know

17 how many - '98, '99, you know.

18 THE COURT: Okay. Have you seen him since he moved here to

19 Vegas?

20 THE WITNESS: Since he moved here to Vegas, no, I haven't seen

21 him.

22 THE COURT: Any follow up on that?

23 MR. GENTILE: No.

24 THE COURT: Anything from the State?

25 MR. PESCI: No.
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2
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THE COURT: Any other juror questions?

Sir, thank you for your testimony. Please don't discuss your

3 testimony with anyone else who may be called as a witness in this case and you

4 are excused at this time.

5

6

7 available?

8

THE WITNESS: Okay.

THE COURT: Mr. Gentile, does -- do you have another witness

MR. GENTILE: I don't think so. I'm quite sure I don't, but I know

9 that my next one is going to be a long one, SO --

10 THE COURT: Okay. Because the food isn't here yet. It's almost

11 here.

12 MR. GENTILE: If the Court -- if the Court wants to take a long

13 witness that I think will be on--

14 THE COURT: I was thinking we could just start and then take our

15 lunch break whenever the food is here.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

MR. GENTILE: Well, I don't know if she's -- I'll find -

THE COURT: If she's not here, we'll just have a little--

MR. GENTILE: We need to be heard in advance of that as well.

THE COURT: Okay. Well--

MR. GENTILE: Or have we done that already?

THE COURT: I'll see counsel at the bench on the prior witness.

(Conference at the bench)

THE COURT: All right. Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, we're

24 going to go ahead and take our lunch break at this point, there being no

25 witnesses in the hallway.
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1 Even though you'll all be in the back together, the admonition,

2 obviously, is still in place that during the lunch break you're not to discuss this

3 case or any subject matter relating to the case with each other or anyone else.

4 You're not to read, watch, or listen to any reports of or commentaries on any

5 subject relating to the case. Don't do any independent research. Don't visit the

6 location at issue. And please don't form or express an opinion on the trial.

7 You still have to leave your notepads in your chairs, but this

8 time you get to exit and follow --

9 THE MARSHAL: Actually, I'm going to put them [inaudible].

10 THE COURT: Okay. Well, never mind. You're going to go through

11 the double doors, and then Jeff is going to get you and bring you in the back.

12 (Jury recessed at 12:14 p.m.)

13 MR. DIGIACOMO: Can we do something outside the presence?

14 THE COURT: Somebody better catch him.

15 MR. GENTILE: We have -- we have a couple things that I think we

16 need to cover outside the presence.

17 THE COURT: All right.

18 MR. GENTILE: First of all, we have read the -- well, I can't say that

19 Mr. Adams has.

20

21

22

23

24

THE COURT: I'm sorry?

MR. ADAMS: I have 13 pages to go.

MR. GENTILE: Okay.

MR. ADAMS: [am reading. I have been reading as I was eating.

THE COURT: We have a couple things out of the presence before

25 you bring them back in.
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1

2

3 PK--

4

5

6

MR GENTILE: We do have--

THE COURT: All right. Well, Mr. Gentile has read the statement of

MR GENTILE: PK Handley.

THE COURT: Thank you. Handley.

MR GENTILE: I've read it and I don't see any need to ask any

7 additional questions --

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

THE COURT: All right.

MR GENTILE: -- of Mr. Handley.

MR DIGIACOMO: Should we do something else then?

MR GENTILE: We also have Obi Perez.

THE COURT: Okay.

MR GENTILE: And AI Lasso is here. He's her attorney.

THE COURT: I see Mr. Lasso.

MR GENTILE: And without -- I think he can clarify this -- well, I'm

16 assuming he can clarify this drug issue.

17

18

THE COURT: Okay.

MR LASSO: Well, I wasn't in the courtroom when that was

19 discussed, but Ms. Perez currently has a charge pending in justice court for

20 burglary and acquire or obtain or attempt to obtain or acquire possession of a

21 controlled substance, Lortab, by fraud. She has a prescription fQr Lortab. She

22 broke her back about three years ago, and she -- she takes Lortabs as needed.

23

24

THE COURT: Okay.

MR LASSO: I just don't know the relevance of that. My biggest

25 concern is getting into the facts of this case.
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1 THE COURT: They're not allowed to ask her about --

2 MR. GENTILE: But in any case, apparently it was July --

3 THE COURT: I mean, they can ask her if she's taken Lortab or she

4 takes anything for pain.

5 MR. DIGIACOMO: I can't ask the witness about fraudulent activity

6 while she's on the stand? I absolutely can too.

7

8

MR. GENTILE: It's only charged.

MR. DIGIACOMO: I can't ask her the rest. I can -- I can ask her

9 isn't it true you did this fraudulently, isn't it true --

10 THE COURT: Well, except now she has a fifth amendment issue

11 about admitting in this case to -- well, first of all, if you know she's going to invoke

12 it, you can't ask the question.

13

14

15

16

MR. DIGIACOMO: Well, I don't know ~

THE COURT: And I'm assuming Mr. Lasso-

MR. DIGIACOMO: I didn't know she--

THE COURT: Mr. Lasso, I'm assuming, is going to advise her that

17 until the case is resolved, she's not to address the underlying issue of the case,

18 which is fraud. I will grant you, if she has a fraud conviction or a theft conviction

19 or a petty larceny, even if it's a misdemeanor, you know, maybe you can ask her

20 about that, but not on impending charges.

21 You can, however, ask her that whether or not she, you know,

22 uses Lortab, uses other prescription pills. If she says no, then you can say, well,

23 aren't there some pending charges involving Lortab against you?

24 MR. DIGIACOMO: I was -- i was not going to ask her about pending

25 charges. I was certainly going to ask her you committed fraudulent acts. If she's
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1 going to invoke on the stand, then there has to be a determination of whether or

2 not you're going to strike her testimony. Because if a witness invokes on the

3 stand and she's not subject now to the cross-examination, then there's a

4 determination by the Court as to whether or not to strike the testimony. It's not,

5 oh, well, she just gets to invoke and the State doesn't get to cross her on the fact

6 that makes her look really un-credible. That's not the rules.

7 THE COURT: Well, no, except the rule is this is tangential, Mr.

8 DiGiacomo. If it was the substance of her testimony, she has a pending charge

9 against her. So I can't very well say that the defense in this case can't call her as

10 a witness unless she waives her fifth amendment right on a case that's pending

11 against her, which I think is what you're asking me to do.

12 Or if she refused to waive, I think what I'm hearing from you

13 that you're asking me to do is to say, oh, well, sorry, Mr. Gentile, you can't call

14 this witness because she doesn't want to waive her fifth amendment rights as it

15 relates to a pending charge. Is that What you're asking me?

16 MR. DIGIACOMO: It's -- it's my belief that she is going to invoke as

17 to the majority of the questions asked on cross-examination. And if that

18 happens, yes, it's my position that"- if we don't have any--

19

20

21

THE COURT: Okay.

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- cross-examination --

THE COURT: No, if you have no meaningful cross-examination,

22 that's entirely different than the Court saying she can invoke on the issue of a

23 pending charge that hasn't been resolved yet. If there is an agreement that she's

24 pleading gUilty in district court or something like that, there may not be any

25 prejudice. But if it's still pending in justice court and there is no negotiation in
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1 place that she's entered into yet, then I can't tell her she has to waive on it

2 So if -- if you can't conduct meaningful cross-examination

3 because she keeps Invoking, then that's a differentmatter and that's not what

4 we're talking about right now. What we're talking about right now is the isolated

5 situation of the pending charge, which, as I said, you can ask her. If she denies

6 Lortab use or prescription drug use, then --

7 MR. DIGIACOMO: You don't think she's going to invoke on those

8 questions?

9 MR. GENTILE: Judge, the only--

10 THE COURT: No. I mean, her attorney has come in here and

11 admitted that she has a prescription --

12 MR. LASSO: Yeah.

13 THE COURT: - for Lortab--

14 MR. LASSO: That's correct.

15 THE COURT: -- and that she's a Lortab user, so I suspect she

16 won't Now, if she does invoke, we have a problem.

17

18

19

20

21

MR. LASSO: The only issue -

THE COURT: But I don't think --

MR. LASSO: -- she'd be invoking on --

THE COURT: -- Mr. Lasso is going to come in here and publicly on

the record make representations to something that his client isn't willing to admit

22 to.

23 MR. LASSO: That's correct, Judge. The only issue she'd invoke on

24 that she's been advised to invoke on is the facts and circumstances surrounding

25 this pending charge.
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THE COURT: And I think that's fine. But anything else,like I said,

2 you can ask to strike her testimony if you can't conduct meaningful cross. But

3 I'm finding that your failure to inquire into a pending charge -- or your inability, I

4 shouldn't say failure, to inquire into a pending charge is not sufficient to say at

5 this point in time that you cannot conduct meaningful cross-examination.

6

7

MR. DIGIACOMO: Thank you.

MR. GENTILE: Your Honor, I -- again, this witness is being called

8 for a very narrow purpose, and that's with respect to specific conversations, a

9 specific conversation really, with Anabel Espindola.

10

11

12

THE COURT: All right.

And you don't wish to recall Mr. Handley?

MR. GENTILE: I do not. I would move -- I see Mr. Oram in the back

13 of the courtroom. I know that he's on the witness list and --

14 MR. DIGIACOMO: Well, I -- I have him here for something outside

15 the presence, Mr. Gentile. I just didn't know if you were done with yours.

16

17

18

MR. GENTILE: Yeah, I'm done.

THE COURT: Okay. Mr. DiGiacomo, next up.

MR. DIGIACOMO, JUdge, it's my belief, although I'm having Ms.

19 Anabel -- Ms. Espindola transported to the courtroom because I think that she

20 needs to waive on the record on her own case. That's why Mr. Oram is here.

21 But it's my belief that Mr. Gentile told me that he did the research, and if she

22 waives that they believe that they're entitled to notes that Mr. Oram took as it

23 relates to the conversations he had with Ms. Espindola.

24 To speed things up, I asked Mr. Oram to come to court, bring

25 those notes to submit to you in camera, to you, so that if she waives you can
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1 make a determination as to whether or not they receive any of those items. And

2 so that's why he's here.

3 THE COURT: Mr. Oram, what's your position on whether or not

4 they're entitled to your notes?

5 MR. ORAM: Your Honor, first of all, I don't think without her waiver

6 that I can really discuss --

7 THE COURT: Okay.

6 MR. ORAM: -- anything. But after that, with regard to her - her

THE COURT: You mean her notes or your notes?

MR. ORAM: My notes. I'm sorry. My notes in this are very, very

9 notes, if she waives -

10

11

12 brief.

13 THE COURT: Okay.

14 MR. ORAM: And you'll see that, so I have no problem showing that

15 to the Court.

16 MR. GENTILE: Now, these are the notes from the -- from the

MR. ORAM: No, no, no. I did --

THE COURT: Just from your interview with her, or is it the19

17 debriefing meeting?

16

20 debriefing?

21 MR. ORAM: I had apparently -- it's -- it's notes sometime during

22 when I'm visiting her in preparation for mitigation.

23 MR. GENTILE: Mitigation for sentencing?

24 MR. ORAM: Yes, mitigation for sentencing. And -- or it could be

25 character witnesses to. It -- it's circled and it appears in my handwriting to say
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5

6

7

6

9

10

11 wrinkle.

,
",,

1 things like known for 15 years, known for eight years, things like that. Otherwise

~
2 'there's almost no other notes that I can locate regarding my interview.

. THE COURT: And this was a meeting that you and she had in

. 4 preparation for her trial if it went to a penalty phase?

MR. ORAM: Correct.

THE COURT: Okay.

MR. ORAM: Okay. Or perhaps character-

MR. GENTILE: We--

MR. ORAM: -- witnesses too.

MR. GENTILE: We -- if -- if -- before you leave, we got another

Okay? And, frankly, I don't know the answer. I have to be honest. I've

12 tried to learn it. Mr. Adams thinks he knows it. But there was a period of time,

13 and certainly prior to Anabel Espindola changing her plea, that there was a joint

14 defense agreement.

15 And I'm not sure -- I -- I really don't know and I don't want to --

16 I don't want to cause a problem, but I really don't know what the effect of that

17 agreement would be wtth respect to anything that took place while it was still

18 alive, okay, in terms of his notes. And my concern about that is that I know for a

19 fact that that's something I think she probably has to waive on the record.

20

21

22

MR. ORAM: And, Judge-

MR. GENTILE: If -- if--

MR. ORAM: My concern about -- about that, I went and looked for

23 my joint defense agreement. The only one I have, Mr. Gentile or someone else

24 in his office may have the original --

25 MR. GENTILE: I have the original.
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1 MR. ORAM: Okay. Because -- because my ~ it doesn't make

2 sense to me my date. Mine is -- I can show that to defense counsel if they want

3 to look. Mine is signed in my original signature. I remember signing this at Mr.

4 Gentile's in his conference room. It's possible I signed original, and then signed

5 my own just so I could see the date.

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

MR. GENTILE: Yeah.

MR. ORAM: But my date says June 26, '06.

MR. DIGIACOMO: So that's a year and some odd period -

MS. ARMENI: Right.

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- of time --

MS. ARMENI: But the defense agreement -

MR. GENTILE: Yeah, but if you --

MS. ARMENI: -- refers back to--

MR. GENTILE: -- look at the narrative, I think it

MS. ARMENI: -- the beginning of May of '05.

MR. ADAMS: I object to discussing the formation of the defense

17 agreement in open court and in front of the prosecution. I think that's protected

18 matter.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. DIGIACOMO: We're just talking about the date.

MR. ADAMS: I understand.

THE COURT: Yeah, we're talking about the date. I mean -

MS. ARMENI: It refers back to the beginning.

MR. GENTILE: Yeah, I know it does. It refers back.

THE COURT: Okay. Well--

MR. GENTILE: It refers back to the time --
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1

2

3

4

5

THE COURT: -- for purposes -

MR. GENTILE: -- of the arrest.

THE COURT: -- of right now-

MS. ARMENI: Correct.

THE COURT: -- Mr. Adams, do you know whether or not you wish

6 to have PK recalled?

7 MR. ADAMS: Judge, I do not believe I do, but I -- I really read this

8 entire time and I'm not done reading the document. But at this point I don't

9 anticipate it.

10 THE COURT: Well, I mean, do we make him stay or do we excuse

11 him? I mean, we're going to move on to a witness at this point because the jury

12 is out in the hallway. So we can make PK stay while your read over that as we

13 go forward with the next witness, or if you don't think you're going to need him,

14 we'll just excuse him at this point in time.

15 MR. ADAMS: I don't believe we'll need him. Can we excuse him

16 with his cell phone number subject to recall if something changes in the last--

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

change.

MR. DIGIACOMO: We all know his cell phone number.

MR. GENTILE: I was going to say that.

THE COURT: All right. If that's --that's --

MR. ADAMS: I mean, I don't anticipate that anything is going to

THE COURT: All right. Jeff, would you bring in PK?

(Mr. Handley enters courtroom)

THE COURT: Mr. Handley, it doesn't look at this point like we're

25 going to need you to testify any further in this case. However, that -- I don't think
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1 it'll change, but if that changes, you need to have your cell phone on so that you

2 can be reached and told to come back to court. But for right now I'm not going to

3 make you wait in the hall. You're free to -- you're free to go.

4 MR. HANDLEY: Okay. I put my business and everything else on

5 hold. I pushed meetings and everything else back and I've got to reschedule

6 those. And these are -- I'm in the production business, so if it doesn't happen, I

7 lose the business. So I kind of -

8 THE COURT: Go about your business. I mean, you can wait in the

9 hall another 25 or 30 minutes and we'll -- we'll know for sure.

10 MR. HANDLEY: I don't have a problem coming back today because

11 I pushed everything off.

12 THE COURT: That's fine. It would be today.

13 MR. ADAMS: It would be today.

14 THE COURT: It would be today. It'll be today. Just keep your cell

15 phone on today so if they need you to come back this afternoon or early evening

16 you'll get the call.

17

18

19

MR. HANDLEY: Okay.

THE COURT: Okay.

MR. HANDLEY: It shouldn't take me more than hour probably to get

20 back if I have to then.

21

22

23

24

25

THE COURT: All right.

All right. Are we ready to bring in the next .- to get started?

(Mr. Handley exits courtroom)

THE COURT: Ready?

MR. GENTILE: Yeah.
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2

3

THE COURT: All right. We'll bring in the jury.

(Jury enters at 1:36 p.m.)

THE COURT: All right. Court is now back in session. The record

4 will reflect the presence of the State through the deputy district attorneys, the

5 presence of the defendants and their counsel, the officers of the court, and the

6 members of the jury.

7

8

9

And, Mr. Gentile, would you please call your next witness.

MR. GENTILE: Obi Perez.

THE COURT: Ma'am, just come on up here, please, to the witness

10 stand. And then just please remain standing facing our court clerk.

11 OBI PEREZ

12 Having been called as a witness and being first duly sworn testified as follows:

13 THE CLERK: Thank you. Please be seated. And please state and

14 spell your name.

15

16

THE WITNESS: Obi Perez; O-B-I P-E-R-E-Z.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

17 BY MR. GENTILE:

18 Q All right. Obi, you need to -- excuse me, Ms. Perez, you need to

19 either get closer to that microphone--

20 A Okay.

21 Q -- or increase the volume of your voice.

22 A Okay.

23 Q Okay? How old are you?

24 A I'm 28.

25 Q Do you have any kids?
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1 A Three.

2 Q How old are they?

3 A Eleven, nine, and two.

4 Q Okay. What city and state do you live in?

5 A Las Vegas, Nevada.

6 Q You need to speak up.

7 A Las Vegas, Nevada.

8 Q Okay. And how long have you lived in Las Vegas?

9 A For about 17, 18 years now.

10 Q Okay. Now, Obi, do you have a medical condition?

11 A Yes.

12 Q And what is it?

13 A I have scoliosis and I broke my back in a car accident in '04.

14 Q 2004?

15 A Yes, 2004.

16 Q And do you take medication for it?

17 A Yes.

18 Q And what type of medication?

19 A Right now I take Lortab.

20 Q Okay. And are you currently, right now as you're sitting here

21 testifying, are you taking any kind of -- of medication or Lbrtab?

22 A No, I didn't today.

23 Q When was the last time you took a Lortab?

24 A Yesterday morning.

25 Q Okay. So you're okay -
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1 A Yes.

2 Q - right noW? Okay.

3 A A little nervous, but--

4 Q A lillie nervous. Well, that happens. Where do you work now?

5 A At Obsession.

6 Q And what is Obsession?

7 A Obsession is a new afterhours club that recently opened up --

8 Q All right.

9 A - owned by Penthouse.

10 Q All right. But is it a gentlemen's club or is a regular--

11 A No, it's an afterhours club.

12 Q Well, you know What, I have to tell you something. After hours to me

13 is about 10:00.

14 A Okay.

15 Q Okay? So why don't you tell us what an afterhours ciub is.

16 A Well, like nightclubs close, you know, around 3:00 a.m., so

17 aflerhours basically runs from about 2:00 a.m. 'til noon.

18

19

20

21

Z2

23

24

25

Q All right. But it's -- people have their clothes on there; right?

A Yes.

Q Oh, okay. All right. And how long have you been working there?

A We opened up three weeks ago.

Q And what is your job there?

A I'm a promoter--

Q Okay.

A -- and a host.
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Yeah.

How long did you work there?

About six months.

Six months?

Okay.

1 Q Okay. What does a promoter and a host at Obsession do?

2 A I basically sell liquor bottles and comp VIP tables and bring in guests

3 to the club.

4 Q Okay. And do you have a Sheriff's card?

5 A I don't need one for that.

6 Q You don't need one for that. Okay. Prior to this job, what other jobs

7 have you held since moving to Las Vegas?

I -- right before this job I worked at Cat House as a VIP host.

Okay. Now, again, it's a provocative name--

I know.

-- Cat House.

But it's - okay.

But -- but -- but -- what is Cat House and where is it located?

Okay. Cat House is a night club inside the Luxor.

It's a nightclub. So it's not a whorehouse, it's a--

No.

It's a nightclub inside the Luxor.

Yes.

And what did you do there?

I was a VIP host.

6 A

9 Q

10 A

11 Q

12 A

13 Q

14 A

15 Q

16 A

17 Q

18 A

19 Q

20 A

21 Q

22 A

23 Q

24 A

25 Q
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1 A About six months.

2 Q And we're going to get to the fact that you were in jail for awhile.

3 A Uh-huh.

4 Q But let's talk about what you did for a living before that.

5 A Okay. I -- I was a bartender for eight years.

6 Q And where did you tend bar?

7 A The place I was at prior was at Lupo, it's a WOlfgang Puck restaurant

B inside Mandalay Bay.

9 Q And what about before that?

10 A Champagne's Cafe, BJ's Cocktail Lounge, Hard Rock, New York

11 New York, yeah.

12 Q Big Dogs?

13 A Big Dogs. I'm sorry. Yeah, Big Dogs for three years.

14 Q Okay.

15 A Yeah.

16 Q Now, I want to call your attention to the period of time between--

17 well, let's just go right to the year 19 -"excuse me, 2007.

18 A Okay.

19 Q Okay?

20 A Not a very good year, but--

21 Q It wasn't a good year for you. Were you in jail?

22 A Yes.

23 Q Okay. And here at the Clark County Detention Center?

24 A Uh-huh.

25 Q You have to say--
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,1 A Yes. Yes. Yes.

2 Q Okay. Do you remember how long you were in jail?

3 A Yes. I had to do 270 days.

4 Q 270 days?

5 A Yes.

6 Q So you weren't convicted of a felony?

7 A No.

8 Q All right. And while you were in jail did you have an occasion to

9 meet a woman by the name of Anabel Espindola?

10 A Yes.

11 Q How did that come about?

12 A We were in the same module.

13 Q Okay. Now, I'm pretty sure, at least hopeful, that most of the people

14 on this jury have never experienced a module, so perhaps you need to explain

15 what a module is.

16 A A module has 24 cells in it, divided into two tiers, 12 at the bottom,

17 12 at the top. It's closed custody, so the bottom tier doesn't even interact with

18 the top tier.

19 Q And which of the two - you say you were in the same module. Were

20 you also on the same tier?

21 A Yes.

22 Q With Ms. Espindola?

23 A Yes.

24 Q Okay. And did you develop a relationship with her?

25 A Yes.
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1 Q Tell the ladies and gentlemen of the jury the nature of the

2 relationship that you developed with her.

3 A She and I became very close. She was like a sister to me.

4 Q And do you still feel that way about her?

5 A Yes.

6 Q I want to call your attention to an episode in the Spring of 2007.

7 Was there an unusual event that happened one day with respect to Anabel and

8 you?

9 A Yeah. Yes, she--

10 Q What -- what was it?

11 A She came back from court. She was in her -- in her cell crying. It

12 was -- I was a worker. Okay?

13 Q You need to explain that. What is a worker?

14 A I was a trustee, a worker, that meant that I had to clean up after

15 everybody and feed them, you know, pass their trays of food and clean the

16 module and stuff so I had a little bit more access to being in and out of my cell a

17 little bit more-

18 Q And did --

19 A -- than other people.

20 Q When you say Anabel sobbing did you approach her?

21 A Yes, it was free time for the bottom tier. And when it's free time for

22 the bottom tier, they can click their doors from the inside because they can come

23 in and out, or they can come out and then they have to, you know, waive to get

24 clicked back into their cells.

25 Q And did she allow you to come into her cell?
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1 A Yeah, she clicked her door.

2 Q Okay. And what happened after that?

3 A I came in her cell and I sat, you know, like Indian style in front of her.

4 She was crying and I hugged her and I talked to her. I let her - I listened and I

5 let her talk.

6 Q Did she say anything to you at that time -- I asked her specific

7 questions, so I'm going to ask you the same language. Okay? Did she say to

8 you at that time that Deangelo Carroll -- strike that. That she contacted

9 Deangelo Carroll because she was mad at the guy that got killed?

10 A Yes, she started opening up to me. You know, first she said she

11 was afraid, you know, that they were going to give her the death penalty and she

12 started telling me a little bit about her case, bits and pieces.

13 Q So she was crying because she was afraid of the death penalty?

14 A Right.

15 Q And then she started telling you bits and pieces.

16 A Right.

17 Q Did she also say to you that she doesn't know why -- excuse me.

18 Did she tell you that Deangelo Carroll had his own issues with the guy that had

19 been killed?

20 A Yes.

21 Q Did she tell you what they were?

22 A No.

23 Q Did she even mention any involvement of either Luis Hidalgo, Jr.,

24 who you know, and we'll get into that in a second, or Luis Hidalgo III?

25 A No.
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1 Q Did she say that they, meaning Deangelo Carroll and his fellas,

2 were -- were only supposed to fuck them up and they went too far?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Did she say to you anything about -- that the guy that went camping

5 went to the same location frequently?

6 A Right. That he had been there before.

7 Q The he had been there.

8 A And that's why she knew where he was going to be.

9 Q Did she say to you that she told - she told Deangelo Carroll to fuck

10 him up and it turned out that they killed him?

11 A Right.

12 Q Did she say to you that Deangelo contacted her afterwards, told her

13 TJ had died, and Anabel then said to him what the fuck did you guys do?

14 A Right.

15 Q And those are her words?

16 A Yeah.

17 Q Now, did there come a time in the -- do you remember when you got

18 out of jail?

19 A Yes.

20 Q I'll bet you do. What day was that?

21 A August 29,2007.

22 Q August 29, 2007. After you got out of jail did you visit Anabel?

23 A Yes.

24 Q On how many occasions? Do you recall?

25 A Four.
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1 Q Four?

2 A Uh-huh.

3 Q All right. And did there ever come a time when Anabel expressed to

4 you that she was concerned that Mr. H -- I'm calling him Mr. H for - do you -- do

5 you know him as Mr. H?

6 A No, I call him Lou.

7 Q You call him Lou?

8 A Uh-huh.

9 Q Okay. That Mr. H was basically unfaithful to her?

10 A Yes.

11 Q Okay. And how did that come about?

12 A She had, you know, her suspicions, I guess.

13 Q Okay.

14 A Yeah.

15 Q Did she ever tell you that she was sending people that she had been

16 in jail with to go -- for Lou -- Louie to help -- or Mr. H --

17 A Yes.

18 Q I'm going to call him Mr. H even though you don't know him by that.

19 A That's fine.

20 MR. DIGIACOMO: I'm going to object to that, that statement of

21 Anabel, because, one, it's not inconsistent.

22

23

24

25 II/II

THE COURT: It's not inconsistent. I think--

MR. GENTILE: Okay.

THE COURT: -- you may be --
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1 BY MR. GENTILE:

2 Q Did she send --

3 MR. DIGIACOMO: And he's leading.

4 Q Did she send you -- excuse me. When you got out of jail, did Anabel

$ do anything to help you get back into normal life?

6

7

6

9

10

11

12

13

14

A Yes.

Q What was it?

A She lent me her -- her truck.

Q What kind of a truck was it?

A It's a Ford F350.

Q What color is it?

A White.

Q Okay. And how did you go and get it?

A Lou picked me up from -- from County when I got released. Lou

15 went back to his house, he gave me her car keys, and I got in that truck and I

16 went to my kids' house.

17 Q Did there come a time that you lived in the same house as Luis

16 Hidalgo, Jr.?

19 A Yes.

20 Q Okay. Was that relationship a boyfriend girlfriend relationship?

21 A No. No.

22 Q No? Okay. Then why were you there?

23 A I wanted to help Anabel out and he -- she wanted to help me out as

24 well.

25 Q Okay. And how was it that living with Mr. H was helping Anabel out?
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1 A She would ask me things that were going on while I lived there, and

2 nothing was ever going on.

3 Q Okay. But were you spying?

4 A I don't know what to call it.

5 Q Okay.

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

MR. GENTILE: Let me have a moment.

THE COURT: That's fine.

MR. GENTILE: Thank you, Ms. Perez. I don't have anything further.

THE COURT: Anything from Mr. Adams or Mr. Arrascada?

MR. ADAMS: No questions, Your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. Thank you.

Mr. DiGiacomo.

MR. DIGIACOMO: Thank you, Judge.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

15 BY MR. DIGIAGOMO:

16 Q Good afternoon. How are you?

17 A I'm okay. How are you?

18 Q You're okay?

19 A Yeah.

20 Q I'm all right too.

21 A Okay.

22 Q I want to see if I can get the timeline straight in my head. Okay?

23 You said 2007 was a bad year for you. You told me -- or you told the jury you got

24 out August 29 of 2007.

25 A Uh-huh.
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1 Q Is that a yes?

2 A Yes. Sorry.

3 Q And I'm sorry. Everything is being recorded so you got to speak out

4 loud.

5 A Sorry. I'm not used to this.

6 Q When did you go into jail?

7 A I went in -- not sure if it was like February or March. I had credit for

8 time served from the time I had been in there before.

9 Q Okay. So this wasn't the first time, I'm guessing, you've been in

10 there?

11 A No, no.

12 Q Okay. And when you're in there, you said you were a module

13 worker. Were you always assigned to Anabel Espindola's -- when you get there

14 in, what is it, February or March, are you moved right into the module that has

15 Ms. Espindola?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Okay. .And do you recall what module that was at the time?

18 A At the -- the very first one was F.

19 Q Okay. And do you remember what floor?

20 A Three.

21 Q Three? Okay. So you go into 3F, and you're there how long before

22 you meet Ms. Espindola?

23 A She was in F as wei!.

24 Q So you meet her immediately?

25 A Yes.
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A couple days.

Uh-huh.

-- does it take a period of lime?

As soon as I got sentenced, I became a worker within a few days, a

12 A

13 Q

14 A

15 week.

16 Q

17 A

18 Q And then workers have more kind of free access over there at the jail

19 than other people; right?

20 A Yes.

21 Q When other people are on lock down, you get to walk around and

22 do -- do whatever you need to do?

23 A Right. Like clean the toilets and things like that.

24 Q And during that time period you -- you talked to some of the other

25 inmates through the doors; right?

1 Q Okay. And do you talk to her?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Okay. How long is it before you come back - well, did you

4 immediately become a worker the moment you walked into the jail?

5 A No. You have to wait to get sentenced, you know.

6 Q Oh, no. All right. By this point you've already been sentenced --

7 A Right.

8 Q -- when you go back in.

9 A Right.

10 Q Okay. So were you immediately a worker because you had been

11 sentenced, or does--

As soon as I --
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1 A Right.

2 Q Okay. And you knew Ms. Espindola had a single cell; right?

3 A Correct.

No.

So now we're talking May/June?

Right.

Okay. Is that the only conversation you ever had with Ms. Espindola

You had a conversation yesterday with an investigator for my office?

Yes.

No.

4 Q How long between the time you would say you became a worker to

5 the time you had this conversation with Ms. Espindola that you talked about?

I would say two, three months.

Two to three months.

Yes.

6 A

7 Q

8 A

9 Q

10 A

11 Q

12 about --

13 A

14 Q

15 A

16 Q

18 A

19 Q

20 A

21 Q

22 correct?

23 A

24 Q

25 A

-- this particular event?

No.

Okay. And so I get this straight, she tells you this May/June"ish,

17 initially, this is the first time I guess.

Right.

And so then she tells you other stuff subsequent to that?

Yes.

Okay. And then before yesterday you had never talked to the State;
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1 Q And you provided him the information you were going to testify to;

2 right?

3 A 'res.

4 Q Ahd one of the things that -- well, let me ask you this. Did Ms.

5 Espindola tell you that she gave Deangelo the location of where they -- that they

6 were camping and he and his girlfriend had camped there before?

7 A 'res. She told me that's how -- well, her words were that that's how

6 she knew where they were going to be.

9 Q Okay. Didn't you tell my investigator she didn't say how she knew

10 where they were camping?

11 A No. She said that that's -- to me that's how she knew where they

12 were going to be.

13 Q Okay.

14 A Because they had been there before with his girlfriend.

15 Q Now, you also talked about after you get out in August of 2007, on

16 August 29th

17 A 'res.

18 Q 'rou said you visited her four times. Do you remember specifically

19 it's four times, or it could've been three?

20 A No, I think it's four times.

21 Q Okay. Have you looked at the visiting records?

22 A I did yesterday.

23 Q Would you agree with me that the last time you went in there was

24 October of '077

25 A The 30th
, yes.
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1 Q October 30th of '07.

2 A Uh-huh.

3 Q So you haven't seen - or you haven't talked to Anabel -- let me

4 rephrase that. You haven't visited her since October of 20077

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

A Yes. I haven't visited her since then.

Q Have you talked to her on the phone?

A Yes.

Q When -- did you ever talk to her about her deal in this case?

A Yes.

Q Okay. And when did you have that conversation?

A Not her recent deal, like this last deal, but she would tell me about

12 deals that were brought to her.

13 Q She told you there was offer of negotiation prior to the one she

14 accepted?

15 A Right, but didn't tell me the details of it. She would come back

16 sometimes from court, she would talk to me about, you know, sometimes she'd

17 be crying, sometimes she'd be upset, sometimes she was stressed out, and I

18 would listen to her. Sometimes she would tell me that her deal still consisted of

19 her going to prison. She never went into details about it, but--

20 Q But she's talking to you for a period of time while you're still in jail

21 about the possibility of what the negotiations are going to be?

22

23

A Right.

Q Okay. And did she also tell you that Deangelo Carroll had turned

24 State's evidence?

25 A Yes.
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1 Q She told you that fact too?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Okay. Now, you said that when you got released from jail that Ms.

4 Espindola asked Mr. H to give you a place to stay.

5 A Yes.

6 Q Did you need a place to stay?

7 A No, not need. I could've stayed, you know, at my ex-husband's

8 house with my kids.

9 Q You could've stayed at your ex-husband's house with your kids did

10 you just say?

11 A [nods head yes].

12 Q So you moved into Mr. H's house without your three children?

13 A Yes.

14 Q Okay. And you spent a period of time there checking out as to

15 whether or not he was having an affair?

16 A Right. She asked me to stay there for a little while and -- and see if

17 she was doing the right thing.

18 Q So what do you mean see if she was doing the right thing?

19 A You know, she wanted to know what was going on, if he was having

20 an affair or not.

21 Q Well, you just said see if she's doing the right thing. What do you --

22 what was the right thing for her to be doing?

23 A By staying, I guess, in the relationship with him.

24 Q Staying with Mr. H?

25 A Uh-huh.
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1 Q She wanted to know whether or not --

2 MR GENTILE: Was the answer yes?

3 Q Was that a yes?

4 A Yes. Sorry.

5 Q And she wanted to know whether or not it was appropriate for her to

6 stay in the relationship?

7 A Right.

8 Q And, in fact, at some point in time you tell her, hey, there's no

9 evidence this -- I don't think this guy is having an affair on you.

10 A Right.

11 Q Right?

12 A Yes.

13 Q And as far as you're concerned, that -- that wasn't happening?

14 A I've never seen him have an affair or be with anybody.

15 Q Did you know Christa McCullah?

16 A Yes.

17 Q How did you know her?

18 A She was an inmate at CCDC.

19 Q Okay. Was she one of the people that was living there when --

20 when -- by the time you get out and was living at Mr. H's house?

21 A No.

22 Q Okay. When did you know -- what period of time did you know

23 Christa?

24 A Her stay, during her stay at Clark County Detention Center.

25 Q And did you know -- did you have any contact with Christa from the
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1 time you get out until today?

2 A I -- she called a couple times while I lived there, to the house, to

3 Lou's house. She called the house a couple times. I've seen her recently, like I

4 saw her yesterday here in court

Okay. And when you saw her you leamed that she's now married to

News to me.

Okay.

other than that I don't talk to her.

5 Q

6 A

7 Q

6 Mr. H?

9 A

10 Q

11 A

You didn't find that out yesterday?

I think your -- your investigator said something, but I think it was he

12 wasn't for sure. It's still news to me.

13 Q You talked a little bit about you'd been in jail in before. And I'm

14 going to ask you just some very basic questions.

15 A Uh-huh.

16 Q Okay? Talk about in 2004.

17 A Uh-huh.

18 Q Okay? Did you attempt to acquire a controlled substance by fraud?

19 A No, my ex-husband did.

20 Q Did you plead to a charge related to that?

21 A I don't --

22

23

24

25

MR. LASSO: Judge, I'm going to object. I believe-

Now, you said 2004?

MR. DIGIACOMO: That's correct. 2004.

MR. LASSO: I just wanted to make that clear for the record.
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1

2

3

4

THE COURT: Okay. Yeah. 2004.

MR. DIGIACOMO: Correct.

THE COURT: Have you previously pled guilty to that 2004 charge?

THE WITNESS: I don't remember exactly what it was. I had some

5 Lortabs like that weren't in my -- that were in my purse. I don't remember what

6 the charge was. I -- I paid a fee.

7 BY MR. DIGIACOMO:

MR. LASSO: Judge, again, this is -- these are what we talked -

THE COURT: All right.

MR. DIGIACOMO: That was not.

14

15

8 Q Okay. And then in 2006 you wrote some checks on an account you

9 knew didn't have any money in it?

10 A Yeah. I had some NSF checks.

11 Q And then in April of 2008 you wrote $900 worth of checks to the

12 Montana Meat Company on an account that was closed?

13

16

17

THE COURT: I'll see counsel up here, please.

(Conference at the bench)

18 BY MR. DIGIACOMO:

19 Q Ma'am, I'm going to rephrase my question. Do you have any

20 pending bad check cases that you're paying off currently?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Okay. How many?

23 A Well, it's -- I'm not sure exactly how many checks there is because

24 it's like one payment that you make, but it's one court,

25 Q Okay. Can you tell me what year that was created?
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1 A Well, you just told me it was '08; right?

2 Q Oh, so that's what we're talking about. You're currently paying off

3 the $900 to the Montana Meat Company on the -- on the checks written on the

4 closed account?

5 A Right.

6 Q Okay. And, ma'am, the person that just spoke to you, that's AI

7 Lasso; correct?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Okay. Do you know the relationship of AI Lasso to Dominic Gentile?

10 A Yes.

11 Q Okay.

12

13

MR. GENTILE: We're both Italian.

THE COURT: Well, other than me and Mr. Adams, pretty much

14 everybody is Italian in here.

15

16

17

Mr. Lasso is your attorney; is that right?

THE WITNESS: Yes, ma'am.

THE COURT: All right. Thank you.

18 BY MR. DIGIACOMO:

19 Q What's his relationship to Mr. Gentile, if you know?

20 A They used to work together a couple years ago.

21 Q Now, from the time you made contact with Anabel, Ms. Espindola,

22 did there come a point in time that you wrote her a letter?

23 A Yes.

24 Q How many do you think you've written?

25 A I couldn't -- I couldn't say how many.
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1 Q More than one, ten, twenty?

2 A I'm not very good at writing letters, so I don't think 20, but definitely

3 more than one.

4 Q Okay.

5 MR. GENTILE: Your Honor, we'll want to approach, but--

6 MR. DIGIACOMO: I'll lay a foundation first.

7 MR. GENTILE: May we approach?

8 THE COURT: Yes.

9 MR. DIGIACOMO: Can I ask the question first?

10 ·THE COURT: Well, it's only a matter of time, Mr. DiGiacomo, so just

11 get it over with.

12 (Conference at the bench)

13 BY MR. DIGIACOMO:

14 Q Ma'am, do you recall writing a card to Anabel in September 29,

1S 2007?

16 A Sure.

17 Q Okay. And do you recall telling her basically jail is not a very nice

18 place?

19 A I -- I would have to see the card to --

20 Q Would it refresh your recollection to see the card?

21 A Yeah.

22 THE COURT: Okay. Go ahead -- Mr. DiGiacomo is going to hand

23 you a copy of the card. Read it to yourself and let us know if that refreshes your

24 memory as to what you wrote to Ms. Espindola back in --

25 Was it September of '077
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MR. DIGIACOMO: September 29th of '07.

2 BY MR. DIGIACOMO:

3 A Okay. Yeah.

4 Q Does that --

5

6

7

THE COURT: Does that refresh your memory?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

THE COURT: All right. Mr. DiGiacomo.

8 BY MR. DIGIACOMO:

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Q Did you basically tell her that jail is basically hell?

A Yeah.

Q Okay.

A Yes.

Q And you told her that basically she didn't deserve to be there; right?

A Right.

Q Right?

A Yes.

Q Are you telling this jury that several months before she confessed to

18 being involved in the killing of the guy--

19 A Right.

20 Q __ but you're writing her a letter telling her she didn't deserve to be in

21 jail?

22 A My opinion isn't -- doesn't matter. I don't think that she deserved --

23 Q So even if she killed a guy it didn't matter? She shouldn't -- she

24 shouldn't be in jail?

25 A To my -- you know, she didn't mean for that to happen. Like she told
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1 me, they were just supposed to fuck him up. And I don't think that's what she

2 deserves. But that's not -- my opinion.

3 Q All right. Let - let me back up then. If she was -- if - if she was

4 guilty of just having a guy fucked up, you don't think she should be in jail?

5 MR. GENTILE: Objection.

6 A Well--

7 THE COURT: Yeah, sustained.

8 Q I'll rephrase the question. If she didn't -- let's say it was something

9 short of a killing and a guy just got beat.

10 A Right.

11 Q Do you think she deserved to be in jail then?

12 A Not for three years, no.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

MR. DIGIACOMO: Nothing further, Judge.

THE COURT: Any juror questions?

All right. Mr.--

MR. GENTILE: It looks like there's one coming. Maybe not.

THE COURT: No?

MR. GENTILE: Nope. Okay.

THE COURT: All right.

MR. GENTILE: I have a couple.

THE COURT: All right.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

23 BY MR. GENTILE:

24 Q Counsel, Mr. DiGiacomo, said something to you about did you tell

25 the investigator that Anabel told you that he -- Deangelo Carroll turned State's
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1 evidence, and you said, yes, she did tell you.

2 A Uh-huh.

3 Q And -- and -- did you say yes?

4 A Yes. Yes.

5

6

THE COURT: It's all being recorded. That's why.

THE WITNESS: I know. I know.

7 BY MR. GENTILE:

6 Q These things that you're saying to us about what Anabel told you,

9 you don't know if it's -- what she told you was true, you only know that she told

10 you.

11 A Correct.

12 Q Okay. And did she tell you that Deangelo Carroll turned State's

13 evidence like immediately when he was first contacted by the police?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Okay. She didn't say that he's currently a State witness; did she?

16 A No.

17 Q In fact, you know that she -- that Deangelo Carroll was in jail at the

16 same time.

19 MR. DIGIACOMO: Objection. Leading.

20 Q Was Deangelo --

21

22

23

THE COURT: All right.

MR. DIGIACOMO: Still leading.

THE COURT: Well, what do you know about Deangelo's custody

24 status at the same time?

25 THE WITNESS: I thought he was in custody.
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1 BY MR. GENTILE:

2 Q Okay. But she told you that originally, right away, as soon as he got

3 contacted by police --

4 A Yes.

5 Q -- he turned State's evidence.

6 A Yes.

7 Q Okay. Now, he also said -- he meaning Mr. DiGiacomo -- that--

6 you -- you said you visited Anabel four times and he said are you sure it wasn't

9 three. Remember?

10 A Yes.

11 Q And you said that you reviewed the jail records --

12 A Yes.

13 Q - yesterday, I think.

14 A Yes.

15 Q Okay. I'm going to show you the jail records and --

16 A Okay.

17 Q -- I want to ask you to take a look at these --

18 A Okay.

19 Q -- particularly the highlighted yellow parts. Okay? And see if --

20 MR. DIGIACOMO: Can I see them first?

21 MR. GENTILE: They're yours, sir.

22 MR. DIGIACOMO: Well, have them marked so that we have a

23 record of them.

24

25 11111

MR. GENTILE: I'm just refreshing her memory.
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1 BY MR. GENTILE:

2 Q Accuracy does mean something; doesn't it?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Okay. Would you take a look at that and tell the ladies and

5 gentlemen of the jury if it refreshes your memory as to when you visited Anabel

6 Espindola.

7 A September ath
--

8 Q Of what year?

9 A -- of '07.

10 Q No, wait a minute. Stop.

11 THE COURT: Yeah. I think what Mr. Gentile wants you to do is to

12 look at the document, just read it to yourself, and then tell us if you now

13 remember--

14

15

MR. GENTILE: Right.

THE COURT: -- exactly or more specifically when you visited.

16 BY MR. GENTILE:

17 Q But you can do that one page at a time. Let me ask you this

18 question. Did you visit Anabel in September of ZOO??

19 A Yes.

20 Q How many times?

21 A Three.

22 Q What were the dates that you visited Anabel in September of ZOO??

23 A The ath , 1ath , and Z7'h

24 Q All right. Now, the ath
, how -- how long were you out of jail when you

25 went to visit?
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1 A I was out from the 29th to the 8th
, so that was nine, ten days.

2 Q All right. And so you visited your three times within the first 30 days

3 that you were out?

4 A Yes.

5 Q All right. And then did you also visit her in October?

6 A Yes.

7 Q When?

8 A October 30th
.

9 Q That's Halloween?

10 A Right before, yes.

11 Q Okay. And also counsel said something to you about you had been

12 in jail more than once. And that's literally true~-

13 A Yes.

14 Q -- am I correct? But it was all for one case; right?

15 A Yes.

16 Q All right. Why don't you tell the ladies and gentlemen of the jUry why

17 you were in jail twice for the same case?

18 A For a probation violation.

19Q Okay. But did there come a time when you interrupted your jail

20 sentence to do something and then had to go back?

21 A Oh, to give birth.

22 Q You had to have a baby.

23 A Yes.

24 Q And so they made you go back after you had the baby?

25 A Unfortunately they do that.
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2

3

4

5

6

MR GENTILE: I don't have anything further. Thank you.

THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Gentile.

Mr. Adams, anything?

MR ADAMS: No, Thank you.

THE COURT: Do we have a juror question?

THE MARSHAL: Yes.

7 THE COURT: All right. Mr. DiGiacomo, while Jeff is retrieving that,

6 do you have any questions?

9 RECROSS-EXAMINATION

10 BY MR DIGIACOMO:

So you've gone to jail four times?

No, but he asked me for the same case.

Oh, for one case you went twice. You went two other times.

Yes.

Oh, okay. Lastly, when's the first time you told anybody what Anabel

MR GENTILE: That's beyond the scope of the--

21 A A few days ago.

13 A

14 Q

15 A

16 Q

17 A

18 Q

19 told you?

20

11 Q Mr. Gentile just said you -- you've been in jail twice and it was

12 always for the same case?

Yes.

22

23

MR GENTILE: -- redirect.

THE COURT: Overruled.

24 BY MR. DIGIACOMO:

25 A A few days ago.
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1 Q A few days ago?

2 A Just recently, yes.

3 Q Thank you very much.

4 THE COURT: All right. I have a question from a juror, or do you

5 want to go next, Mr. Gentile?

6

7

8

9

MR. GENTILE: No, I'm fine.

THE COURT: All right. I'll ask the juror question.

A juror wants to know are you and Anabel still friends.

THE WITNESS: I haven't spoken to her since January of last year.

10 I -- at all. But I love her very much.

11 THE COURT: Okay. And that was the juror's next question is when

12 was the last time you spoke to her. When you spoke to her in January of last

13 year, did you go see her in person at the jail or was it on the phone?

14

15

16

17

18

THE WITNESS: On the phone.

THE COURT: All right. Thank you.

Mr. Gentile.

MR. GENTILE; I do have one question.

FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION

19 BY MR. GENTILE:

20 Q Why did you only tell somebody -- actually, let's talk about who you

21 told.

22 A Yes.

23 Q Who did you tell?

24 A You.

25 Q Okay. And when did you tell me?
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1 A Just a few days ago.

2 Q And why did you wait so long?

3 A Well, I - I told you because I thought it would be the right thing to

4 do.

5 Q Were you concerned about maybe if you did that it might affect

6 Anabel?

7 A Yes.

8 Q In what way?

9 A I didn't want to hurt her.

10 Q And in what way might it hurt her?

11 A I knew she made a deal and I didn't want to hurt her deal.

12 Q But you thought it was the right thing to do.

13 A But I thought it was the right thing to do.

14 Q Thank you.

15 THE COURT: Mr. Adams, anything?

16 MR. ADAMS: No, Your Honor.

17 THE COURT: Mr. DiGiacomo, anything?

18 MR. DIGIACOMO: No, Judge.

19 THE COURT: Any other juror questions?

20 All right. I'm about to excuse you, but before I do I must

21 admonish you that you're not to discuss your testimony with anybody else who

22 may be a witness in this case. Thank you, and you are excused.

23

24

25

THE WITNESS: Thank you.

THE COURT: All right. Mr. Gentile, please call your next witness.

MR. GENTILE: My next witness is a recording, and audio recording,
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1 and I think -- I don't know if we need -- I don't know the technology end of this, so

2 I don't know what we need to do to set up to play it.

3 THE COURT: Any objection to just playing the recording? Do we

4 have it authenticated or-

5 MR. DIGIACOMO: I believe, although I haven't heard what they've

6 dropped to the disc, but I believe that it's a -- between 4:22 and six minutes of a

7 single phone call between Deangelo Carroll and his wife to 7-0-2-6-4-3-0-4-6-2, I

6 can't remember, whatever that number is to his home. I don't know the date and

9 time of the call if Mr. Gentile can put that on the record.

10

11

12

13

MR. GENTILE: Actually, Mr. Dibble knows the date and time.

MR. DIBBLE: I'm not sure that he [inaudible]. Where's the disc?

THE COURT: Do we have the disc? I believe --

MR. DIGIACOMO: If you have the disc I can plug it into my

14 computer with the speaker.

15

16

17

18

THE COURT: Okay.

Janie, how do you want to play that?

THE RECORDER: They have to play it off theirs.

THE COURT: Okay. They're going to play if off theirs. Thank you,

19 Mr. DiGiacomo.

20 THE MARSHAL: Mr. Gentile, are they going to need any headsets,

21 or is it clear?

22 MR. GENTILE: Well, my -" Mr. West, Andrew -- Andrew West who

23 is our lawyer, slash, technician, he'd ask if he could do a sound check. And

24 unfortunately that's gOing to take a few minutes. But it probably does make

25 some sense, although we can maybe just wing it and if it works it does, and if it
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1 doesn't, it doesn't.

2 THE COURT: All right. Let's -- let's wing it because I don't think

3 we're ready for a break yet.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

MR. GENTILE: Okay.

THE COURT: No, we're--

MR. GENTILE: Then I would like-

THE COURT: -- not ready --

MR. GENTILE: - to mark this--

THE COURT: -- for a break and so 

MR. GENTILE: I would Iike-

THE COURT: -- we'll just sit here and then if we're really

Are we ready to play the tape?

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24 problem.

25

12 experiencing technical difficUlties, we'll take a break. But if not we'll just sit here

13 patiently while we get the tape ready.

I'll see counsel up here please while we're getting that done.

(Conference at the bench)

THE COURT: Do we have a date?

MS. ARMENI: Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. And does this-

MR. DIGIACOMO: February 23, 2007, at 2200 and change hours.

THE COURT: And the State does not oppose the admission?

MR. DIGIACOMO: That correct.

THE COURT: All right.

All right, ladies and gentlemen. I think we've solved the
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1

2 I'm afraid --

3

4

5

MR GENTILE: Well, it depends on who you mean by we because

THE COURT: All right. We're going to let-

MR GENTILE: Mr. West is capable.

THE COURT: Mr. West is going to play the tape. And just so the

6 ladies and gentlemen of the jury know the date of the tape or the date the

7 conversation occurred, that date is when, Mr. Gentile?

8

9

10

11

12

MR GENTILE: February 23, 2007.

THE COURT: All right. And tell them what we're -

MR GENTILE: And it's a --

THE COURT: -- listening to.

MR. GENTILE: You're listening to a recording made of a phone call

13 made from the jail because they don't take incoming calls to -- by Deangelo

14 Carroll to his wife.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25 Okay.

THE CLERK: And this will be Exhibit I.

MR DIGIACOMO: It'll be--

MS. ARMENI: It'll be next defense exhibit.

THE COURT: Next defense exhibit is Exhibit I.

(Defense Exhibit I is admitted)

MS. ARMENI: And it's at 22:37, Your Honor.

THE COURT: All right.

(Exhibit I, phone call recording played)

THE COURT: Is that it?

MR GENTILE: Okay. That's it. It is in evidence at this point?
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1 THE COURT: Right Well, we probably should have taken a break

2 before because we need to take a break now. We're just going to take a quick

3 10 minute break until 2:40.

4 Ladies and gentlemen, once again, you're reminded of the

5 admonishment which is, of course, still in place, not to talk about the case or do

6 any1hing else relating to the case during our brief break.

7

8 doors.

Notepads in your chairs. Follow Jeff through the double

9 (Jury recessed at 2:30 p.m.)

10 THE COURT: Mr. Hidalgo, Jr., I'm going to give you your fifth

11 amendment admonishment

12 If every -- I'm doing this from memory, so if everybody could

13 please listen and make sure I cover everything. Someone stole mine from my

14 book, and so I just do it from what I remember.

15 All right Mr. Hidalgo, are you aware of your right to take the

18 stand and testify on your own behalf?

17

18

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO JR.: Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Do you also understand that if you choose to take the

19 stand and testify, the deputy district attorneys will have the opportunity to cross

20 examine you?

21

22

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO JR.: Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT: And Mr. Adams and Mr. Arrascada, the counsel for

23 your son, will also have the opportunity to question you.

24

25

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO JR.: Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT: And you will also be subject to questioning from the
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1 jury and the Court, obviously subject to the rules of evidence. Do you

2 understand that?

3

4

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO JR.: Yes, I do, Your Honor.

THE COURT: And if you choose to take the stand and testify,

5 anything you say, whether it be on direct examination, cross-examination, or in

6 response to a question from the jUry or your son's counsel will be the subject of

7 fair commentary by the deputy district attomeys in their closing arguments. Do

8 you understand that?

9

10

11

12

13

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO JR.: I understand that.

THE COURT: If you choose to take the stand and testify -

Does he have any prior felony convictions?

MR. GENTILE: He's never been arrested.

THE COURT: Okay. All right. Then I don't need to cover the

14 impeachment with a -- with a conviction.

15 YOlj also have the right not to take the stand and testify. Do

16 you understand that?

17

18

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO JR.: I understand that.

THE COURT: If you choose to invoke your right not to testify, the

19 deputy district attorneys will be precluded, excuse me, from commenting on that

20 during their closing remarks. Do you understand that?

21 THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO JR.: I understand.

THE COURT: Similarly, or also, if you choose not to take the stand

23 and testify, the Court Will give an instruction if asked to do so by your counsel,

24 which I do not have in front of me.

25 Does anyone want me to read directly the instruction?
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1 But it says, essentially, that the decision of a defendant and

2 whether or not to testify is - is his decision upon the advice of his counsel and

3 that the jury is not to speculate about that or make any inferences, nor should

4 that be a factor in their deliberations in any way. Do you understand that?

5 THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO JR.: I understand that

6 THE COURT: And, Mr. Gentile, do you want me to read directly --

7 MR. GENTILE: No, no.

6 THE COURT: - from the instruction?

9 MR. GENTILE: He understands it

10 THE COURT: All right Now, having had a full opportunity to

11 discuss your right to testify as well as your right not to testify with your attorneys,

12 Mr. Gentile and Ms. Armeni, did you talk to them about whether' or not you're

13 going to testify and about your rights?

14

15

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO JR.: [nods head yes].

THE COURT: Okay. Do you have any questions you would like to

16 ask the Court about these rights?

17

18

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO JR.: No, ma'am.

THE COURT: And my understanding is you have decided to take

19 the stand and testify; is that right?

20

21

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO JR.: Thai's right, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Did I cover the admonishment to the satisfaction of

22 you, Mr. Gentile?

23

24

MR. GENTILE: You did, Your Honor.

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO JR.: Did I cover it to the satisfaction

25 of the State?
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2

MR. DIGIACOMO: Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. Should I admonish Mr. Hidalgo III now, or

3 do you want to wait until our next break?

4

5

6

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO JR.: Why not, let's do it now.

THE COURT: All right.

All right. Mr. Hidalgo, you understand that you have the right

7 to take the stand and testify on your own behalf?

8

9

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO III: Yes, I do.

THE COURT: If you choose to take the stand and testify on your

10 own behalf, the attorneys for your father, Mr. Gentile or Ms. Armeni will have the

11 opportunity to also ask you questions. Do you understand that?

12 THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO III: Yes, I do.

13 THE COURT: And the deputy district attomeys will have the

14 opportunity to cross-examine you. Do you understand that?

15

16

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO III: Dang. Yes.

THE COURT: Okay. And you will also be subject to questioning

17 from the jurors, subject, of course, to the rules of evidence and any questions the

18 Court may ask. Do you understand that?

19 THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO III: Yes, I do.

20 THE COURT: And if you choose to take the stand and testify,

21 anything you say, whether it be on direct examination, cross-examination, or in

22 response to a question from your father's attorneys, or from the Court, or from

23 the jury will be the subject of fair comment by the deputy district attorneys in their

24 closing remarks.

25 THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO III: Yes, I do.
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3

4

THE COURT: Okay. You understand that.

And does he have any prior felony convictions?

MR. ADAMS: No prior arrest.

THE COURT: All right. Then I don't need to cover impeachment

5 with a felony conviction. You also have the right to choose not to take the stand

6 and testify. Do you understand that?

7

8

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO III: Yes.

THE COURT: If you choose to invoke that right, the deputy district

9 attorneys will be precluded from commenting on that during their closing

10 remarks. Do you understand that?

11

12

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO III: Yes.

THE COURT: Also, if you choose not to take the stand and testify,

13 the Court will give an instruction to the jury if asked to do so by your counsel

14 which essentially tells the jury that the decision of whether or not to testify is left

15 to a defendant upon the advice of his counsel and that the jury is not to make any

16 inference from this or to have that factor -- have the fact that a defendant did not

17 testify factor into their deliberations in any way. Do you understand that?

18

19

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO III: Yes, I do.

THE COURT: And does counselor the defendant, Mr. Hidalgo, wish

20 me to read exactly from the instruction?

21

22

MR. ADAMS: No, ma'am.

THE COURT: All right. Have you had a full opportunity to discuss

23 your right to testify as well as your right not to testify with your attorneys, Mr.

24 Arrascada and Mr. Adams?

25 THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO III: Yes.
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1 THE COURT: Is there anything you would like to ask me about your

2 right to testify or about your right not to testify.

3

4

5

THE DEFENDANT HIDALGO III: Not at this time.

THE COURT: All right. Thank you.

And my understanding is at this time he's decided not to

6 testify; is that right?

7 MR. ADAMS: Pending a final decision.

8 THE COURT: Okay. Right.

9 MR. ADAMS: But we do not anticipate.

10 THE COURT: Right. You don't have to tell me now. You can -- you

11 can tell me later.

12 Did I cover that admonishment to the satisfaction of the

13 defense, Mr. Adams --

14

15

16

17

18

19

MR. ARRASCADA: Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT: -- and Mr. Arrascada?

Did I cover the admonishment to the satisfaction of the State?

MR. DIGIACOMO: Yes, Judge.

THE COURT: All right. Mr. Hidalgo, you can come'up here to-

MR. GENTILE: Can I have five minutes to look through the exhibits

20 because there might be a couple I want to use and we can save a lot of time if I

21 can do it now.

22 THE COURT: All right.

23 MR. DIGIACOMO: Judge, there is a legal argument that needs to

24 take place based upon a representation the defense has not made.

25 THE COURT: Okay. Let's--
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MR. DIGIACOMO: Not Mr. Gentile. I don't know if you want to do

2 that now or you want to wait until after Mr. H finishes his testimony and then

3 make-

4

5

6

7

THE COURT: Okay. Just-

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- the argument.

THE COURT: -- give me a heads up. What is it?

MR. DIGIACOMO: The heads up is that they represented at least

8 that they weren't calling any witnesses. Now at the bench they just said, well,

9 we're going to read in one portion of Jason Taoipu's statement. Unfortunately,

10 NRS 47.120 would make the entire relevant testimony of Jason Taoipu

11 admissible.

12 THE COURT: Right.

13 MR. DIGIACOMO: The other problem with that is Mr. Gentile would

14 have to waive the confrontation rights because you can't put in Jason Taoipu's

15 statement and -- and have it used against Mr. H. So there's a number of legal

16 issues related to that.

17 Second of all, I don't think it's legal admissible. Because in

18 order for them to offer it against us, the issue had to be the same in the case and

19 we didn't care less who made the phone call in that trial. That trial was about the

20 gUilt of Kenneth Counts. There was no allegation in that case.

21 And so when Jason Taoipu made the statement, we didn't

22 impeach him like we would've had he been in some other trial in -- in -- if he had

23 been in this trial. It clearly was not the issue in the case which is required under

24 the statute. And so, one, it's no admissible periOd, but, two, if they do it, it all

25 comes in.
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THE COURT: Right. J agree. I mean, they don1 all have to read

2 it -- have it all read in, but then it opens the door for you guys to have the entire

3 portion read in.

4

5

6

MR. ARRASCADA: Actually, Judge, that's incorrect.

THE COURT: All right.

MR. ARRASCADA: Your Honor, under 47.120, it's they're entitled to

7 have read into the record any relevant part,

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

THE COURT: Well, right, relevant-

MR. ARRASCADA: But--

THE COURT: -- but what we're saying is-

MR. ARRASCADA: Judge--

THE COURT: - if you only want -

MR. ARRASCADA: - let me get -

THE COURT: -- a portion--

MR. ARRASCADA: -- to the single issue.

THE COURT: -- read in, they can --

MR. ARRASCADA: No, it's -- it's actually - it's six lines, Judge.

18 And what it is is Mr. Pesci, on his direct examination of Mr. Taoipu, and I have a

19 certified transcript somewhere. Court's indulgence.

20 MR. DIGIACOMO: It would also be my position we're not going to

21 do it by transcript. I think we would play the video from the trial, which we have

22 access to.

23

24

MR. ARRASCADA: But it would be just that clip, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Well, actually, the video from the trial Is not the official

25 court record. If you have -- this is -- I mean, here's my position. On rare
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1 occasions I will allow people to have the clip of the video for teaching and other

2 purposes. I do not distribute those. In my view, that is not the official record.

3 The official record is the official printed transcript, number one. Number two, for

4 Janie to find that may take -- would take awhile.

5 MR. DIGIACOMO: That may be true, but it would be the position of

6 the State that we have access to things like demeanor--

7

8

9

10

11

THE COURT: Right. Well, and --

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- all kinds of things-

THE COURT: I mean --

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- that are relevant.

THE COURT: -- I have a uniform position on this for many reasons,

12 which I don't feel I need to explain to you and I will not explain to you, but it is my

13 position that we could be either a court recording department or a court reporting

14 department, and that either way the official record is the written transcript. Just

15 because we've elected to go court recording does not mean that we are required

16 to use the recording even though it's available.

17 So, I mean, you wouidn't have -- that's just my position. It's

18 uniform. You wouldn't - and, again, I'm not going to go -- I have -- there are a

19 number of reasons I have that position. But you, if this was a court reporting

20 department, you wouldn't have access to the demeanor and all that stuff.

21

22 indulgence.

23

24

25

MR. ARRASCADA: Your Honor, if I could have the Court's

THE COURT: Sure.

MR. ARRASCADA: Here is it, Your Honor.

Your Honor, if I could?
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THE COURT: I'm listening.

MR. ARRASCADA: Thank you. Your Honor, in the Taoipu -- in the

3 Counts trial Mr. Pesci asked Mr. Taoipu -- and I've never seen anything this

4 clean, concise, and succinct. And it's not brought up anywhere else and it wasn't

5 the subject of the cross-examination. But here is the question by Mr. Whipple.

6

7

THE COURT: Well, because Mr. Whipple may not have cared.

MR. ARRASCADA: The question was by Mr. Pesci, All right, going

8 back, just kind of backtracking a little bit, do you ever hear any conversation

9 about baseball bats or garbage bags. Answer by Taoipu, Yes, sir. Question by

10 Mr. Pesci, Tell us what you heard, when you heard it, and who you heard it from.

11 Answer, We heard it before we went to pick up KC. Deangelo told us that he

12 called Anabel and Anabel was talking about baseball bats and trash bags.

13

14

15

If you recall in the Rontae Zone testimony, he said that -

THE COURT: Deangelo.

MR. ARRASCADA: -- Deangelo said Little Lou said bring baseball

16 bats and bags. He said he heard that when he was sitting there with Rontae

17 Zone. And the only relevant portion to this transcript, because it was such a well

18 formulated question, very narrow and succinct, was who said it, when they say it,

19 and where'd you hear it. And he lays all-- all of that out in that one short answer,

20 Judge.

21 There's no prior inconsistent statements from Mr. Taoipu's

22 taped interview. And this is the only time that he mentions it and it's significant.

23 But, Your Honor, they can impeach or bring in other relevant information from the

24 transcript, but there's no other relevant information regarding that very narrow

25 question.
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1 THE COURT: Okay. Here's the way I read the statute. They can -

2 if you introduce it, then they can bring in any part of -- well, I'm reading the

3 statute, any part of it which is relevant to the part introduced or any other relevant

4 parts. So if there's something else that's relevant in it that isn't relevant to the

5 part introduced but is relevant to your client, Mr. Hidalgo III, then the State can

6 bring in that part.

7 They can't bring in the whole transcript, but anything that's

8 relevant. I mean, obviously can't - you know, we've got abundant evidence of

9 the killing and all of that, you know, the only issue here that we're --

10 MR. DIGIACOMO: No, no, no.

11 THE COURT: -- going to cloud the waters with.

12 MR. DIGIACOMO: No, I think what's relevant is his perceptions in

13 that evening. So pretty much everything that he testifies to that happens on May

14 19'" through the time that he gets contacted with the police, all of that is relevant

15 to determine, all right, does he know it, did he actually hear it, what does he

16 actually know, is he clear as to -- concise as to the time period. That whole thing

17 comes in. And the case law is really clear. Once they waive their confrontation

18 right, that entire statement, under the statute, is nOw admissible.

19

20

21

22

THE COURT: Any relevant --

MR. DIGIACOMO: The statute says-

THE COURT: -- part of -- of -

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- that it's prior transcript, Your Honor. No, no,

23 no. No, no. This isn't just a written or recorded statement.

24

25

THE COURT: Right.

MR. DIGIACOMO: This is now a prior transcript testimony subject to
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1 cross-examination. Under the statute, once they waive their confrontation rights,

2 the entire transcript is now admissible. So it would be our position --

3 MR. ARRASCADA: The relevant, Your Honor--

4 MR. DIGIACOMO: - we read --

5 MR. ARRASCADA: -- the relevant portion.

6 MR. DIGIACOMO: No, it's not. It's not--

7 MR. ARRASCADA: Judge, you can read the --

6 MR. DIGIACOMO: -- by 47.120.

9 MR. ARRASCADA: You can--

10 MR. DIGIACOMO: That's not just a written or recorded statement,

11 it's now testimony. And once they waive their confrontation rights, the prior

12 testimony is read. When have we ever been able to offer the portion of the prior

13 testimony we like of a Witness, and exclude the portions we don't like in a case?

14 Has that ever happened?

15

16

17

THE COURT: Well, what other -- okay.

MR. ARRASCADA: Judge--

THE COURT: What other parts of the testimony -- I mean, are you

18 asking to introduce the whole testimony --

19

20

MR. ARRASCADA: Yes.

THE COURT: - or are you asking to just introduce just parts of the

21 testimony? And then obviously it only goes -- I mean, if Mr. Gentile doesn't want

22 it in, we can say this isn't being offered as evidence against Mr. Hidalgo, Jr.

23 MR. ARRASCADA: Judge, they can only offer in the relevant parts

24 to Little Luis Hidalgo, and there's nothing else in the transcript. This is it.

25 MR. DiGIACOMO: No, it's the prior testimony. They've offered the
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1 prior testimony.

2 THE COURT: Okay.

3 MR. DIGIACOMO: This isn't like they're offering the taped

4 statement of --

5 THE COURT: No, I get it. You guys are going back and forth with

6 the same thing.

7 Do you have the transcript? How many pages is it?

8 MR. ARRASCADA: Your Honor, the entire transcript--

9 THE COURT: Of just Jason Taoipu.

10 MR. ARRASCADA: Of Jason Taoipu is 130 pages. The relevant

11 part is right here.

12 THE COURT: Okay. I'm not going to necessarily let them read the

13 whole 138 pages of the stuff that goes over what's not disputed in this case,

14 which, frankly, we could've stipulated to and had a week-long trial. I mean, that

15 Kenneth Counts was the shooter, nobody is disputing that in this trial.

16 MR. DIGIACOMO: Mr. Gentile early on did, but I think -- now I think

17 he's giving up.

18 THE COURT: I don't think anybody cares if it's, you know --

19 MR. DIGIACOMO: We offered to stip to Fred Boyd, but they didn't

20 want that. I mean, there--

21 THE COURT: Right.

22 MR. DIGIACOMO: "- was offers out there --

23 THE COURT: Okay. I'm just saying --

24 MR. GENTILE: -- they just didn't --

25 THE COURT: -- I mean, there's a lot of things that, you know, are
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1 part of painting the whole picture that really isn't germane to the issue. I mean,

2 obviously you have to prove that there was a murder and all that stuff, but you

3 know what I'm saying. It doesn't really cut to what the issue here is, is there

4 enough evidence against these two.

5 So everything in that transcript that's just going to the killing

22

13 with it

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

6 and all of that stuff, we're not going to waste more time going over what's already

7 been testified to ad nauseam. If there is something in the transcript that would

8 suggest his ability to perceive was compromised like he was smoking marijuana

9 or something like that, then --

10 MR. DIGIACOMO: What about all the other things he says bad

11 about Little Lou in there as to his involvement Because they're going to offer

12 this to say, hey, he -- Jason Taoipu said that Little Lou didn't have anything to do

And the jury is going to go off with the impression -

THE COURT: Right

MR. DIGIACOMO: ~- that that's the thing.

THE COURT: Well, if there's--

MR. DIGIACOMO: So everything --

THE COURT: -- other things-

MR. DIGIACOMO: - that he says about Little Lou-

THE COURT: Well, depending --

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- could come in --

THE COURT: -- on whether they would be otherwise admissible

23 because --

24

25

MR. DIGIACOMO: Why? It's part of the transcript

THE COURT: Well, except they didn't-
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MR. DIGIACOMO: True v State says-

THE COURT: No, no, no.

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- once they waive-

THE COURT: No, no, no.

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- confrontation -

THE COURT: Let's just--

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- it comes in.

THE COURT: No, no, no. Let's just say that they, like they said,

9 asked for a hearsay statement and prior counsel doesn't object because they

10 don't care if it comes in. That doesn't make inadmissible evidence otherwise.

11 admissible just because it's in a transcript. That's what I'm saying. You would

12 agree with that; wouldn't you?

13

14

15

16

17 to look at it.

18

MR. DIGIACOMO: I would. I mean, if there's -- if there's-

THE COURT: Right.

MR. DIGIACOMO: - a legitimate objection to--

THE COURT: Of course. That's all I'm saying. That's why we have

MR. DIGIACOMO: I mean, he said everything I know I learned from

19 Deangelo Carroll. So I'm -- I'm assuming any hearsay statement in there is

20 going to be a basis for a hearsay exception.

21 THE COURT: Well, I don't know. I used hearsay because it came

22 to the top of my --

23

24

25

MR. DIGIACOMO: Well, I know, but-

THE COURT: -- of my mind.

MR. DIGIACOMO: -- while Mr. H is testifying, I will go through and
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1 highlight everything that I want out of the transcript and then I'll give it to the

2 Court.

3

4

5

6

7

8

THE COURT: Thank you.

All right. Are we otherwise ready to go?

MR. DIGIACOMO: Can I have a minute to find it, the transcript?

THE COURT: Well, Mr. --

Ali right. Bring them in.

MR. ARRASCADA: Your Honor, you have the condensed that I

9 provided. I -- I just -- it's right there on the - do you want me to hold on to that?

10

11

12

13

14

15

THE COURT: No, you can hold on to that.

We're never going to finish.

THE MARSHAL: Jury is coming in.

(Jury enters at 2:57 p.m.)

THE COURT: All right. Court is now back in session.

And, Mr. Gentile, you've called as your witness your client, Mr.

16 Hidalgo, Jr.; is that right?

17

18

MR. GENTILE: That's right, Your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. Mr. Hidalgo, Jr., if you would please just

19 face this lady right here would will administer the oath to you.

20 LUIS HIDALGO, JR.

21 Having been called as a witness and being first duly swom testified as follows:

22 THE CLERK: Thank you. Please be seated. And your name is Luis

23 Hidalgo, Jr.?

24 THE WITNESS: It is Luis Alonso Hidalgo, Jr.; that's L-U-I-S A-L-O-

25 N-S-O H-I-D-A-L-G-O, Junior.
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3

THE COURT: All right. Thank you.

Mr. Gentile.

MR. PESCI: Judge, if I can just Mr. Gentile to move over to the right

4 or the left so I can see the witness, please. Thank you.

5

6

7

8

MR. GENTILE: Is that okay?

MR. PESCI: That's great. Thanks.

MR. GENTILE: Good.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

9 BY MR. GENTILE:

10 Q Good afternoon, Mr. Hidalgo.

11 A Good afternoon.

12 Q How old are you?

13 A I'm 58.

14 Q What was your date of birth?

15 A 11/28/1950.

16 Q And where were you born?

17 A I was born in San Salvador in Central America.

18 Q Obviously there came a time when you came to the United States.

19 When was that?

20 A 1957 and a half, somewhere around there.

21 Q Okay. And are you a citizen?

22 A Yes, I am.

23 Q How long have you been a citizen of the United States?

24 A Since 1973, '74, somewhere around there.

25 Q All right. When you came to the United States, what part of the
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1 country did you move to?

2 A San Francisco Bay area.

3 Q And how long did you --that would be in what, '577 19577

4 A Yes.

5 Q Okay. And how long did you live in the San Francisco Bay area?

6 A Since 1957, '58, to just prior to 2000.

7 Q Now, Mr. Hidalgo, what's your current medical condition?

8 A I'm trying to recuperate from two strokes that I had.

9 Q And when did the strokes occur?

10 A The last one was just a little bit over a year ago.

11 Q Okay. The one before that?

12 A About seven months prior to that, roughly.

13 Q Do you take medication?

14 A Yes, I do.

15 Q Would you tell the ladies and gentlemen of the jury the kind of

16 mediations you take?

17 A I take about nine pills, I call it a cocktail. I take ToprOl, Avalide, I take

18 a heart medicine, I take Asprins, I take Avandaryl, and I can't remember the other

19 name. It's a new one thatI'm taking.

20 Q Okay.

21 A But it's about nine.

22 Q Tell us, if you will -- you live -- where do you live now?

23 A Las Vegas, Nevada.

24 Q Okay. And, you know, some of the ladies and gentlemen of the jury

25 are interested in this bracelet that you have on your ankle, so let's talk about it.
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1 What's that all about?

2 A That is thebracelet that they put on you downstairs when you qualify

3 for house arrest, thanks to the Judge.

4 Q And how long have you been on house arrest?

5 A Almost a year.

6 Q Okay. When you started out on house arrest, were you facing the

7 death penalty?

8 A Yes, I was.

9 Q Okay. You're not anymore?

10 A No.

11 Q Am I correct? Okay. Tell us about your employment history.

12 A I don't recall the year, but I was an intern at South San Francisco

13 Police Department. From the internship I went to work for Chevron Company.

14 Q Chevron?

15 A Chevron.

16 Q The oil company?

17 A Yes.

18 Q For which we are so grateful?

19 A Yes. From Chevron I went ahead and attended the College San

20 Mateo in San Mateo, California. Then there was an opportunity to join, or I was

21 one of the first community service officers in the State of California, and that was

22 basically a liaison position between the police department and the general public.

23 And my position there was basically go to junior high schools, elementary

24 schools, colleges. I even attended, you know, a few times Stanford University.

25 I've given speeches on searches and seizures. From there I
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1 basically got another opportunity. I graduated from college. I got an AA,

2 Associate of Arts degree in police science, criminology. I also became -- I was a

3 police officer in San Bruno, California.

4 Q Let me stop you there for a second. Was that a paid position?

5 A I believe that sometimes we would get paid based on the functions

6 that we were doing. You know, if we had a street fair type of thing or there was a

7 place called Artichoke Joe's that they did gambling in those days, and they would

8 need officers, you know, to go ahead and check IDs, patrol the area, keep the

9 peace, you know, on the weekends, Friday, Saturday, and Sundays.

10 Q Okay. Andatter that?

11 A Atterthat my father's business, which [also helped establish, which

12 was an automobile repair facility in Daly Crty, Califomia.

13 Q By the way, you heard me say body and fender shop. When was

14 the last time you heard somebody say that?

15 A A long time ago.

16 Q Okay. Sorry.

17 A So I helped my father establish the body shop in Daly City,

18 California. He outgrew that and he knew that my heart was dead set on basically

19 law enforcement, some field, type of, you know, lawenforcement I got an

20 opportunity, obviously, when [ was in college.

21 I mailed -- excuse me, I formed a friendship with Captain Bill Can

22 (phonetic) from the San Bruno PO, and he and I were talking about a few things,

23 you know, about starting other programs throughout the state of California. At

24 the same time I was real busy in college also. I started out what they called a

25 college readiness program, a CRP, which was offered to men and women,
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1 whether they were single or married, had kids or no kids or whatever, a second

2 opportunity to go ahead and get their high school diploma.

3 And I honestly qualified for that too because prior to me

4 attending college I quite high school in the 12th grade, in the low 12. I wanted

5 money. You know, I told my father, I said, listen, you know, I'm better at

6 business, so I go ahead and quit high school. And I was given the opportunity to

7 attend college, and I got my associate of arts degree in college.

8 Q Okay.

9 A And I also got my GED while I was there as well.

10 Q Tell us about the body shop.

11 A The body shop, like I said, was doing quite well and --

12 Q Well, let me stop you for a second.

13 A Okay.

14 Q To the best of your memory, how old were you when you became

15 involved in the body shop business?

16

17

18

A About 20 years old, 20, 20 and a half, somewhere around there.

Q And did your father already have the shop?

A No. My father used to work for a gentlemen called Frank Alioto,

19 Alioto's nephew, the mayor or San Francisco. And so he and I established the

20 body shop together at the same time.

21 Q And where was the body shop?

22 A In Daly City on Mission Street.

23 Q How long did you operate -- what -- what was the name of that body

24 shop?

25 A It started out to be Meyer Motors.
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Q Meyer?

A Meyer Motors.

Q And then did it ever change?

A Yes. Hidalgo Auto Body Works.

Q Hidalgo Auto Body Works?

A Yes.

7 Q Okay. And when did - when did you actually start Meyer Motors?

8 A Meyer Motors was already in existence. It was owned by a

9 gentleman that was a mechanic. Then he had started there doing mechanical

10 work there and he started doing light body work. He and my father got together

11 and then decided to move the mechanical out of there, move down the street, a

12 place called Auto Barn. And we decided to go ahead and establish a body shop

13 in Daly City.

14 Q How long did you operate a body shop in the Bay area?

15 A Just six months prior to 1999.

16

17

18

19

Q All right. So do the math.

A 30 -- 20-something years.

Q Okay.

A Close to 3D.

20 Q What happened in 1999?

21 A 1999 I had gotten a little bit tired of the automobile business. By that

22 time we had moved from Daly City to San Bruno, the shop was bigger, we had

23 three tow yards, I had a tow company, five tow trucks. I used to drive also on the

24 weekends. We had all the rotation. We had CHP, Police Department, Sheriffs

25 Office. We had South City PD as a rotational business type of thing.
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And quite frankly, I had gollen tired of it and we were coming

2 up to Las Vegas maybe about five or six times a year and I kind of enjoyed it.

3 Then at that lime it was feasible, obviously, to move up here, you know, spend a

4 lillie money, get some property, some land, you know. And perhaps -- I met up

5 with a couple of people that I knew in the industry, you know, like the Mirage and

6 so-

7 Q Okay. What industry?

8 A Casino industry.

9 Q Okay.

10 A And so they kind of like talked me into it. Hey, why don't you move

11 down here, you come here often enough, and so I was looking forward to being a

12 host.

13 Q Did you ever get to be a host?

14 A Nope.

15 Q Okay. What happened, what a frustrating thing?

16 A Well, in the Bay area I had met a gentlemen by the name of Dr.

17 Simon Stertzer and --

18 Q And tell us about Dr. Stertzer.

19 A I met Dr. Stertzer through another gentlemen by the name of Ben

20 Hidalgo who used to be a cath lab technician.

21 Q Cath, like C-A-T-H, for the court reporter?

22 A Yes.

23 Q Cath lab. Okay. And was Ben Hidalgo a relative of yours?

24 A Afterwards, you know, joking around we used to tell everybody else

25 that we were cousins, you know. But--
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1 Q Were you?

2 A -- Dr. Stertzer -- no.

3 Q Oh, okay.

4 A No, he was Filipino and, obviously, you know, I'm a Salvadorian, you

5 know. QUite frankly, you know, he was bringing me doctors. He was basically

6 referring customers to me at the body shop. And there came a time that he

7 brought -- at that time I was -- Simon, I'll call him Dr. SteHzer. And Dr. Stertzer,

8 basically we developed a relationship. He liked the work that we did on his

9 automobiles that were very expensive.

10 Q What kind of automobiles was Dr. Stertzer driVing?

11 A Top of the line Mercedes, you know. And I can honestly say, and I

12 hope he's not hearing, but he wasn't too good at automobile selection, you know.

13 So the relationship grew to the point, you know, where I would basically go out

14 and buy his cars, you know. I would order a car for maybe 100 and some

15 thousand dollars, you know, pay for it, and that would be it But his -- his fame

16 grew tremendously because he is the one who basically introduced angioplasty

17 to the United States.

18 Q He introduced angioplasty to the United States?

19 A Yes.

20 Q Okay. Did he -- to your knowledge, did he have a patent?

21 A I believe so. He patented a lot of things.

22 Q Okay. And so by meeting Dr. Stertzer, how did that affect what

23 happened when you came to Las Vegas? Well, first of all, how long did you

24 know Dr. Stertzer by --

25 A By that time?
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1 Q __ by that time?

2 A I would say probably close to about ten years by that time.

3 Q When you came to Las Vegas, what role, if any, Dr. Stertzer have in

4 what you wound up spending your time doing?

5 A He influence -- he influenced me in establishing another automobile

6 repair facility here in Las Vegas.

7 Q And what was the name of that facility?

8 A I named it Simone's Auto Plaza.

9 Q Okay. Now, you know, I've never asked you, so I'm going to ask you

10 now. How did it get to be Simone's?

11 A It's for S, it stands for Simon, and I just went ahead and went along

12 with it.

13 Q I see.

14 A So Simone's Auto Plaza.

15 Q Ail right. And teil us about Simone's Auto Plaza. What was the--

18 what was your vision for Simone's Auto Plaza?

17 A Weil, the vision for Simone's was, for one, it was the largest

18 independent automobile repair facility in the state.

19 Q And knowing absolutely nothing about that business, why does that

20 matter?

21 A Why?

22 Q Yeah.

23 A There was a coalition in San Bruno that I started. I took six or seven

24 automobile repair facilities anywhere between transmissions, stereo equipment,

25 upholstery, so on and so forth, tires and whatever, and so what I did is I
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1 combinecj all of them together and said, you know what, let's make an offer to the

2 major insurance companies and tell them, hey, you don't have to visit six different

3 places when you get your automobile repaired. Okay?

4 You can go ahead and just go to one automobile facility and

5 they'll take care of everything and just send one bill to the insurance company

6 and we'll get paid directly. So instead of the customer coming in, let's say, for

7 being hit on the left hand side and somehow it bent the frame, transmission, rear

8 end, tires, you know, deployment, obviously, it would --

9 Q What's deployment?

10 A -- just come to--

11 Q I don't know -- you say obviously. I don't know what deployment is.

12 What's deployment?

13 A Safety belt.

14 Q Oh, okay.

15 A You know, when the air bags go off the steering column or they go

18 off the - you know, the dash. But in other places they all had to send it out. For

17 example, for deployment of seat belts, they would go to the dealer;

18 transmissions, it would go to the dealer; and whatever. When they came to our

19 facility, repair facility, we would take care of everything. So when the customer

20 or the tow truck or whatever dropped off the vehicle, when they picked it up, they

21 picked it up from our place, not somebody else's place or otherwise.

22 Q There came a point in time when you became involved with what

23 we're _. what I'm going to refer to as the Palomino Club, but how did that occur?

24 A Well, how it occurred is because after we opened and established

25 Simone's Auto Plaza, Or. Stertzer wanted to go ahead and invest a large dollar
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1 amount of money here in Las Vegas. What he wanted for me to do was get

2 properties. So for a little while I went ahead and surveyed the entire area. I

3 wanted to get into shopping centers, you know. He proposed, you know, for me

4 to put a bid on a casino that's now called Arizona Charlie's on Boulder Highway.

5 Okay? We -- we got outbidded at that one.

6 But consequently what happened is that we were having a

7 Christmas Party at Simone's Auto Plaza. It was customary every year for me to

8 do so. And since I already had met a gentleman that was in the real estate

9 business, I was talking to him about it and he says, you know what, there's a

10 golden opportunity. And that's how the Palomino came introduced to me, which I

11 in return introduced to Dr. Sterlzer, and the next thing I knew he was fiying here

12 in his personal jet and we would talk about it.

13 Q Okay. Now, what was it about the Palomino, and, again, I'm using

14 the term Palomino, okay, but what was it about that property that was a golden

1S opportunity, at least the way you perceived it at that time?

16 A He wanted the land. It was property, basically. He was interested,

17 you know, in the real estate. You know, obviously, you know, but for the jurors

18 they don't know, you know, when -- when we purchased that, and I mean we

19 meaning, youknow, Dr. Stertzer and I, we purchased the entire block. So it was

20 from one comer to the next corner, plus the land behind it which was close to five

21 acres.

22 Q And how was it zoned, do you remember?

23 A Commercial, M1.

24 Q Did it also have casino and hotel resort zoning at that time?

2S A Yes, it did.
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1 Q And now, do you recall when you, Dr. Stertzer acquired it

2 approximately?

3 A 2000. In the year 2000, 2001, somewhere around there, close to

4 that.

5 Q Okay. How old were you in 2001?

6 A Seven years younger than 58. No. 51.

7 Q Okay. 51. Now, in the 51 years that you had been on the planet,

8 how much time did you spend running strip clubs?

9 A An actual strip club?

10 Q Yeah.

11 A None.

12 Q Okay. How much time did Dr. Sterlzer spend running strip clubs?

13 A Three days. When he came to visit, that was it.

14 Q And what happened?

1S A When he came down?

16 Q Yeah.

17 A He would come by and vistt.

18 Q No, let's talk about the beginning. I guess wl)at I'm really getting at

19 is how did it wind up that you, with no experience, got involved running a strip

20 club?

21 A I never ran a strip club. My father, he was very well known in San

22 Salvador, in Central America. He was very well known in San Francisco. We

23 used to have a soccer team that was a second division, then became first

24 division. And we had basically a club.

25 Q In San Salvador or here?
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1 A Here.

2 Q Here.

3 A In San Francisco.

4 Q San Francisco. Okay.

5 A And we had a place that had the pool tables, they had bars in it, and

6 so I got my experience there, you know what I mean. I saw that -- how the

7 movement was.

6 Q So you had some experience in the bar business?

9 A Correct.

10 Q Okay.

11 A And at the same time, obviously my father would go ahead and hire

12 a large band or famous bands, you know, from Central America or otherwise,

13 and we would rent the Jack Tar Hotel, I don't know if anybody knows that, you

14 know, like the Mark Hopkins in San Francisco. And we would throw our parties

15 and I would basically get orientated on how, you know-

16 Q So you knew a little bit about the saloon business?

17 A Yes.

18 Q But you didn't know the saloon business when people didn't have

19 their clothes on?

20 A

21 Q

22 A

23 Q

24 A

25 naked.

No.

Okay. Was it different? Did you leam that it was different?

Very much so.

In what way?

Well, the girls obviously would take off all their clothes, completely
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1 Q Yeah. Well, I understand that. That's not the way I'm talking about.

2 I'm talking about it from a management standpoint.

3 A I'm sorry.

4 THE WITNESS: Sorry, Judge.

5 Q All right. Let me ask the question differently. Okay? What was it

6 about running a club like that that was different from you r experience in - in

7 bars?

8 A It was numerous things. You know, it's cash flow, it's basically the

9 entire structure is completely different. You know, there's a lot of liquor, there's a

10 lot of atmosphere, there's a lot of music.

11 Q All right. Well, let me ask you this.

12 A If that's what you're referring to.

13 Q When you were 51 years old you said you did have some

14 experience --

15 A Uh-huh.

18 Q -_ in - in selling liquor to people in bars; right?

17 A Yes.

18 Q I mean, I don't know a more simple way to put that. But about how

19 much experience had you had by that time?

20 A We're talking time-wise?

21 Q Yeah. By the time you were 51 years old.

22 A Maybe at the most maybe six years, seven years as far as length.

23 Q And in that six year period, how many times did you have to pay a

24 cab driver to bring somebody to one of your saloons?

25 A Oh, never.
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1 Q Okay. So was that something that was different about it?

2 A Well, yeah, of course. Yes.

3 Q What was your daily routine at the Palomino when you started out?

4 Let me just ask you this. Was there really, truly a difference between when you

5 were -- I guess I'd have to ask a different question first. When Dr. Stertzer

6 owned the -- the club and the real estate and you worked at the club, what was

7 your job?

8 A What was my job?

9 Q Yeah.

10 A Well, I was the GM, I was the key employee. And my job was

11 basically to ascertain whether or not every division, I would say, or every position

12 there in the clUb, that the girls were available, were they there, how many girls

13 were there, check out the liquor, check with my DJs. I would -- I was sort of like

14 the master floor person.

15 Q And was the Palomino the only club that was operating under you at

16 that time?

17 A No.

18 Q What other clubs were there?

19 A Macy Lounge, Satin Saddle. At the time--

20 Q We haven't - we don't have any diagram on the Satin Saddle here

21 at all; right?

22 A No.

23 Q You haven't seen one?

24 A I don't -- I haven't seen one, no.

25 Q Okay. But that's another club that's on that block?
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1 A That is correct.

2 Q And it's in a separate building?

3 A Yes, it is.

4 Q Okay. So how many -- and you say you were the keyemployee.

5 Were you the actual licensee, the liquor licensee at that time, or did that come

6 later?

7 A In order for me to be licensed, Dr. Stertter had to be licensed. In

8 order for Dr. Stertzer to be licensed to have a key employee, I had to be licensed.

9 Q All right. Did there come a point in lime that Dr. Stertzer got out of

10 the picture and you took the ownership of the real estate and the -- and the

11 clubs?

12 A Yes.

Okay. Were you, then, the licensee on all three of these liquor

Correct.

16 Q

17 right?

18 A

19 Q

20 licenses?

21 A

13 Q Okay. And about when was that?

14 A Maybe about a year and a half, maybe two years, roughly, I would

15 say after he had it as an owner.

Now, the real estate and the clubs were separate companies; am I

Yes. I think there's one more. I think it was four, an outside -- but

22 three for sure.

23 Q Okay. But in terms of what you did on a day to day basis, how you

24 spent your time, did that change when Dr. Stertzer got out of the picture and you

25 took over as the owner?
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All right. Did you also have male dancers?

Yes. I was the first one to establish totally nude with alcohol in Las

Okay. But were all of the dancers girls?

No.

All right. And when was that?

A I don't recall. ! don't remember anymore.

Q You don't remember.

1 A I want to say no because I -- I did almost the identical thing.

2 Q All right.

3 A I'd make sure that I was on the floor, you know, like I said, checking

4 everything, you know, checking from the cap payouts, to the warehouse in the

5 back. I used to walk to Satin Saddle, you know, and back. I used to go down to

6 Lacey's when it was open. It's a multitude of things. 1·-

7 Q And -- and when you say -- you've been talking about -- I think the

8 word that you used, and so I'm going to word -- use the word that you used, has

9 been girls. Okay? And I think the way you mean that is the dancers.

Yes.10 A

11 Q

12 A

13 Q

14 A

15 Vegas.

16 Q

18

17

19

20

21

22

A To be honest with you, I don't.

Q So you were -- that's what you were spending your time doing?

A It became my pet peeve, so to speak, yes.

Q Okay. Now, tell us what your daily routine would be, if it -- if it really

23 didn't change from the time that Dr. Stertzer owned it until you sold it, what was

24 your daily routing?

25 A Again, I would come in, I would go upstairs --
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1 Q Well, give us -- give us your whole day.

2 A Okay. I would come in --

3 Q No. Excuse me. I want to ask the question in this way. I want know

4 from the time you got up in the morning, that's right, from the time you get up in

5 the morning until the time you went to bed at night, on the average day, what was

6 your day like?

7 MR. PESCI: Can we have a timeframe, please?

8 MR. GENTILE: During the years that he had the Palomino property,

9 whether as a general manager for Dr. Stertzer or as he owned it.

10 BY MR. GENTILE:

11 Q And I don't mean -- I don't want you to limit it to the Palomino.

12 MR. PESCI: As to the years, Judge, if it's been more than a year.

13 MR. GENTILE: Oh, it's more than a year.

14 THE COURT: Well, what was--

15 MR. PESCI: Okay. Can we--

16 THE COURT: -- the time period -

17 MR. PESCI: -- have the years?

18 THE COURT: -- year X to year Y?

19 BY MR. GENTILE:

20 Q I'll tell you what, let's stop with the year. Let's stop with -- let's use

21 as our last date May 24, 2005. Okay? That's the last date. But what year did -

22 do you recall when Dr. Stertzer first acquired the Palomino?

23 A 2001.

24 Q 2001. Okay. So from -- from whenever Stertzer acquired it in 2001

25 until May 24, 2005 --
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1 A Uh-huh.

2 Q __ was your daily routine pretty much the same?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Okay. Please tell the ladies and gentlemen of the jury what your

5 daily routine was during that time period.

6 A I would get up in the morning, I would go to Simone's Auto Plaza, I

7 would check on the employees there, I would talk to my father if he was here. I

8 would check on all the vehicles, I check the schedules, I developed a system in

9 the back. At that time I had two or three estimators. I had another separate

10 office in the hallway. I would spend a little bit of time there, but not mUCh. I had

11 my own front office.

12 I would check the paint department. I developed my own

13 parts system, my own parts house at Simone's Auto Plaza, so I would check with

14 the parts guy, I would check with the two painters, I would check with the detail

15 department. I would go around and do quality control on all the vehicles there at

16 Simone's Auto Plaza.

17 From there, once we were ready to go -- and when I mean we,

18 I'm talking about Anabel Espindola. When we were ready, then she would say,

19 okay, let's go, so we would leave and go to the Palomino Club.

20 Q So about how long was your average work day?

21 A On an average, I would say anywhere between maybe 10 to about

22 13,10 to 14 hours a day.

23 Q Okay. Now, I want to talk to you about Anabel Espindola. When did

24 you meet her?

25 A You have to ask me a year?
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Yes, I do.

I don't recall what year it was. I'm sorry, but I don't recall the year.

Okay. She moved to Las Vegas when you moved to Las Vegas?

Yes, she did.

Okay. And what role did she play with respect to Simone's and the

1 Q

2 A

3 Q

4 A

5 Q

6 Palomino?

7 A At Simone's she did the closing of the files, billing, talking to the

8 insurance companies. She also -- I taught her how to do estimates on vehicles,

9 repairs. She would do quality control as well in the office. She used to do the

10 hiring and firing of employees, the hiring of office staff. She would cook. You

11 know, we had several kitchens in the -- at the body shop.

12 She did pretty much letter writing, she did the pathways

13 system. She would do the upkeeping, she would do the updating of all the

14 software on the automobile repairs. She would do the frame specifications

15 updating and upkeep. She would do the quality control. She would do the

16 money. She would do the deposits.

17 Q Sounds like she was busy.

18 A Yeah.

19 Q And what about at the Palomino?

20 A At the Palomino she would do the, again, the banks, she would do

21 the closing repairs everyday on the slips. She would do the cab payout reports.

22 She would oversee the entire immediate staff of the office while I was doing my

23 rounds on the floor. She did the contrOlling of the - basically the monitoring of

24 the television sets. She did --

25 Q You say television sets. First you said monitoring, and then --
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1 A Well, I call them monitoring, the small TV monitoring system that we

2 had.

3 Q And what's on that system?

4 A We would have cameras watching the male review downstairs,

5 entrance, hallway. We would also have Lacey's lounge under surveillance, you

6 know. We would have cameras throughout the club and she would operate that

7 and have a remote. And sometimes when she get tired of seeing it on the small

8 one, she would actually have the big screen come down and watch it on the big

9 screen because that's how we had it.

10 Q And where would she perform all of those things that you're telling

11 us?

12 A In my office.

13 Q Okay. I want to show you what is in evidence as defendant's Exhibit

14 G.

15

16

THE COURT: Would you like the --

MR. GENTILE: I'd have been better off with a small one. I could've

17 at least used that.

18

19

20

21

THE COURT: Would you like the easel?

MR. GENTILE: I would.

THE COURT: Jeff.

MR. GENTILE: Okay. Could you please regulate the

22 [indecipherable] of this thing so that there's not a glare for the jurors? I think

23 what we could probably do is lengthen this one and that ought to flatten it; right?

24 Don't you think? Try it please.

25 Is that better than it was yesterday?
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2

3 better.

4

5

6

7

8

THE COURT: Is that still glary for the jury?

MR. GENTILE: It was yesterday, but I think this·- this will be much

THE COURT: All right. Very good.

Thank you, Jeff.

MR. GENTILE: May I have the handheld -

THE MARSHAL: Mic?

MR. GENTILE: Yeah.

9 BY MR. GENTILE:

10 Q Mr. Hidalgo, would you please step down. I'm going to show you a

11 couple of things and ask you to -- to kind of -- now, please, do not block any

12 jurors view. I'll even move this back a little further. Okay. Step to the side

13 please.

14 A Uh-huh.

15 Q And--

16 MR. GENTILE: Yes, thank you so much.

17 Q I'm going to point to -- what is -- what is Exhibit G?

18 A It looks like a picture of my office.

19 Q Okay. And do you see some -- you see a chair there that's behind

20 this desk?

21 A Okay. Yes.

22 Q From that chair, can you see this monitoring system?

23 A No. No.

24 Q Where is the monitoring -- no, I don't mean can you see it on the

25 photo. I mean, if you're sitting in that chair, can you see it?
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Okay. Where would it be?

3 A On the inside of this cabinet right here.

4 Q Okay. So it's inside that cabinet?

5 A Inside.

6 Q Okay. Now, describe for the ladies and gentlemen of the jury what

7 we're looking at here.

8 A What you're looking there is my desk, the two chairs in front of my

9 desk. You're looking at the back room section, but I used to have liquor bottles

10 or paper files. We're looking at the--

11 Q There's a doorway over here. What is that doorway?

12 A This door leads to a small kitchenette that goes from here to

13 probably on the other side, almost to the end of that right there on the inside.

14 Q And what's on the other side of this woodworking that looks like sort

15 of a - I don't know what you would call it, the credenza, shelves, or whatever

16 behind your desk. What's that on the other side of that?

17 A It a room that had chips and it also had a safe and a couple shelves.

18 Q Okay.

19 A And memorabilia.

20 Q Did you keep money in that safe?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Okay. And then you say that's a kitchenette. What if -- you see that

23 handle, that -- that --

24 A The handrail.

25 Q Handrail?
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1 A Yes.

2 Q What does that lead to?

3 A Okay. That -- there's only two steps here, and that leads into -- well,

4 it was in my office, the private bathroom and a shower.

5 Q Private bathroom. Okay. And let me put this on top here. This is

6 Exhibit 0-2. Do you recognize it?

7 A Yes, it's the f1oorplan.

6 Q And is it the second floor of the Palomino?

9 A Well, that's a big stage.

10 Q All right. But is that on the second floor?

11 A It would be -- let me see here. That looks like it would be on the

12 first -- first floor.

13 Q Well--

14 A I didn't bring my glasses.

15 Q _ do you see--

16 MR. PESCI: Judge, I apologize. I would ask that Mr. Gentile not

17 use the pointer when he's asking questions of the witness, that the witness would

16 point to it.

19 Q Well, how about this.

20 THE COURT: Well--

21 Q Do you see where I'm pointing? Can you --

22 THE COURT: -- if he directs him to --

23 Q -- tell me what that is?

24 THE COURT: -- an area, then he can ask him what is that area or

25 something like that.
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1 A That's the main office there.

2 Q The main office meaning what? Your office?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Okay. Is that area that I'm placing the laser on now that has all of

5 those X's with three-digit numbers next to them, is that the same thing that we're

6 looking at when we look at Exhibit G?

7 A Pretty close, yes.

8 Q You can resume your seat please. Well, you know what, wait just

9 one second. Was there a chair in this room that's in Exhibit G that you would

10 ordinarily use and also was - well, let me Just ask you that. Is there a chair in

11 this room that you would ordinarily use?

12 A That I would ordinarily use?

13 Q Yeah, you.

14 A The majority of the time it was right here.

15 Q So is the chair, the wooden arm chair that is on the lower left

16 quadrant of this exhibit?

17 A It's this chair right here. That would be the right lower quadrant.

18 Q Right. Lower left -- if you're going to divide this in four, it's in the

19 lower ieft comer.

20 A Okay. And it's this chair.

21 Q Yes. I understand. And then this one back here, the grey

22 upholstered one, who would usually sit in that chair?

23 A Anabel.

24 Q And would Anabel sit behind the desk more than you?

25 A About 99 percent.
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1 Q She'd be behind the desk 99 percent of the time?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Okay.

4 A Yes.

5 Q And then this chair here, was there anyone who used that chair in

6 particular, or was it used by many people?

7 A Used by many people.

8 Q Okay. You may resume please. We're going to get you back down

9 here later, but for now -- Mr. Hidalgo, when you - when you became involved

10 with the Palomino Club, had you had any prior experience at all with any

11 business that paid gratuities for cab drivers?

12 A No.

13 Q All right. And when you took Over the Palomino Club, was it all .- did

14 you initiate the practice of -- did you start the practice of paying cab drivers, or

15 was that already in place?

16 A I didn't start it, no. It was already in place.

17 Q Okay. So when you--when Dr. Stertzertook-- bought the place

18 from the Perry's, the Perry's were already paying cabs?

19A Yes.

20 Q Okay. Tell us how the -- the gratuities to the cab drivers worked.

21 A The payouts?

22 Q Yeah. Well, if thafs what you call it.

23 A The cabs would drop off customers. They would walk in. The cab

24 driver would -- the person at the door would write up a ticket depending on how

25 many people were inside that vehicle. The cab driver would go to the back and
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1 get his gratuity, payout. The customer would come in. He would payor not pay

2 depending on the system or depending on what we had in place for the night.

3 Q All right. Did the amount that cab drivers, and I want to take it

4 through the entire period of time from late 2001 to May -leI's say May 19th of

5 2005. Okay? Were cab drivers always paid the same amount of money every

6 night during all of that period of time?

7 A No.

8 Q Okay. And why not?

9 A Because even though we had a so-called owner's gentleman's

10 agreement that we would all pay the same, there would be a club or two clubs or

11 otherwise that would break the rule and, you know, if we all opened, leI's say, at

12 5:00, by 9:00 they already -- somebody had broken it. So, you know, instead of

13 paying $10, $15, $20, $25, you know, we all started that way, by 9:00 at night

14 somebody was playing, you know, 30, 35, or they just changed it, so--

15 Q Whal's the most that you can recall having to pay - I shouldn't say

18 having to pay. You didn't have to pay. But whal's the most that you can recall

17 paying cabs per passenger during the period of time from 2001 to May 2005?

18 A Maximum, I believe it was 35 that we paid.

19 Cl And wh<;ll's the least that you can remember?

20 A Five.

21 Q $5?

22 A Uh-huh.

23 Q Okay. How much were you paying when you first took over the

24 club?

25 A 15.
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1 Q Now, you had said that -- did there come a point in time when you

2 ceased paying cab drivers and used a different method? Stopped paying cab

3 drivers and used a different way of getting the cab drivers to make money?

4 A No. I need you to elaborate on that, please.

5 Q All right. Well, let me ask you this, Mr. Hidalgo. Do you remember

6 ever being sued to stop you from paying cab drivers?

7 A I didn't want to say that, but, yes.

6 Q Okay. Then you might as well tell them. Who - who was it that

- standing --

Right.

-- right there.

Okay. And what happened?

I stopped.

And then what did you do when you couldn't pay cab drivers

That man-

Me.

9 sued you?

10 A

11 Q

12 A

13 Q

14 A

15 Q

16 A

17 Q

18 anymore?

19 A We kind of like sort of like regrouped, you know, and figured out

20 another way to attract business.

21 Q And what was that?

22 A We offered incentives to cab drivers in the form of other type of

23 gratuities, such as television sets or other gifts, so to speak, you know what I

24 mean? Raffles, dinners.

25 Q Did you ever start the use of VIP cards? We've seen VIP cards all
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lover in this case? All right? Was that related to your having to stop paying cab

2 drivers directly?

3 A Yes, it was.

4 0 Okay. And what was it designed to do? What was it supposed to

5 achieve?

6 A Well, what it was supposed to achieve --

7 0 Other than to get around the order to stop paying cabs?

8 A Well, it was another way for us to be able to attract business from

9 locals. We wanted the local business more than anything else. And we would

10 have several people go out and, you knoW, pass out the VIP cards, you know,

11 and hope that we can entice somebody to come on over for free.

12 0 You know What, let me make this record clear. It wasn't me that

13 sued you. I sued you on behalf of a client; am I right?

14 A Yes.

15 0 Do you remember who the client was?

16 A Yes, Pete at OG's, Olympic Gardens.

17 0 Olympic Gardens. Okay. And did it turn out that the VIP pass

18 became a problem?

19

20

21

A Yes, it did.

o And how did that occur?

A They were not being utilized properly. The intent was to go ahead

22 and give them out and to have honest people come in, so to speak, you know

23 what I mean. And it was never intended for anybody to grab those things and

24 sell them and somebody make money. You know, the whole idea was to e,ntice

25 people to come in for free. So, yes, it did become a problem.
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1 Q Okay. And did there come a time when it came to your attention that

2 those cards were being sold by employees of the Palomino Club?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Okay. And was it any particular employee, or was it just a bigger

5 problem than that?

6 A It was a bigger problem than that.

7 Q In what way?

8 A Several. Not just one employee, several employees.

9 Q And was it always the people that were doormen, or were other

10 employees as well?

11 A There were other employees as well. I do know, and I recall that we

12 even had an issue at one time where one of the VIP cards that had been

13 duplicated. So if we started like we had a thousand, you know what I mean --

14 Q You mean you had counterfeit VIP cards?

15 A Yes.

16 Q Okay. And did the use of VIP cards, then, also become a problem?

17 Like there came a time when you started paying gratuities to cab drivers again;

18 am I right?

19 A That's correct.

20 Q Okay. And were the VIP cards still floating around out there?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Did that become a problem with respect to when the cabs were also

23 being paid?

24 A Yes.

25 Q In what way?
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1 A Well, the people getting out of the cab maybe didn't come in

2 originally with a VIP card. And as soon as they got to the front door, they would

3 be greeted by somebody by -- at the door or otherwise. And instead of the

4 general admission now being $15 to get in or $20 to get in, they would sell a

5 pass for $5, $10 so they wouldn't have to pay to get in.

6 Q And these problems that you've described to the ladies and

7 gentlemen of the jury, I - if I understand your testimony, there were several

8 employees. When you say several, can you estimate how many that you heard

9 things about that were involved in that?

10 A No, I can't tell you for sure how many people were involved. I can

11 only just tell you, obviously, that, you know, at a club like that of such magnitude,

12 that large, you know, you have a few supervisors, you have floor people, and so

13 and so forth, you know. You have a tremendous amount of people, you know,

14 feedback to the managers, floor managers, floor supervisors, and they, in return,

15 would obviously tell the office manager, the office manager in return would talk to

16 the GM, who at that time was Anabel, and we would discuss it. So it wasn't, you

17 know -- but, yes, there were several.

18 Q Did you ever use force, physical10rce -- well, strike that. Did you

19 ever retaliate against any of the employees that you heard were doing this?

20 A No. No.

21 Q Why not?

22 A You know, in any cash business there is always that risk. And you

23 have to take it, in my verbiage, with a grain of salt. You know that that's what's

24 going to happen. You just don't go ahead and do that. You know, what I always

25 instructed anybody on my staff, which was my policy, was you always have to
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1 write up, you always have to document, because that's what I like doing. I

2 document a lot. And what I had instructed them to do if there was an issue with

3 and employee or employees or otherwise is to write them up, put it in a personnel

4 file. This way when the issue became severe and something had to take place,

5 then, obviously, it would be appropriate to do it the right way, the legal way.

6 Q Okay.

7 A And the only reason why I'm saying that is because even from the

8 time that Dr. Stertzer was the owner, I was always governed by attorneys.

9 never stood alone.

10 Q When you say you were always governed by attorneys, what -- what

11 do you mean by that?

12 A Well, when Dr. Stertzer took over, he had basically, you know, he

13 has the money to hire a firm, you know, to make sure, to help me and govern me,

14 so to speak, to guide me on legal Issues about, you know, the dancers, the rules,

15 and so on and so forth.

16 Q And what - what firm did Dr. Stertzer employ?

17 A Gordon and Silver.

18 Q And so the Palomino has been a client of Dr. -- of Gordon and Silver

19 since at least Dr. Stertzer owned it?

20 A Since day one.

21 Q Since 2001?

22 A Yes.

23 Q Okay. Now, were there other problems? You - you talked about a

24 cash business and problems that are associated with the cash business. Were

25 there other problems that were - that you ran into from time to time, at least
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1 reports of them that employees were doing, behavior of employees that were

2 problems at the Palomino Club?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Okay. What were those other problems?

5 A A lot of them were not dOing their job correctly. And by that I'm

6 talking about not being under post. They would be someplace else than what

7 they were supposed to be doing.

8 Q How about law breaking? Was there any reports of people, you

9 know, doing something illegal?

10 A We had hears and had rumors -- and I can only say rumors either

11 though at one point or one time I did have a security staff, but that was awhile

12 back ago -- that there was--

13

14

MR. PESCI: Judge, I'm going to object as to rumors and to hearsay.

MR. GENTILE: It's not offered for the truth. It's offered for his state

15 of mind. We're dealing here with a motive situation.

16

17

18

THE COURT: You heard rumors that there was illegal activity?

THE WITNESS: Yes, ma'am.

THE COURT: All right. Go on, Mr. Gentile.

19 MR. GENTILE: All right.

20 BY MR. GENTILE:

21 Q Did you ever take retaliation against anybody that --

22 A No.

23 Q I want to call your attention to -- to the man whose death causes us

24 to be here, Timothy Hadland. Okay? Did you know him?

25 A I knew who he was, yes.
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2 communications?

1
~

Q And how - how much did you deal with him in terms of
•

3 A Hardly at all. I have only talked to him maybe around three to four

4 times max.

5 Q Okay. And what was the longest conversation that you can

6 remember having with him?

7 A Maybe, I want to say ten minutes.

8 Q Okay. What was that conversation about?

9 A He had offered one time, we were short on girls, and he had offered

10 some ideas on maybe how we can get more girls. I said, you know what, talk to

11 Ariel, see what you guys can come up with, take it upstairs, follow chain of

12 command. I was -- that was the longest conversation I have ever had.

13 Q And what about the other three? What was·- do you remember

14 anything about the other two or three times that you may have talked to him?

15 A Hi, hello, how you doing, fine, thank you. That was it. Like I said,

16 the only reason why I was very limited to his conversation is because I very

17 rarely came in through the front door. I always went through the back door.

18 Q Did you have any suspicions, you, yourself, personally, have any

19 suspicions as to Mr. Hadland conducting himself either illegally or - or in a way

20 contrary to the best interest of the Palomino?

21

22

23

24

25

A You mean me personally seeing him?

Q Yes.

A No.

Q Did anybody ever report that to you?

A Several.
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1 Q

2 A

3 Q

4 A

5 in the back.

6 Q

7 A

8 supervisor.

And among those people, can you remember who?

PK Handley, Jerry, larry, Sam in those days that he was there.

Now, what did Sam do? What was his job?

He was one of the gentlemen that used to pay the -- the cab payout

All right. And Jerry?

Jenry was in the front door as well, and he was also a floor

9 Q All right. Did you do anything at all in the response to those reports?

10 A Just advised them to go ahead and write it up and look into it. That

11 was it. That was -- you know, that was my thing. That was my poliCy. I would

12 never -- unless I actually saw somebody doing something, in my eyes I would be

13 the only one who could say pick up your things, your check will be ready in ten

14 minutes, you're done. That was it. Everybody else had to follow the rule, the

15 chain of command.

16 Q Were you involved in the firing of Timothy Hadland from the

17 Palomino Club?

18 A No. I didn't even know he was fired.

19 Q When did you learn that he was fired?

20 A A couple of weeks later maybe, a week, week and a half.

21 Q Okay. Now, let's talk about Deangelo Carroll. When did you meet

22 Deangelo Carroll?

23 A I don't recall specifically when I met Mr. Carroll. To be honest with

24 you, he was just another employee that came to apply for a job. I don't even

25 recall exactly 100 percent who brought him in.
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1 Q In year 2005, were you going through a divorce?

2 A Major. Yes.

3 Q And when did it start?

4 A About a year, year and a half before that, roughly.

5 Q So 2003?

6 A I would probably say so, yes.

7 Q Okay.

8 A Somewhere around there.

9 Q And had your marriage had problems even before that?

10 A Way before that.

11 Q Like when?

12 A 10 to 12 years before that.

13 Q So going back into the '90s, early '90s?

14 A At least.

15 Q Okay. I want to call your attention to May 19, 2005, which is really

16 why we're here. Do you remember how you started off your day?

17 A Same routine. Simone's Auto Plaza, going to the club, same

18 routine.

19 Q When you got to the club, do you remember about what time?

20 A No, I don't.

21 Q You've heard testimony in this case that while you were at Simone's,

22 Anabel Espindola told you in the presence of your son that she received a phone

23 call from Deangelo Carroll. Do you remember hearing that testimony?

24 A I heard it.

25 Q Okay. And·- and she testified in this case that she told you and
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1 your son at that time that Deangelo told her that TJ was badmouthing the club.

2 A That never took place.

3 Q No, but did you hear the testimony?

4 A I heard the testimony, yes.

5 Q Okay. Now I'm going to ask you, did that happen?

6 A No.

7 Q You heard her say that in response to that your son, I don't

8 remember the language that she used, but that your son basically was angry and

9 said some things to you. Do you remember her saying that?

10 A Yes.

11 Q And among the things that she said that he said is that you would

12 never be like Rizzolo and Galardi, do you remember her saying that?

13 A Yes.

14 Q Okay. Now I'm going to ask you something. Did that happen?

15 A No.

16 Q Has your son ever said anything like that to you?

17 A No, not at all

18 Q Okay. On that day, on that day--

19 A Uh-huh.

20 Q __ Anabel also says that you became like angry in response to this

21 and I think she - silent, you know, wouldn't talk to her. Is that your memory of

22 anything that happened on that day?

23 A No.

24 Q Okay. Now, you've had strokes, but are you sure?

25 A Yes, I'm sure.
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6 A

7 Q

8 A

9 Q

10 A

11 Q

f2 that day?

13 A

14 Q

1 Q Okay. Did there come a time that day when you learned from

2 somebody that Timothy Hadland was bad mouthing the club?

3 A Yes,.1 did.

4 Q Okay. Would you tell the ladies and gentlemen of the jury who told

5 you and how that happened?

I heard it for the first time from Deangelo Carroll.

And where was that?

In my office upstairs.

In your office at what place?

Palomino Club.

All right. Now, was that the first time that you saw Deangelo Carroll

Yes. To my best recollection, yes.

You heard Ariel come in here and testify that you had called her and

15 Deangelo into the office that day.

16 A That was for another issue.

17 Q And do you remember when - did that come first or later?

18 A No, the issue of me chewing her out and chewing Deangelo Carroll

19 took place first.

20 Q That took place first?

21 A Yes.

22 Q All right. Then how much later after that happened did you learn

23 from Deangelo Carroll about TJ badmouthing the club?

24 A I would probably say maybe about 10, maybe 12 minu1es maximum

25 after they left, after he and Ariel left my office.
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1 Q You heard Anabel say that you left your office, she was in your office

2 and -- and Deangelo Carroll came in and you left your office with Deangelo

3 Carroll. Is that your memory?

4 A No, I never left anywhere.

5 Q When Deangelo Carroll told you that TJ was badmouthing the club,

6 tell the ladies and gentlemen of the jury what you remember in terms of who said

7 what and how that happened.

8 A Well, Deangelo came into the office and he actually didn't even talk

9 to me directly. He wasn't staring at me. He was talking to Anabel. And basically

10 what he did was he said, oh, I heard that TJ is badmouthing the club. And I

11 looked up at him, and I was already furious at him anyway, you know, because I

12 was up to here with him, and I said so what, what's the big deal, what's the

13 problem? And he basically looked at Anabel and murmured. From what I

14 remember he said something about, well, you know, It's kind of like job security

15 type of thing, you know, something stupid.

16 MR. PESCI: I'm going to object as to what Deangelo Carroll said,

17 Judge. Hear--

18 THE WITNESS: I was there.

19 THE COURT: That's not the objection.

20 It goes to state of mind. It's not--

21 MR. GENTILE: It's absolutely-

22 THE COURT: -- being offered --

23 MR. GENTILE: -- not going for the truth.

24 THE COURT: -- for the truth of the matter.

25 MR. GENTILE: I will never rely on Deangelo for the truth.
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2

3

4

MR. PESCI: And, Judge, I'm going to object to the commentary-

THE COURT: The--

MR. PESCI: - in front of the jury.

THE COURT: -- editorializing. All right.

20 is Anabel?

5 BY MR. GENTILE:

6 Q What did he -- what did he say to you? Oh, he didn't say it to you,

7 he said it to Anabel?

8 A Yeah, he wasn't facing me. He wasn't looking at me.

9 Q All right. And let me ask you something. And I'm not going to make

10 you come down here because I think that everybody on this jury can probably

11 see this from there and so can you.

12 MR. GENTILE: Let me getthis out ofyour way.

13 Q See this?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Exhibit G, I think.

16 A Yes.

17 Q Where were you sitting -- well, let me -- let me not assume anything.

18 When Deangelo came into the office and he -- the second time, and he says this

19 to you about TJ's badmouthing the club, where are you, where is he, and where
/"

21 A Anabel is sitting in the chair, in the tall chair behind my desk. I'm

22 sitting at the corner right here on the green chair.

23

24

Q Okay. And where's Deangelo?

A He's standing right there in between that green chair and this green

25 chair, standing right there.
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1 Q So he's standing, he's not sitting?

2 A No, he's standing.

3 Q How long was he in the office at that time?

4 A I'm not going to sit here and lie, so it was not half hour, it was not an

5 hour, that's for sure. It was very short.

6 Q Okay. Did you say something to him - did he say that he was going

7 to -- did he mention to you anything at all at that time about TJ Hadland and his

8 relationship with him?

9 A When I finished asking him, I said so what, you know, what's the big

10 deal, you know? And like I said, he mumbled, murmured to her saying, well, job

11 security. And like I said, he continued just to stare at her like if the conversation

12 were between both of them except I wasn't in it, so to speak. Then--

13 Q Well, you were in the room. You heard it.

14 A Yeah. Well, I was sitting on the chair.

15 Q Okay.

16 A Okay. Then soon right after that he -- you know, he was chuckling,

17 you know. The verbiage wasn't come on out here at that point, but I did - he did

18 finally, you know, clarified. And he says, well, maybe I -- I should go talk to him.

19 And I said what for? And Anabel did respond by saying also, well, if you're going

20 to go talk to him, you talk to him on your own. That's entirely up to you. Okay?

21 And then I looked at him and I said 1didn't know you had that

22 kind of a close relationship with him. And that's when he said to me, he says,

23 well, we visit each other family to family, you know, and he says and we smoke

24 dope. And I said, I don't want to hear. I've never done dope in my life. I don't-

25 nope. So I said, no, you know what, you got to go, you know. And that's when
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1 he left.

2 Q Okay. Did you say to him to tell TJ to stop spreading shit?

3 A I made a comment as he -maybe he's walking out. I said, hey, if

4 you want to talk to him, just tell him to stop it, you know what I mean. But I didn't

5 tell him stop shit, but I might've said it, you know what I mean, in that sense, you

6 know, stop shit, you know, whatever. But it was kind of close to that, yes.

7 Q Okay. Now, when Deangelo said that to you about TJ's

8 badmouthing the club - and that's the first time you heard it?

9 A Yes.

10 Q Was your son in the room at that time?

11 A No.

12 Q Why did you tell Deangelo -- say to Deangelo so what?

13 A I didn't care. It didn't bother me.

14 Q Why didn't it bother you?

15 A It's never bothered me. That's petty to me. One person talking

16 about the club is going to stop the industry? You got to be kidding me. It -- it-

17 you know, that's just Iike-

18

19

THE WITNESS: May I, Judge, continue?

THE COURT: Sure.

20 BY MR. GENTILE:

21 Q Yeah.

22 A That's just like being in the automobile repair facility, you know, and

23 one car goes out and it ain't done right, and the fender, maybe perhaps the paint

24 wasn't done right and you go someplace else. You know what I mean? All you

25 can do is just say I heard it through the grapevine, why don't you come back, you
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1 know, we'll go ahead and redo it.

2 Q So in other words you thought you might still be in business the next

3 day, even--

4 A Of course.

5 Q -- if hewas badmouthing --

6 A As long-

7 Q -- the club?

8 A -, as you pay the cabs --

9 MR. PESCI: Objection. Leading.

10 THE COURT: Well, yeah.

11 BY MR. GENTILE:

12 Q As long as you pay the cabs what?

13 A In that type of industry, as long as somebody is getting gratuity,

14 somebody is making money, they're going to continue to go ahead and give you

15 patronage. Okay? So, you know, this thing about one person, two people, three

16 people, you know what I mean, saying something negative or something like

17 that -- excuse my language -- it's bunk. That's not going to hurt no business,

18 especially, you know, in the industry. Not--

19 Q Thank you for apologizing for bunk.

20 A There's no other strip club in town, whether it's bigger, ten times

21 bigger than you, it's going to hurt you one way or the other unless they're doing

22 something else. But for somebody to be badmouthing the club, why, because we

23 got ugly girts? As a matter of fact, I used to say, hey, you know what there's a

24 seat for ever ass in the -

25 MR. PESCI: Judge, I'm going to object to the narrative--
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1 MR GENTILE: All right

2 MR PESCI: -- at this point

3 MR GENTILE: All right

4 THE COURT: Yeah,

5 MR GENTILE: All right All right All right

6 THE COURT: Sustained.

7 MR GENTILE: We don't really want to go there.

6 THE COURT: Sustained.

9 BY MR GENTILE:

10 A I'm sorry. But--

11 Q I said we don't want to go there. Thank you.

12 THE COURT: Mr. Gentile is going to ask a question then.

13 Q I am going to ask a question. I better hurry, huh? All right Look,

14 this is serious. There's a dead man.

15 A Yes.

16 Q How do you feel about that?

17 A Awful.

18 MR PESCI: Objection. Relevance.

19 THE COURT: Overruled.

20 BY MR. GENTILE:

21 Q Mr. Hidalgo, did you ask anybody to harm TJ Hadland?

22 A I never asked, insinuated, or otherwise anything for anybody to do

23 anything to anybody in the club or anytime in my entire life in 58 years. Never. I

24 would never do such a thing.

25 Q Well, you heard, I think it was Anabel, a question about did you ever
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1 ask Deangelo to harm Rosa's boyfriend because you thought that he got her

2 hooked on drugs. Was that true?

3 A No.

4 Q Now, let me -- let me be real specific. I don't mean the hooked on

5 drugs part. I mean, was it true that you asked Deangelo to harm somebody?

6 A I never asked Deangelo to do anything. That man was kept around

7 in that club simply because, you know what, Anabel favored him, period. Okay?

8 How many times her and I argued, I want him out. She always said, no, no, no,

9 whatever. There was too many reports about him. She always was favoring

10 him.

11 Q All right.

12 A That's the only reason why he was still there.

13 Q Did you have any idea before it occurred that TJ Hadland was going

14 to be harmed?

15 A No, I just said that. No.

16 Q Well, you didn't. Each of these questions is different, Mr. Hidalgo.

17 Listen, did you have any idea that someone else was going to harm TJ Hadland

18 before it happened?

19 A No.

20 Q Okay. Let's talk about hOw you learned that TJ Hadland was

21 harmed. How did that come about?

22 A I don't remember the time, but I do recall Deangelo knocking on the

23 door. I turned around, looked at Anabel. Anabel says it's Deangelo. She yells

24 out, come on in. Deangelo walks in. He takes two steps to come down. He's

25 sweating like a pig. Excuse my language. He's sweating profusely, okay,
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1 shaking. All right?

2 And he basically says, Ms. Anabel, I fucked up, I fucked up.

3 So I turn around and look at him again. I looked at her. Okay? And he starts

4 saying, and he's stumbling his words, and then he said the dude got out of the

5 car and put the bullet in the guy's head. And that's it.

6

7

MR. PESCI: I'm going to object as to hearsay, Judge.

THE COURT: Well, I don't think it's being offered for the truth.

8 don't think there's much - it's not being offered for a hearsay purpose.

9 MR. GENTILE: It is absolutely not being offered for a hearsay

10 purpose.

11 BY MR. GENTILE:

12 Q And then -- you may finish your answer. After he says the dude put

13 a bullet in the man's head, what did you do?

14 A I responded, looked at him, I said what the fuck-

15 Q No, listen, Mr. Hidalgo.

16 A I'm sorry.

17 MR. GENTILE: Judge, could you explain to him that he can use the

18 exact language? I mean--

19

20

21

THE COURT: Yeah, you can use-

MR. GENTILE: -- we say that.

THE COURT: I mean, obviously, we've heard many times

22 throughout the trial. You're free to quote language that was used. So go ahead

23 and answer Mr. Gentile's question if you remember it.

24 BY MR. GENTILE:

25 A I looked at Deangelo, you know, and I said what the fuck did you
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1 do? What the hell happened? You know, and he's staring at Anabel, and, again,

2 like I said, he said --

3 Q What did - what did Anabel do? What did Anabel say?

4 A What Anabel, what she did is she stood up from the chair and

5 grabbed her -- grabbed her hands, covered her face, and goes, oh, my God, oh,

6 my God, oh, my God. And then she went like that and she said you stupid,

7 stupid man, what the hell have you done? That was it Then she kind of like did

8 one of these things where she tried to sit down and then got up again.

9 Q All right Now, what was your emotion at that time?

10 A I was stunned. I mean, you know, I was like - I was stunned. I was

11 like ftabbergasted. I didn't know what -- what transpired. Because I saw the

12 reaction on Anabel, how she took it, you know, and that -- I don't know. I don't

13 even want to say. I don't want to put words in my mouth about what I thought

14 was going on in her mind, but that's exactly what she did.

15 Q And then what happened? Did Deangelo say something else about

16 the shooter?

17 A He said that - again, he said that -- well, let me back up a little bit

18 He said -- first he said that that while going up there -- he made a comment and

19 said, well, Ms. Anabel, there's nothing we can do about it now. We were

20 smoking dope on the way up there. Okay? And then he said -- when she sat

21 down again, doing one of these things, then he says, and the guy wants money.

22 And that's when I said - now I stood up from my chair and said what money?

23 For what? Just like that

24 Q Okay.

25 A And then he says he wants five. And I go five what? Anabel said
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1 five what also as well. Then he said $5,000. And then he says, and by the way,

2 he's a Grip, a gang member with the Grips, and you better not fuck with my boy.

3 That's what he said. You don't want to fuck with my boy.

4 Q Now, how did you feel at that point?

5 A At that point I had a little bit of fear.

6 Q A little bit of fear?

7 A Well, I had great fear.

8 Q And why?

9 A First of all, I didn't know who the other person was. I really don't

10 know whether or not what had happened. I didn't know how to take it righlthen

11 and there, what defensive move I can make at this point. I don't know if there

12 was one, two, three, or four or more than that. I had no idea. He's telling me the

13 guy is a gang member. I know about gangs.

14 Q And what do you know about gangs at that time?

15 A I've been around it just like law enforcement have been around it.

16 had it in my hood. And when they say something or they make a threat, so to

17 speak, you don't take it too lightly.

18 Q And why-

19 A You don't.

20 Q Why is that?

21 A Why? Because there's -- you can maybe take one of them, but you

22 can't take all of them. You know, and I know people -- am I allowed to name

23 them? Am I allowed to name gangs?

24 Q Well--

25 THE GOURT: Well, maybe--
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1 Q - I don't know that there's any reason to name people, but have you

2 had--

3 A Not people, but gangs.

4 Q Okay. Sure, you can name them.

5 A I've known members of the Hells Angels, Gypsy Jokers, Sons of

6 Hawaii. I've known Mara Salvatrucha, the MS-13. And I know that's one you

7~'~~~,~~~~~.~~~_~~~_~~~

6 a gang member lightly. You don't.

9 Q And so what did you do in response to that situation?

10 A I looked at Anabel and I did, you know, I said, well. She looked at

11 me like what are we going to do? And at that point, what did I do? I just waived

12 my hand said go for it.

13 Q Now, let's go back to Exhibit G. On the other side of this wall that's

14 in the back of your desk--

15 A Uh-huh.

16 Q -- you said is a room.

17 A Correct.

18 Q Okay. And you said that there's a safe in that room.

19 A That is correct.

20 Q Okay. How much money was in that safe at that time?

21 A In that safe, between 150 and 160,000.

22 Q And you were asked for $5,000?

23 A That is correct.

24 Q Now, instead of paying the $5,000, why didn't you just pick up the

25 phone and call the police?
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1 A Fear, Mr. Gentile. Fear at that time. Major fear will make you do a

2 lot of stupid things. And like I said, I didn't even know who, what, or where, or

3 how many.

4 Q Did you ever, that night -- you -- you heard Anabel testify -- basically

5 you heard Anabel testify that she doesn't know anything about this.

6 A Yeah.

7 Q Okay. But -- but you heard her testify that at some point that night

6 you were in your office, PK Handley was in the office, and Anabel was in the

9 office.

10 A Uh-huh.

11 Q You heard her testify about that?

12 A Yes.

13 Q Okay. We've heard PK testify as to what he remembers about that.

14 But Anabel testified that at some point in time you called her to -- to go into the

15 kitchenette with you and told her to go into that back room where that safe was

16 that had the $160,000 in it and to call Deangelo from that back room to tell him to

17 go to plan B. Did you hear her testify to thai?

1a A I heard her testify it.

19 Q Is that true?

20 A No, it's not true.

21 Q Did you tell her to call Deangelo at all?

22 A No, not at all.

23 Q If you were going to call Deangelo to tell him to go to plan -- well,

24 strike that. Did you -- did you call Deangelo?

25 A No.
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1 Q Have you ever used the term plan B or go to plan B?

2 A Maybe in the past when we had different systems of payouts. You
,

3 know, there was one time they even had more than A, B, or C.

4 Q Okay.

5 A Obviously, you know, everybody knows if plan A don't work, go to

6 plan B. I mean, that's -

7 Q So that's the way you used it?

8 A Well, in so many words, you know, yeah. It's just a method of

9 payouts for me.

10 Q Now, the next day, May the 20th
, there came a time when you

11 received a phone call from a detective. Do you recall that?

12 A Yes.

13 Q All right And what do you recall about the phone call?

14 A He said he needed to talk to me about an employee --

15 Q And-

16 A -- and how soon I was going to be at the club or when the club was

17 going to be open.

18 Q And what did you do in response to that?

19 A I met him. I said, yeah, fine, I'm on my way.

20 Q Okay. Now, there was an opportunity for you to tell him what had

21 happened the night before. Why didn't you tell him?

22 A Like I said, I did not know what the circumstances were. I did not

23 know nothing about who the gang was or whatever, if they were still out there,

24 they were following me. I could've. I'm sorry I didn't I didn't I mean, you know,

25 if -- you have to be faced with that situation in order for you to react or similarly
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lone way or the other, you know? But I fear for my son, I fear for myself, I fear for

2 Anabel at that moment, I fear for my father. Who am I .- what do you do?

3 mean, you know, I don't know who. I had no knowledge, no idea who.

4 Q The policeman met you, the detective met you at the Palomino Club;

. 5 am I right?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Was it one or more pOlice personnel?

6 A I want to say there was two people. I want to say there was a

9 gentleman and a female. I want to say that.

10 Q Okay. That's your memory?

11 A That's --

12 Q You don't seem real clear on that.

13 A Sorry.

14 Q Well, are you real clear on it?

15 A Okay. I'll go with yes.

16 Q Okay.

17 MR. PESCI: Judge, objection.

18 THE COURT: Well, don't - don't guess. If you -- Mr. Gentile asks

19 you something and you don't remember, don't guess--

20

21

22

23

24 remember.

25

THE WITNESS: Okay.

THE COURT: -- just because -

THE WITNESS: I know--

THE COURT: -- he asked you. Just say I don't remember or

THE WITNESS: I don't remember about the other female, but I do
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1 remember him.

2 BY MR. GENTILE:

3 Q All right. And did he ask you to provide him with some employee

4 recOrds at that time?

5 A Yes.

6 Q All right. Why didn't you -- well, how did you respond to that?

7 A To?

6 Q To his request.

9 A About the files?

10 Q Right.

11 A I didn't have no problems giving him the files, but I couldn't get into

12 the file cabinet. Those file cab --

13 Q You were there.

14 A Pardon me?

15 Q You were there. You were in the building.

16 A I don't have keys for those things. I never had keys for those things.

17 I didn't - I only had the keys to enter the back and the -- and -- and Ariel's door.

18 But I didn't have the keys to the lockout portion where the file cabinets are that

19 had -- that needs a key.

20 Q Now, you've seen the State put into evidence here a list of phone

21 numbers that was taken from the wall in your office.

22 A Uh-huh.

23 Q And out of that list of phone numbers is the phone number of

24 Deangelo Carroll.

25 A Okay.
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1 Q The detective asked you for Deangelo Carroll's phone number, if J

2 understand correctly.

3 A He asked me several questions. You know, he asked me for the file

4 of Deangelo Carroll, how you can get a hold of him, so on and so forth, whatever.

5

6

Q Why didn't you give him the phone number?

A eecause, you see, that wall there was for the office manager to put

7 out memos. She was always pulling Qut stuff over there. Whether his phone

6 number was there or otherwise, I'm sure that if it was there, I didn't put it there,

9 so I would have no recollection that Deangelo Carroll's phone number was on -

10 on that list.

11 Q So you - that wasn't -- it was there. You don't dispute that it was

12 there. You just--

13 A No.

14 Q -- didn't know it-

15 A Of course not.

16 Q -- was there.

17 A Of course not. I dont dispute it was there. That's what it was for, to

18 put memos on and so forth. Sometimes I - I looked at them, sometimes J didn't.

19 But he specifically asked me for a phone number or the file. I don't have keys for

20 that. I made it a practice to don't have keys for any of those pertinent things that

21 are private to each indiVidual person that has a title. I don't.

22 Q All right. That evening you were at the Palomino Club when

23 Deangelo Carroll arrived; am I correct?

24 A When he arrived when?

25 Q Friday night, which is the day after Mr. Hadland was killed.
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1 A Okay.

2 Q Were you at the -- were you at the Palomino that night?

3 A I believe so. I don't recall 100 percent.

4 Q When -- did -- did you have any contact with Deangelo Carroll when

5 he arrived at the club? Well, strike that. Let me <;10 it this way. The police came

6 back that night. You - you remember that?

7 A Yeah.

8 Q All right.

9 ,A When 1--

10 Q And they were speaking to Ariel. You've heard that.

11 A Correct.

12 Q Okay. Were you at the club when that was going on?

13 A Yes, I was changing a light bulb.

14 Q All right. And did Deangelo Carroll come in at that time?

15 A Yes, he came through the back.

16 Q All right. And do you recall having any communication with

17 Deangelo Carroll that night?

18 A I steered him to the office where Ariel's office is. I said, hey, the

19 police is over there.

20 Q You told him that even though you knew what happened the night

21 before?

22 A I told him the police officer was over there. They wanted to talk to

23 him.

24 Q All right. Now, it's obvious that there came a time when you called

25 your lawyer.
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Okay. And by that time rhad already sued you four years earlier,

3 and had represented you a year before that; am I correct?

4 A Correct.

5 Q Okay. Why did you call a lawyer?

6 A Why?

7 Q Yeah, why?

6 A It was my practice, like I said, from the previous owner, Dr. Sterl2er,

9 I had gotten used to the idea if you have an issue, you got a problem, you call a

10 lawyer, especially, you know, if you have one or you know somebody, call a

11 lawyer. At that point, I knew I needed a lawyer.

12 Q You heard Anabel say on a tape on May the 23"', this is the day

13 before she was arrested, you heard her say on the tape that you saw a lawyer for

14 you and Deangelo. Did you hear her say that?

15 A Yes.

16 Q Okay. I can'ttestify. You know that by now.

17 A Uh-huh.

18 Q Mr. DePalma has testified.

19 A Uh-huh.

20 Q You have to say yes.

21 A Yes.

22 Q Okay. Did you go to see -- did you call me or go see Mr. DePalma

23 on behalf of Deangelo Carroll?

24 A No, of course not. Never.

25 Q Before you said that you were afraid for people. I'm putting Exhibit H
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1 on here. Are these the people you were afraid for?

2 A Very much.

3 Q Who--

4 A With the exception --

5 Q __ are they?

6 A Well, on the -- on the right, my left, is myself, next to me is my

7 granny, that's my dad, and my son, Little Luis.

6 Q And Anabel, who is not in that photo.

9 A That's exactly -- I was going to say that.

10 Q Now, when you went to see Mr. DePalma -- well, let me ask you this.

11 I'm going to put Exhibit E on the projector. And I want you to take a look at --

12 MR. GENTILE: You know, I -- everybody can do that thing except

13 me. Can I do it on here with the--

14 THE COURT: What are you talking about?

15 MR. GENTILE: Pretend I'm John Madden on Monday night football.

16 Can I do that?

17 THE RECORDER: Yes.

16 THE COURT: Sure.

19 MR. GENTILE: Okay.

20 THE COURT: Now I know what you mean. You want to make a

21 mark on the screen.

22 MR. GENTILE: Yeah, that's what I want to do. Right there.

23 BY MR. GENTILE:

24 Q Okay. See that dot on the bottom of that piece of paper? Do you

25 have your glasses?
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1 A No.

2 Q Where are they?

3 A In the car.

4 Q In the car? Good timing.

5 A Okay. But I can - I got it.

6 Q Do you want to use mine?

7 A Oh, my God.

8 THE COURT: Does that make it better or worse?

9 Q Those are trifocal, so move your head up and down. Maybe you'll

10 find it.

11 A Yeah. Okay.

12 Q Got it?

13 A Yes.

14 Q Do you recognize that -- forget about what's written on there. I'm

15 going to ask you in a second, but do you recognize this paper?

16 A Yeah.

17 Q The paper itself?

18 A Yes.

19 Q Okay. Why do you recognize it?

20 A The majority of all the vendors that used to come to the body shop

21 used to give us pamphlets, you know, clipboards, pens, so on and so forth, and

22 that says Greenleaf. That's one of the papers, obviously, that -- that came off a

23 pad of a Greenleaf pad.

24 Q Do you recognize the handwriting on there?

25 A Yes.
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1 Q I think iI's already been testified that thaI's Anabel. In fact, I think

2 she admitted that thaI's her handwriting --

3 A Yes.

4 Q - right?

5 A Yes.

6 Q Do you have any idea why she would write the names of Deangelo

7 Carroll and Timothy Hadland on the same piece of paper?

8 A Not me, no.

9 Q You don't know why?

10 A No.

11 Q Okay. But you do recognize the paper?

12 A Yes.

13 Q All right. Did you have lots of paper like this around?

14 A Yeah, we used to carry it in a lot of the vehicles, the van, her

15 Hummer, my Hummer, the truck.

16 Q When you went to see Mr. DePalma on Saturday--

17 A Uh-huh.

18 Q -- the 21", did you take notes?

19 A Yes, I always take notes.

20 Q I want to show you -- can I have my glasses back?

21 THE COURT: You know what, maybe leI's -- this might be a good

22 time for a break. LeI's go ahead and take five, six minutes for a break.

23 And, ladies and gentlemen, once again, you're reminded of

24 the admonition not to discuss the case or do anything relating to the case on the

25 break. Notepads in your chairs. Follow Jeff through the double doors. We'll just
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1 be in a real brief recess.

2 (Jury recessed at 4:21 p.m.)

3 (Jury enters at 4:40 p.m.)

4 THE COURT: All right. Court is now back in session.

5 And, Mr. Gentile, you may resume your direct examination.

6 BY MR. GENTILE:

7 Q Are you okay?

6 A Yeah.

9 Q I want you to look up at the screen that's next to you. I asked you

10 just before we broke if you took notes when you were at Mr. DePalma's office.

11 A Yes, I did.

12 Q Okay. And we've already got testimony in here from Mr. Dibble

13 about what was said. Look at 200lA and tell me if you can recall when you

14 created -- this is your handwriting; am I right?

15 A Yes, it is.

16 Q Okay. Do you remember when you wrote this on this piece of

17 paper?

18 A Yes, it was in Mr. DePalma's office, one of -- one of my notes.

19 Q Now, it's torn in half, number one. Oh, before we get to that, though,

20 is that the same paper, the same pad, the same -- same exact note paper as that

21 other note from Anabel? The same company anyway.

22 A The same company, the same type of pad, yes.

23 Q Okay. How did this thing get torn in half?

24 A I have no idea.

25 Q Why -- strike that. Do you know how this wound up in a public area
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1 of Simone's sitting on top of a stool by a pool table?

2 A I have no idea. No idea at all.

3 Q Who was this note written to?

4 A Nobody. I just wrote the note. It wasn't intended for anybody. I just

5 wrote the -- I just wrote it. It was a note.

6 Q Did you take other notes that day?

7 A Yes, I did.

6 Q Do you know where they are?

9 A No, I don't. I know that we took -- I took it out of Mr. DePalma's

10 office when we left. I put it in the vehicle. That was it.

11 Q Are you a fly fisherman?

12 A I'm a fisherman, but not fly, no.

13 Q No?

14 A No.

15 Q Do you see this magazine, this Stratos magazine?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Do you subscribe to that magazine? Here, let me -- let me put this

18 up a little higher.

19 A I personally, no. Maybe the shop did.

20 Q Do you have any idea how this number, 2001A, wound up on top of

21 this magazine?

22 A No, I have no idea.

23 Q On top of that red stool?

24 A I have no idea.

25 Q Now, the day after you met with Mr. DePalma, you and Anabel --
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1 strike that. The day after you and Anabel met with Mr. DePalma and Mr.

2 Dibble -- strike that. I'll get it right. On the day that you met with Mr. DePalma

3 and Mr. Dibble-

4 A Uh-huh.

5 Q __ did Mr. Dibble provide you with his cell number?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Okay. And do you recall that Mr. DePalma provided you with any

8 business card?

9 A Yes.

10 Q I want to show you State's Exhibit 118, which starts off looking

11 predominantly like your son's birth certificate; am I right?

12 A Yes.

13 Q Okay. Bu1 now we're going to zoom down [inaudible], to that part.

14 A Yes.

15 Q See that? Whose handwriting is that?

16 A That's mine.

17 Q Okay. And when did you write that down?

18 A At the same time in Mr. DePalma's office.

19 Q And what's it written on?

20 A A piece of paper with the business card on top of it.

21 Q And whose business card is it?

22 A Mr. DePalma's.

23 Q And do you have any idea how this wound up in room six?

24 A I might've given it to my son, I can't be sure 100 percent, as a

25 precautionary measure, if something happened to me or something to contact
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11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18 check.

(

1 Mr. Dibble or Mr. DePalma.

2 Q All right. The next day you met with me; am I right?

3 A Yes.

4 Q After you met with me,'did you have any discussions with Anabel

5 about What to do with the employment status of Deangelo Carroll?

A Yes, I spoke to her.

Q Okay. Do you remember when you spoke to her?

A A time element? No.

Q No? Was it the same day, was it the next day, do you recall?

A Well, I believe it was the same day.

Q The same day?

A Yes.

Q And what do you recall telling Anabel?

A I told her to fire Mr. Deangelo Carroll.

Q Told her to fire him.

A Yes.

Q Okay. I want you to take a look at Exhibit 240. It's a Palomino Club

It's a copy, actually, it's not the original check. Whose signature is this

19 right here?

20 A That is my signature.

21 Q Did you sign that check?

22 A It's got my name on it. Yes.

23 Q And was it -- what was your intention when you signed that check?

24 A To be given to him as a final check to fire him.

2S Q Did you know how many hours Deangelo Carroll worked?
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1 A No.

2 Q Did you know how many hours anybody worked at the Palomino?

3 A No.

4 THE RECORDER: He didn't answer that last question.

5 Q Okay. You need to say--

6 A No.

7 Q Did -- I have to ask the question again. Did you know how many

8 hours Deangelo Carroll worked?

9 A No.

10 Q Who was -- who was responsible for preparing that kind of

11 information and sending it to the payroll agency?

12 A First it would be Ariel, the office manager, and then it would go off to

13 Anabel. Anabel is the one who actually had the direct contact with the payroll

14 company.

15 Q And this check reflects a particularpay period. I'm going to zoom in

16 on it for you so you can see it better. See that?

17 A Yes, I do.

18 Q What is the last date of employment?

19 A It says May 21, 2005.

20 Q Now, we've leamed in this case that Deangelo Carroll was not fired.

21 Did you hear that on the -- on the tape on the 23"' of May?

22 A Yes.

23 Q When did you learn for the first time that he was not fired?

24 A I don't recall when it was the first time.

25 Q Did you -- was it your understanding that he was fired?
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1 A My understanding is that he was fired.

2 Q Did you tell Anabel to tell him to resign?

3 A No.

4 Q Did you know -" did you discuss anything with Anabel with respect to

5 continuing to pay Deangelo Carroll?

6 A Never did.

7 Q Did you know that she had made that agreement with Deangelo

6 Carroll?

9 A No, I did not.

10 Q What did you -- what, if anything, did you say to Anabel after leaving

11 my office with respect to further communications with Deangelo Carroll?

12 A I don't recall specific words, you know, that -- or a discussion with

13 her particularly. But I do believe that there was conversation that if there was

14 any opportunity while she was firing him to get a tape recorder to tape this guy,

15 you know, of that nature. I, you know, don't specifically remember exactly the

16 same words, but--

17 Q It turned out that that didn't happen?

18 A No.

19 Q Am I correct?

20 A That is correct.

21 Q At least as far as we know.

22 A As far as we know.

23 Q At least as far as we know of Anabel doing it.

24 A That's correct.

25 Q All right. But you told her to do that?
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1 A Yes, I did.

2 Q Did you tell her anything at all about - other than the direction that

3 you gave her, did you talk to her at all about any further communications with

4 Deangelo Carroll?

5 A I do believe that we talked about discontinuing any type of a

6 conversation with him, period.

7 Q When was the last time, to the best of your memory, the last time

8 that -- let me rephrase that You've testified that you were changing the light bulb

9 on Friday, May 20'h when Deangelo Carroll came walking into the Palomino

10 through the rear entrance.

11 A Correct.

12 Q And you pointed him in the direction of where the police were.

13 A Correct.

14 Q Okay. Have you spoken with Deangelo Carroll since then?

15 A No.

16 Q Did you ask Anabel to speak to Deangelo Carroll for you?

17 A Never.

18 Q Has Deangelo Carroll -- let -- let me call your attention to the 23'd of

19 May specifically. Well, let me take a step back first You have never spoken with

20 Deangelo Carroll since May 20th based on your answer; am I right?

21 A No, I have not spoken to him. No.

22 Q All right Has he tried to speak to you to the best of your

23 knowledge?

24 A Not that I know of, but I've never spoken -- I've never talked to him.

25 Q On the 23'd of May of -- of 2005, we know that Deangelo Carroll
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1 came into the Simone's because we've heard the tape recording; am I right?

2 A Correct.

3 Q Okay. And we know that law enforcement officers saw -- they were

4 surveilling Simone's at that time; am I right?

5 A Correct.

6 Q Okay. And -- and they have said that you were in Simone's when

7 Deangelo Carroll came in. Do you have any reason to dispute that?

8 A That I was at Simone's?

9 Q Yeah. LeI's just-- in other words, do you -. you don't have any

10 reason to dispute that the police are right that you were in Simone's at that time?

11 A No.

12 Q Okay. Did Deangelo Carroll ever come up to you and try to talk to

13 you on the 23'0 of May?

14 A No. I've never seen •• I never seen him. That was the last time I

15 saw him.

16 Q Was on the 20th?

17 A ThaI's it.

18 Q Was it ever brought to your attention that Deangelo Carroll was in

19 the building that day?

20 A No.

21 Q How about the next day?

22 A No.

23 Q Anabel never told you that Deangelo is here and he wants more

24 money, and you didn't say to her, okay, give him more money?

25 A No.
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a Did you ever authorize her to pay any more money?

A No, I did not.

a Did she ever tell you that she did pay him more money?

A No.

a Now, is that true period, or is it different for the 24th than it is for the

a Did she ever tell you he was there?

A No.

a Did she ever tell you he wanted more money?

A No.

A I don't understand what you're saying.

a All right. He came in two days in a row.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 23'd?

11

12

13

14

A Okay.

a Did she tell you anything at all on either one of those days that she

15 gave this man more money?

16 A No. I never got into no conversations with her at all about that.

17 a Did she --

18 A I never talked to her.

19 a - ever tell you he was even in the building?

20 A No, she did not.

21 a Did she tell you she had any further discussions with him?

22 A No.

23 a Now, you've heard testimony that the tires on the van, I think it was

24 Rontae Zone who said that the tires on the van were changed on the 20'h, the

25 morning of the 20'h of May. You heard that testimony?
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